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Abstract 

Designers go through much trial and error and troubleshooting with stubborn materials and 

conceptual structures just to get to a working prototype. Eventually, these efforts converge 

around uncovering successful use-cases and positive narratives aimed at rousing investment and 

culminate in the creation of an ecosystem supporting other complimentary devices. From the 

micro-shaping efforts of the R&D lab, to the macro-shaping forces of technology summits, 

expos, and conferences where these narratives are fashioned, user-and-device are caught in 

between and co-configured. Over time, designs and documentation are continually adjusted with 

varying user needs and requirements, exerting upward pressure on design efforts, fueling the 

insight that no clear distinction between using and designing a technology can be made. A recent 

technology has the potential to make this reciprocal relation more unambiguous than ever before. 

Wearable technologies are devices that use sensors to measure and record different kinds of user 

actions – and how people are using (and not using) the device is crucial for its ongoing 

development and the next iteration.  

 

With a combination of ethnography, (post)phenomenology, SCOT and ANT, this dissertation 

explores three moments shaping what wearables are/are for: a problem-solving episode in the 

development of a wearable device, the building of wearable constituencies, and the work of 

distilling both those efforts into a stable, communicable and marketable message. In doing so, I 

aim to bring renewed attention to what has been called “the double movement of ontological 

design” – the idea that we design our world and the world designs us back. I introduce what I call 

the duality of design to reflect these ever-present co-constitutive forces. The term also calls for 

reflexive attention to the role of the observer-participant in this relation, and along the way, I 
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uncover a pattern common to all the constitutive activities being described, what I term quiring. 

Adding reflexive and ethnomethodological components to analyzing the building of 

sociotechnical frames offers important opportunities for reconceptualizing our relationship with 

the technologies we use, design and study.  
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Preface 

What Questions Concern Us 
 

It has been said that thinking is like traveling a road; each inquiring path a pursuit into what is. 

This dissertation assembles a selection of paths into a circuit – a tour of the particular paths I 

pursued, or at least, were available. And yet, a dissertation is also more than simply a travel 

guide – if it were, we wouldn’t need to think. Accordingly, I am not content to merely report on 

or point out what I have seen along my road/path, I wish the reader to accompany me along the 

way, to participate with me and perhaps even build their own way – not merely lie and wait to 

hear about what is or should be (c.f. Lovitt pg. xv–xvi in Heidegger 1977).  

 

Although descriptive, I avoid a withdrawn objectivity more common in the pure sciences. As a 

social scientist, I too live (and am involved) in the world in which I describe, a description 

which, necessarily on that account, must be seen as my own. This world is a technosocial, or 

materialsocial milieu of which no one, or no thing, could be said to live independently (and by 

“live independently” I mean have an essence reducible to itself; the I, the self or ‘what is’ is 

inextricable from this milieu). This gives the accounts in this dissertation a distinctly 

phenomenological character, one without recourse to causal explanations of how or why its 

subject develops. Instead, by focusing on what develops (and who/what develops it) I uncover 

common patterns that articulate, align and adjust the phenomenon in light of situational 

sociotechnical requirements and visions.  

 

What? 

“The what is always a totality, a system of whats” (Stiegler 1998:244). This “system of whats” is 

equivalent to Heidegger’s (1977) concept of Gestell, a gathering of certain entities and their 

ordering. Gestell is a term that refers to an all-encompassing view of technology as a mode of 

human existence. Heidegger uses the term to uncover the essence of modern technology – what 

he calls Enframing, which can be defined as a way to exist in the world; an ability attributable to 

any who or what that is able to be seen and understood. This provides my starting point, and 

along the way, we’ll encounter some challenges and a new take on these ideas that aims to bring 

us closer to our technological (s)kin.  

 

What’s said 

While this dissertation engages with many existing concepts and theories, I am not interested in 

propounding their weaknesses or shortcomings, and therefore by extension, the necessity or need 

for the ideas developed here to become canon. What’s being said will always resemble what’s 

been said (or written), and I offer these contrasts when they are helpful in adding detail or nuance 

to my own descriptions/definitions.  

 

What’s been said must continually be heard – and this means much more than simply reading a 

text. What’s been said (and what’s being said) has a meaning pertaining to the historical context 

in which it was written, a meaning relevant to us, contemporaneously, as well as relative to who 

we want to be. Given this and since thinking, writing, reading, speaking unfolds as a process, it is 

much better to try and place ourselves within this complex milieu than to limit ourselves to 

established meanings or ways of doing.  
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What’s proposed 

What’s proposed is not a diagnosis, a treatment, or a remedy; it aims closer toward discovery (or, 

more aptly, discovering). It is structured around a question, or rather, two questions, and while 

we explore various answers or attempts to answer them, no final answer (in a 

traditional/conventional sense) will be offered here; the answer to ‘why ask a (or these) 

question(s)?’ is to discover something about questioning and ourselves. In other words, “why ask 

what” (Hacking 1999), or just asking what? reveals a reciprocal structure constituting 

sociotechnical entities (i.e., reveals patterns in a process that shapes a technology both materially 

and conceptually). It’s not about discovering this as-yet unseen reciprocal structure, but rather 

becoming able to see it was/is always there, always already mixing past, present, future. When 

we discover this about what a wearable is/is for? we’ll come to see a mutual relation constituting 

both it and we, one where we can glimpse the convergence of human and machine. This 

convergence is not brought about by the will of any one individual or group; it speaks more to a 

moment or tendency in the course of human existence, a tendency I refer to here as quiring and 

the duality of design.  

 

What’s different 

I firmly believe that these notions are not new but are entailed within many existing theories of 

technology and society (e.g., see Richardson 1991). For instance, though he could not possibly 

have discussed wearable technology (as we now understand it, and this was my point two 

paragraphs above concerning ‘what’s been said’), Ellul presages much of what’s discussed here 

(absent the overt androcentrism and technological determinism):  

 

Here ends the long encirclement of men by technique. It is not the result of a plot or plan 

by any one man or any group of men who direct it or apply it or shun it in new directions. 

The technical phenomenon is impersonal, and in following its course we have found it is 

directed toward man. In investigating its preferred loci, we find man himself. This is not 

the man in the mirror. Nor is he the man next door or the man in the street. Proceeding at 

its own tempo, technique analyzes its objects so it can reconstitute them; in the case of 

man, it has analyzed him and synthesized a hitherto unknown being (Ellul 1967:387-8). 

 

Who/what are we? 

This unknown being is the coupling of humans and machine and while some might attribute this 

coupling to the gradual-toward-complete adaptation of machine to (suit) humanity (’s needs), the 

reverse also holds: the complete adaptation of humans to (suit the) machine (’s needs). By 

confronting both possibilities using one of the closest technologies developed to date, wearables, 

we’ll see that what comprises this unknown was merely a blind spot; a version of ourselves that’s 

always been there, we just couldn’t see it yet.  

 

Importantly, this version differs from the concept of “cyborg” – a representation that gives too 

much primacy to the intentionality of the organism/body/agent that does the 

(cybernetic/technological) coupling. Instead of an idea of human-machine integration which 

signals a potential directionality driving that integration (and thereby creating an unnecessary 

split between the two), the view developed here, contra Ellul’s view in this passage, is that 

humans are (and always have been) technological beings, and technology is a human being (not 

that technology “is a human” but an understanding that it creates us and we create it). 
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The more different kinds of human (social, environmental, physiological, etc.) factors are taken 

into account, that is, are desired/seen to be, or sociotechnically made measurable and 

representable by wearable sensors and other technologies/techniques, the more we become part 

of their development – not in a subordinate, but superordinated role. Ellul would say this doesn’t 

represent human liberation; there is no escape from the technical ordering of things/the world 

(Ellul 1967:396-7), but it could also be that escape was never really an option in the first place – 

technology is part of who we are.  

 

So what? 

So it could be that the only way out is to find a way in, which means taking a closer look at what 

makes us – and our technologies – what they are. This dual making is what I call the duality of 

design. It is not isolated to one kind of technology (as a focus on wearables would lead one to 

believe) but relates to all other social facts/factors of modern life. Demonstrating this relation far 

exceeds the scope of this work, though it certainly signals future directions it could take.  

 

While the chapters may at first seem protracted and incompatible, this itself can serve as a subtle 

commentary on the ordering (and shaping effect) of the research and writing process itself, 

including some of the field, ethnographic and authorial struggles involved in making a 

dissertation. There is an opportunity to learn something about the interaction between 

material/discursive orderings (Chapter 3), social orderings (Chapter 4), textual orderings 

(Chapter 5) and perhaps even the authorial (professional/field of study) orderings composing 

these and ultimately shaping what’s been said, what’s being said and what’s heard. 

 

But in saying this I am not “trying to have my reflexive cake and eat it too” (Pinch 1993:512) – a 

valid concern that writing like this and eschewing conventional academic forms of writing is 

only possible from an elite or privileged position, which though edifying, only serves to magnify 

distance between ‘science’ and ‘the social’ or worse, the powerful and the less powerful. This is 

something I take very seriously, so seriously in fact that this is precisely why I have written in 

this way; whether writer or reader (or user/designer), one is empowered when they can insert 

themselves within processes of ordering, rather than merely subjects to the logic of a 

(supposedly) completed order. My hope is a sociology that is study of orderings (of which it is a 

part and to which it pertains), not (one that hedges on) a commitment to an imagined order.  

 

 

 

Steven Richardson 

December 2018 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In what follows we shall be questioning concerning technology – for questioning builds a way. 

Martin Heidegger, The Question Concerning Technology. 

 

 

Questioning is a collective endeavor; often arising when one encounters a problem, it assembles 

and explores possibilities and orders and arranges them to achieve a desirable result. The 

technologies explored here – wearables – prefigure the culmination of our technological skins, 

getting smaller and smaller and closer and closer to our bodies, to the point where the two are 

becoming indistinguishable.  

Wearable technologies refer to: “sensors, systems or devices whose function, application 

or purpose is to measure a (psychological, physiological, environmental, social/technical) 

condition, or monitor the carrying-out of action(s), whether directly or indirectly, in the context 

of one or many environments” (Richardson and Mackinnon 2017). They can do this passively, 

like a heart rate monitor next to a hospital bed, or actively as when warning a user about 

potential health issues. And although such a delineation matches well with what we’d normally 

refer to as wearable devices – the received view that merely follows from wearables’ form 

factor1 or how they are marketed and classified – it already raises two of the problems that 

shaped the research of this dissertation.  

                                                 
1 By this I mean the ordinary or common-sense definition of wearables as “portable computers worn on the body” 

(e.g., Mann 1996, 1997; Bass et al. 1997; Barfield and Baird 1998; Barfield and Caudell 2001). Form factor refers to 

the physical form or what the device looks like. Most wearable devices model their form after familiar everyday 

devices like watches, glasses, jewelry and clothing – but do these define what they are/are for? 
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The first is what’s implied by the carrying-out of actions, specifically the question of 

agency – whose or what actions are being measured? Can they be isolated to one source? The 

second is the enduring problem of the user – who is the user? We assume that the person wearing 

the wearable is the user, but what about in the case of a GPS tracker for patients with 

Alzheimer’s? Or what if the device is for non-humans, such as pets, livestock, wild animals, 

sneakers, or aircraft? Is it still a wearable if the actions being measured involve both human and 

nonhuman agency? Moreover, if wearables are created and designed with the express purpose of 

measuring something about a user (or their environment), does that mean they provide a 

structure for making sense of these actions? If so, then how can it know how to make sense of 

actions that have yet to be measured? It may not seem like it, but these are old questions.  

It is clear that wearables and human action are interdependent. We know from our own 

lifetime that humans came before wearable technologies.2 Considering that it is common practice 

today to train algorithms with large datasets pre-populated with sample user data, algorithms that 

improve over time as new data from real users gets incorporated, it should be quite obvious that 

we play a role in making new technologies that go on to shape us and make our world a reality. 

But why separate and reduce the influence of the two in one causal direction when we know that 

they’re interlinked? It might make sense when making paradigmatic diagnoses of the past (or 

speculations about the future), but we know that this (human-technology) interdependence is 

ongoing in the present and into the future. So, in what ways is human action shaping wearables, 

and how are wearables shaping human action? That the two are shaped, we already know: By 

who or what? The other. Such is the general character of studies in the social sciences that carry 

on the tradition of determining the origin and direction of influence from independent to 

                                                 
2 After all, “Homo semper tiro: man is always a beginner; the world is a venture; and man’s part is to give it light” 

(Bloch 1970:vi). 
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dependent variable. And, following Newton, we may be inclined to agree, for every action 

produces a reaction. But at the same time, “every action exists in continuity with the past, which 

supplies the means of its initiation” (Giddens 1979:70). This fundamentally recursive character 

of social life speaks to the feedback loop between structural properties – like the design of 

technologies such as wearables – and the actions or practices that constitute them.  

In my proposal for this research, I set out my plan to explore this duality – how actions 

wearables are designed to measure constitute and reconfigure what they are and what they are 

for. I call this the duality of design because I seek to symmetrically account for the fundamental 

influence of use in the activity of design – following the work of scholars such as Hales (1994), 

Orlikowski (1992, 2000) and Suchman (1995, 2002, 2007). But what started as an intuitive 

assumption about my object of research gradually became the key questions around which this 

work is organized: taking the general points above into account, I consider any given wearable 

device (or wearable technology in general) to exist in an ongoing state of development; I want to 

focus on how we make sense of wearables in the present and into the future. In doing so, I trace a 

history of wearables-in-the-making; I am not interested in pronouncing what they are, should be, 

or have been – for these we can simply refer to the ready-made (i.e., Latour 1987) definitions. To 

be clear: while I opened by delineating ‘what a wearable is’ (and thereby, what it is not), I 

immediately move on because my aim is not to impose a definition or arrive at a stable one 

through exhaustive comparative study. Instead, I am interested in following actors’ 

interpretations (and reinterpretations) of what wearables are/are for in different moments of their 

development. To this I add a reflexive component to acknowledge not just my observations, but 

my participation in these developments. This is how I arrived at the discussions and conclusions 
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in each of the three fieldwork chapters. The importance isn’t so much defining as questioning. It 

is these inquiring moments that I seek to highlight.  

In doing so, I intend to open space for sociological inquiry. This space is theoretical, but 

also empirical. It will be a space for generating a series of (more or less) practical questions 

concerning dualities and their product(ion). Generically, these questions focus on modes of 

ordering the social – understanding the social as materially heterogeneous (consisting of talk 

bodies, texts, machines, and all other things that involve, perform and make sense of the social) 

and as a recursive process (Law 1994:2-14). Importantly, this implicates our own sense-making 

efforts as part of this activity itself – meaning that this space allows for ethnomethodological 

considerations that help move the field away from the business of judging the adequacy (or 

strengths/weaknesses/limitations) of competing theories in terms of (enlightenment) progress 

toward greater, or more robust, or emancipatory, truth, in favour of a deeper, reflexive 

consideration of participant observation. In other words, instead of advancing our field by 

elaborating existing theoretical perspectives (which, by and large, serves to reconfigure 

knowledge to suit an ever changing contemporary reality as observed or reported), we can aim to 

produce ever novel theories, concepts and perhaps even methods out of the ethnographic 

encounter itself (Henare, Holbraad and Wastell 2007). Being able to see our own field of study 

as an iterative or emergent process of ordering/arrangement (of theories, concepts, accounts or 

stories, not too unlike the definition of ‘the social’ outlined above) is an important condition for 

learning (Law 1994:50), making this approach academically fertile (Lynch 1999:221).  

This dissertation engages with a range of related literatures across anthropology, 

philosophy of technology, social theory, organization studies and science and technology studies 

(STS) – especially those following the traditions of Actor Network Theory (ANT) and Social 
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Construction of Technology (SCOT). Providing a separate review of each of these literatures and 

the gaps to which this work seeks to contribute would be extensive, and in any case, would be 

inconsistent with the views advanced here. Instead, each chapter engages with and is grounded in 

its own literatures and interacts with them throughout. I mostly present these literatures at the 

beginning of each chapter to help readers ‘see where this is going’. In addition, each chapter 

touches on methods used when relevant. Even so, I provide an overview of all methods used 

below, and include a short literature review to define three central concepts that help guide this 

work. For quick reference, these three concepts are: 

• Tinkering/Arrangement – Terms that help describe what’s taking place when I talk of 

alignment, adjustment and related equipmental activities. 

• Duality of design – The name of the reciprocal process in which these (and a plurality of 

other) activities take place. 

• Sociotechnical frame – The outcome of this process. It frames what a technology (in this 

case, a wearable) is/is for.  

1.1 Methods 

“The problems that the social scientist struggles with in defining her methods are the same 

problem that, from another view, constitute her subject matter” (Suchman 2007:121). The 

problem is avoiding recourse to some privileged analytic stance where selecting, describing and 

judging the adequacy of the methods used relies on predetermined schemes that presuppose (or 

pre-characterize) the phenomenon studied. Instead of starting this project with a narrow 

definition of what a wearable (or a user or a designer) is, can be, or is for, existing 

methodological approaches within STS enable the contingent yet continual development of a 

technology to come into focus. As a symmetrical approach, the goal is to develop an 

understanding of the many, messy, and sometimes contradictory meanings comprising the 

circumstances of wearables’ ongoing development. This development is driven by interaction in 

specific contexts, and interaction in this sense includes interpretation both by actors under the 
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lens and my own inquiring; after all, methods are “discoverable topics of order in their own 

right” (Lynch 1999:217). Doing so required that I proceed with observations that capture as 

much as the phenomenon as possible (i.e., efforts to figure out, understand or promote who or 

what wearables are/are for), while presupposing – as to the analytical interest of these data or 

observations – as little as possible either in advance or as they occur/take place (Suchman 

2007:122). Accordingly, in each fieldwork chapter I have selected events that highlight actors’ 

exploration of and attempts to configure what wearable are/are for, according to them. Being 

committed to this, and, wanting to acknowledge my role – both as the observer-participant and as 

the one who assembled and arranged these descriptions – a combination of ethnomethodology 

and reflexive ethnography is uniquely suited to this task. 

 To capture the interactive and interdependent relationship between human action and 

wearable technologies, this research incorporated three data collection phases. The first was 

participant observation at a start-up company developing wearable technology. Over the course 

of 2016-2017 I negotiated an internship with this company (to which I refer as WorkStrong for 

reasons of confidentiality), which took place over three months in the summer of 2017. This 

research involved participating in numerous team meetings, 10 semi-structured interviews with 

current staff (CEO, Bill; CTO, Luke; and a subcontractor, Earl – pseudonyms to protect their 

identities) and one half-day observing each of their work practices. Interviews were audio-

recorded and transcribed, while team meetings and other observations were documented using 

detailed fieldnotes. At the end of each day I used a diary to document my daily activities (and, as 

it happened, frustrations). Consent was obtained as part of the internship’s confidentiality 

agreement. This phase predominantly informs Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.  
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 The second was participant observation at public events (meetups and conferences) 

focused on wearable technologies. Between 2015 and 2018, I attended eight wearable meetups 

with the group WeAreWearables (six in Toronto, one in Montreal, one in Ottawa). I also 

attended one wearable-focused conference – the Enterprise Wearable Technology Summit 

(EWTS) – in person and two others as a virtual participant (due to the high cost of travel and 

registration). Because these events were public, consent was not required to observe and take 

pictures, video clips and detailed notes (indeed, doing so was expected). This phase 

predominantly informs Chapter 4. No deception was ever used: my name, institutional affiliation 

and purpose as a PhD candidate conducting social science research on wearables was always 

made known in every interaction. In both of these phases, my aim for choosing participant 

observation was to become involved and get as close as possible to the actors in their ‘natural’ 

environments, to see how they interpreted (and reinterpreted) what wearables are/are for.  

 The third phase was more of an overarching and ongoing one: 1) I wanted to ensure I had 

thorough knowledge of most currently available wearable devices, and 2) I tried to stay on top of 

all news related to wearables over the course of 2014-2018. Using a variety of news feeds, I 

collected over 400 documents, reports, media articles, press releases, videos and marketing 

materials related to wearable products, use cases, litigation, public sentiment, fashion, work, 

surveillance, lobbying, business, etc. Most interesting is a folder I called “strange wearables” 

where I documented wearable devices designed or proposed for: fetuses, shoes, bananas, animals 

and livestock, pornography, shopping carts, aircraft, and perhaps most strikingly, “women who 

don’t want to get murdered”. I list some of these in Appendix A. Concurrent with this 

preliminary listing of wearable kinds, in 2017, I surveyed over 425 currently available wearable 

devices and highlighted their technical and data handling capabilities as well as their intended 
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use cases in a report for the Office of the Privacy Commissioner (OPC) of Canada (Richardson 

and Mackinnon 2017). A link to this inventory is provided in Appendix A.   

1.2 Literature Review and Key Terms 

These three data collection phases inform an account of efforts to adjust (i.e., tinker with) and 

stabilize wearables’ sociotechnical frame. Tinkering, duality of design and sociotechnical frame 

are central concepts throughout this dissertation, and though I would prefer to be consistent (as 

with my approach to wearables) and avoid defining them in favour of what emerges over the 

coming pages, past work already supplies some of the relevant contours with which to specify 

their use here.  

Tinkering/Arrangement 

The notion of tinkering as applied to human activity traces back to Claude Lévi-Strauss’ (1966) 

comparison of the analytic methodology of an engineer, and the mythological creativity of the 

bricoleur.3 Visual art, psychology, cultural studies, architecture, philosophy, education and other 

fields have all used the term bricolage (a French verb which translates to tinkering) to encompass 

modes of thought and practice capable of developing novel solutions to problems by using (or re-

using) un-related knowledge or ideas one already possesses. In each of these cases, the term also 

connotes a disposition to learn and solve new problems through play. As Turkle describes: 

“Bricoleurs approach a task as though they had just entered a foreign territory and they are there 

for the pleasure of its exploration. They work without precise plan, often beginning with one 

element and playing with it, allowing one idea to lead them to the next or to nothing at all” 

(1990:147). Exploring its connections with knowledge-production practices in the sciences, 

                                                 
3 See also: Derrida 2007 [1972]:255-6; Turkle and Papert 1990:135-6 
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Knorr-Cetina explains that tinkering is at the core of the research process more often than 

hypothesis testing or verification (1979). Her argument is that as scientific research practices 

came to depend more on empirical confirmation,4 they tended to be driven by a pursuit of 

tinkering toward success. When seen in this light, Knorr-Cetina concludes that nature’s truth and 

reality are constructed in and through scientific practices, and therefore, cannot exist a priori. 

“Scientists make the world in which science is verified, and they make it by material, 

technological transformations of reality” (Knorr-Cetina 1979:369). But these transformations are 

more than just assemblages, they are sociotechnical arrangements that work, trajectories that 

strategically sustain (desired/preferred) social, political, economic, technical, natural, normative, 

(etc.) orders (Jasanoff 2004). Scientists (and we social scientists) don’t just choose theories or 

assemblages that work, they meddle (which is to say, tinker, arrange) “with theory, apparatus and 

accounts of what the apparatus is doing” (Hacking 1999:73) – in other words, before something 

can be assembled (or said to be an assemblage) it has to be arranged as such. Accordingly, 

tinkering and arrangement (as I use them here) simply refers to the most basic course of action 

that emerges from encountering a problem or a technology: in both cases, “what are we to do 

next”?5 is not predetermined, but emerges in the course of discovering (and doing) what the 

problem/technology is/is for.  

The notion of users tinkering, customizing, or hacking their devices might seem 

antithetical to how devices get designed since these very acts often take apart, remake, and/or 

incorporate functions and materials or other technologies not part of the device’s initial design 

                                                 
4 That is, empirical confirmation as the predominant mode of hypothesis confirmation, or at least, testing for a 

correspondence between statement and fact. In this light, Knorr-Cetina (1979) considers contemporary scientific 

practice as a sort of amalgam of scientific realism and Bas Van Fraassen’s constructive empiricism. Van Fraassen 

tempers realist’s commitment to the success of a theory as its confirming basis (“it works because its true/real”) with 

a more modest alternative that at best, a theory can only be empirically adequate (1998). 
5 “‘[W]hat to do’ is not given in the order of things…but is a matter of doing. Of trying, tinkering, struggling, failing 

and trying again” (Mol 2002:177). 
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(or rather, the designer’s intent). But more than simply the domain of hacker and maker sub-

cultures, aspects of tinkering today can be found in everyday efforts to interpret and use such 

devices as cellphones, tablets, smart home devices and wearables.6 Users routinely tinker with 

each and every setting available to them so that the experience feels just right: changing 

backgrounds on their phone or tablet, changing brightness, sounds, tones, which alerts to receive, 

and tailor/arrange each of these for travel, workplace, aesthetic purposes, and so on. How these 

users are configuring their devices (particularly when it’s a new device on the market) is of 

prime importance to the designers. For one group of users, it’s easy to see how tinkering serves 

primarily to iterate on previous design: accessibility users (Hamraie and Fritsch 2019; Saltes 

2016). Some devices give a great range of features to enhance the experience of using the device 

for those with disabilities.7 Although the utility of tinkering for that group of users may be more 

striking,8 the general pool of users also contributes to content (Bruns 2008) and device (von 

Hippel 1988) iteration. This suggests that no clear distinction between using and designing a 

technology can be made (Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003; Suchman, Trigg and Blomberg 2002) – 

both practices inhere in each other, revealing their dual natures. As Hales notes: “If we picture 

                                                 
6 Even if device manufacturers make it almost impossible to take apart the components, dedicated enthusiasts always 

enjoy a challenge. A key example is the website www.ifixit.com. Whenever a new consumer device – a smartphone, 

wearable, game console, computer – is released, ifixit.com participants are among the first to acquire it, promptly 

catalogue the steps taken to disassemble it, and work to identify all the parts and components. See for instance: 

https://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/Apple+Watch+Teardown/40655. 
7 An enthusiastic overview (authored by the protagonist of Chapter 4) of what wearables can do for these users 

reads: “Glasses that can help the legally blind see, shoes that guide the visually impaired to their destination, 

exoskeletons enabling paraplegics to walk and smartwatches that watch over a child with epilepsy to warn parents of 

a seizure: as wearables have access to our bodies 24/7 they are truly changing the lives for people with disabilities 

and serious illness”. See: http://betakit.com/the-life-changing-potential-of-wearable-tech/  
8 It is especially interesting to see users without disabilities tinkering with accessibility features to augment their 

experience, as work-arounds for broken devices, or more simply as a preference. For instance, when the physical 

home button on an iPhone no longer functions, many users have discovered the Assistive touch feature that launches 

the virtual equivalent on the home screen. Even more intriguing is that this has become part of the normal, everyday 

practices of iPhone users in China. Because iPhones in China are relatively expensive (and so, are a status item), 

many users fear their device malfunctioning so much that they eschew the physical home button altogether. See: 

http://www.businessinsider.com/chinese-use-assistivetouch-on-iphone-2015-5 

http://www.ifixit.com/
https://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/Apple+Watch+Teardown/40655
http://betakit.com/the-life-changing-potential-of-wearable-tech/
http://www.businessinsider.com/chinese-use-assistivetouch-on-iphone-2015-5
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the cascade of design, from suppliers/innovators, down to developers/appliers, down to 

implementers/final users, at each level there is some activity that should be acknowledged as 

design” (1994:167). Furthermore, practices of non-use should also be considered as significant in 

the “live ongoing outcome of design” (Hales 1994:161). Although groundwork has been laid for 

taking non-use seriously,9 a reconceptualization of users to include this wider spectrum of 

technological engagement has, so far, eluded contemporary theories of design. 

Duality of Design 

The duality of design is a concept that draws attention to inclusive and dynamic understandings 

of the relation between use and design. By duality I refer to what has been called “the double 

movement of design” (Willis 2006:80). It is a relational model where each actor plays a 

constitutive role with respect to the other; it reflects an understanding that “we design our world 

and our world designs us back, in short, design designs” (Escobar 2017). It also stresses that this 

relationship is not one-way or top-down but a shared and interactive process that is particularly 

pronounced at the leading edge of development. Much like Giddens’ duality of structure (1984), 

the duality of design recursively feeds into the work of building a sociotechnical frame – new 

perspectives and new approaches to using a device gradually become part of what that device is.  

The notion of duality of design developed here can be compared and contrasted with 

three very similar existing theoretical frameworks that are common in organizational science 

approaches. Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) and the theory of the Duality of Technology 

emerged at a time when new information management technologies were introduced to optimize 

organizations. Both theories, as well as mine, borrow their central tenets from Giddens’ theory of 

                                                 
9 e.g., Hyysalo, Jensen and Oudshoorn 2016; Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003; Richardson 2012, 2015; Sambasivan et al. 

2009; Satchell and Dourish 2009; Selwyn 2003, 2006; Weiner and Will 2016; Wyatt 2003. 
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structuration (DeSanctis and Poole 1994:122; Orlikowski 1992:398), but differ in several 

important respects. To me, the duality of design is geared to address forces of mutual 

constitution as realized in three separate cases of sociotechnical framing (Chapters 3-5). This sets 

it apart from the above two approaches in that it is not solely focused on organizational change 

(i.e., Orlikowski 1992), nor solely about appropriation of technologies into work practices (i.e., 

DeSanctis and Poole 1994). Because mine is a situated inquiry, I am not making general claims 

about the applicability of the duality of design outside of my case study – though at the very least 

it should provide a useful heuristic for thinking about social order, and at most, elevates 

circumstantially specific cases to a more substantive level of theoretical and methodological 

relevance (Lynch 1999). 

Whereas AST is explicitly social constructivist (DeSanctis and Poole 1994:144), and 

Orlikowski’s duality of technology theory is explicitly about the interplay of technology and 

organizations (Orlikowski 1992:403), the duality of design is better thought of as situationally 

constructivist – I take it that things are constructed but the social does not necessarily play either 

a sub- or supervenient role. The task is to describe how things (relations, meanings, frames, etc.) 

are constructed and perhaps even deconstructed in both organizational and public settings 

(events, media). Orlikowski’s framework is similar to the one that I propose, but whereas it 

focuses on the duality of actions within organizations, the duality of design enables a focus on 

the bi-directional flow of sense-making practices and their coordination (tinkering, alignment) at 

micro, macro and meso levels – i.e., from individual problem-solving work in engineering and 

design (Chapter 3), to organizations and prevailing market discourse (or hype) (Chapter 4), and 

efforts to articulate and/or mediate between the two (Chapter 5).  
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The duality of design also differs from von Hippel’s theory of user innovation. Von 

Hippel’s focus is more on the economics of open-source and distributed forms of innovation 

(e.g., GitHub, crowdsourcing). User innovation, for von Hippel, occurs when an individual feels 

the need for a product or service that isn’t otherwise available to them and creates it for 

themselves (von Hippel 2005:63) – he cites the invention of the skateboard and snowboard as 

examples. Companies tend to focus on innovative “lead users” to gain better insights into the 

needs of their users and to stay on top of the latest trends in their product category (Herstatt and 

von Hippel 1992). I respect von Hippel’s attempt to place innovation at the center of the user’s 

practice, not the producer’s, but the duality of design refers more broadly to iterations that are 

not necessarily seen as grand innovations (e.g., not fully new technologies, but innovations in the 

form of small updates, versioning, localization, bug fixes, etc.), and are more plainly seen as 

configuration and customization efforts when tailoring or adapting an emerging, yet-to-be device 

to many different contexts. Again, it is a relational model of actors where each plays a 

constitutive role in the other, meaning that the actions of one give meaning to who/what the other 

is and also subsequently informs their practice (as these actions become “rules and resources” in 

the Giddensian sense). The performative exchange of these actions and interpretations impart 

small iterative changes on what the technology (and the social) is and what it is for.  

Duality of Design: Production, Postdualism and Power 

Consequentially, the ordering of technology and society “has to be discussed in an idiom that 

does not, even accidentally and without intent, give primacy to either” (Jasanoff 2004:20). 

Jasanoff and colleagues have advanced the notion of co-production to refer to how the “natural 
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and social orders/worlds are produced together” (Jasanoff 2004:2). The notion of coproduction10 

in STS shares much in common with the notion of duality of design developed here, though I 

seek to avoid economic assumptions embedded in the term production and its correlate, 

consumption. Emphasis on human activity as production or consumption might make it seem 

that these are the only relevant forms of activity shaping technology (and/or society). Even so, 

while constructivist approaches and the notion of coproduction help draw attention to the tension 

between human actions and structural forces, the sense that order is “made” 

(produced/constructed) out of these tensions risks ignoring structural analysis of the tension itself 

(Hess et al. 2017), for instance, how patterns emerge and consolidate over time (van den Scott et 

al. 2017:510). Though these frameworks help illustrate the ways in which we are part of, and 

help produce social, technical, political, epistemic (etc.) orders, what they really want to stress is 

that we’re a part of ordering in general, not merely subjects in a supposedly already completed 

order that we coproduce. In other words, though coproduction aims at a non-dualistic summation 

of sociotechnical shaping forces, it remains dualistic in its thinking – a normative bias evident in 

coproductionist research agendas and interpretations of technology.11 

Instead of centering human activity on production or power, centering on design 

implicates the (intentional or otherwise) arranging and arrangement of both activities – design 

(qua production), use (qua consumption) and/or otherwise. In this sense, the duality of design 

                                                 
10 So as to not artificially separate orders that emerge together, throughout this dissertation I follow the 

contemporary approach advocated by McNeil et al. (2017:449) and avoid the dashes typically seen in socio-

technical and other like terms.  
11 “Co-production occurs neither at random nor contingently, but along certain well documented pathways” 

(Jasanoff 2004:6). For the most part, coproduction centers on epistemic, political and cultural investigation of 

identities, institutions, discourses and representations; it is interested in the production of power, authority, the 

ordering of social life and world-making precisely in order to facilitate critique of the relations between knowledge 

and power as a way of offering alternative capacities for strategic intervention (Jasanoff 2004:274-81). Implicitly 

advocating for alternatives is to coproduce characteristics of the good life, giving these accounts a normative 

tendency, intention or directionality. 
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offers a nondualist ontological remedy to constructionist approaches (Puddephatt 2005); by 

collapsing the intentional duality between design and use (and structure/agency, 

society/technology, nature/culture, etc.) and instead treating both as essentially each other’s 

explanans and explanandum, we can better observe their emergence and interaction (and, 

reflexively, our involvement therein) instead of merely viewing each as the outcome of the other 

(and thereby producing analyses that aren’t much more than critiques of coproduction’s effects).  

I appreciate that some may find the two words, design and duality, problematic. To me, 

design sounds closer to something that includes the importance of use more than the duality 

expressed by those other two idioms – construct/produce (i.e., produce/supress and 

construct/destroy, which themselves are more or less synonymous with Giddens’ 

enable/constrain view of social structure). My goal is to suggest a different vocabulary that 

questions anew and goes beyond structure-agency dualism type discussions and theorizing. The 

goal is to move design into all domains of knowledge and see everyone as a designer of some 

sort (Escobar 2017:43; Manzini 2015). In doing so, the idea of design in this duality places an 

even greater premium on users’ practices than currently prevailing design frameworks. Although 

the argument for a shift toward more people-centered forms of design is increasingly 

acknowledged (Escobar 2017:34) – for instance, in the call for user-centered design (an approach 

that gives extensive attention to users’ needs, desires and limitations during each stage of the 

design process) – these approaches still treat the user as an essentially free resource for design. 

Furthermore, given that use is a practice that non-users engage in to some extent (Richardson 

2012, 2015), this resource is widespread and significant but only readily-available to the extent 

of a user/non-user’s proximity to a conduit or sensor that records use (see Box 1 below). And 

since wearables, at their most basic (e.g., a pedometer), measure and quantify aspects of user’s 
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actions on an ongoing basis, this data can become crucial for a device’s ongoing updates, 

maintenance, integration and adaptation to new environments – in short, understanding 

wearables through the duality of design enables us to see how (non)use/users contribute to design 

with every step they make.12  

                                                 
12 With this example, every step any user makes can help designers improve how those steps are measured/counted – 

step data is transformed into information about those improvements; longer strides, different gaits, a more sensitive 

algorithm for distinguishing steps from non-steps, etc. 
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Others might find the term duality problematic, given my commitment to a postdualist ontology 

(see Chapter 2). However, postdualism does not simply strive to “eradicate” dualisms (e.g., 

Hekman 1992), but recognizes that the making of conceptual distinctions is unavoidable. “We 

need [dualisms] in order to construct meaning, but these distinctions should be recognized as 

Box 1 – Non-use as a resource 

A form of organizational design rising in popularity today – one that includes users, non-users and 

wearables – can help illustrate the “free” (Terranova 2004) or “immaterial” (Lazzarato 2004) labour of 

use/non-use. People analytics (or “sociometrics”) is method of quantifying human actions and 

relationships in order to try and understand the relative composition of organizational relationships, 

productivity, motivation, advancement, teamwork, engagement (etc.) in a workplace, and there is a 

wearable device designed precisely for this purpose. It is known as the Humanyze Sociometric Badge – 

a device that looks just like a typical company ID badge but has no images or text (it’s just a white 

rectangle suspended by a lanyard), instead, it contains motion sensors, proximity sensors, microphones 

and Bluetooth.  

Once described as “a Fitbit for your career”, the device is capable of detecting: employee location 

to produce heat maps of where they spend most of their time working, interacting, being productive (or 

not); when an employee is likely to quit; and other key performance indicators (KPIs) for advancement 

within the firm. Perhaps most concerning to some is that the device uses an onboard microphone to 

monitor the frequency of employee conversations and how long people spend talking versus listening. 

It does not record the content of conversations but their occurrence; it collects metadata from the audio 

to feed two separate reports – one for employees and one for their managers. Combining this metadata 

with other information, such as email, calendars, which files they are accessing and for how long can 

reveal patterns in employee productivity, motivation; it can even tell you how to improve operations or 

optimize space within the building. These patterns can then become visible benchmarks that other 

employees can use to guide their own actions, eventually, becoming a new means to interpret desirable 

skills, qualities and achievements. 

The company even offers a dummy badge that contains no sensors and is for employees who wish 

to opt-out of the program, but do not want other employees to know they’re not participating, even 

though their non-use will still be noted in the system (because its purpose is keeping track of human-

human encounters). For instance, the device may not know who the person with the dummy badge is, 

but the fact that a Humanyze user is conversing with a non-user is still a meaningful event: e.g., device 

senses no other device in Bluetooth proximity, but hears the wearer is conversing with someone, and by 

process of elimination or with other assumptions – such as the user’s calendar or email history – can 

reasonably assume who that person is, what they are doing and how effective they are in terms of those 

KPIs by proxy or second hand through users’ use (on this point, see: Richardson 2012). 

Sources: Bosanac 2015; Kane 2015; Richardson and Mackinnon 2017. 
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artificial” (Parker 1999:31); and so too for Deleuze and Guattari (who add weight to my broader 

conceptualization of tinkering/arrangement): “[Dualisms are] an entirely necessary enemy, the 

furniture we are forever rearranging” (1987:20-1). Postdualism calls for a far more radically 

honest methodology that does not take any conception for granted and to recognize our role in 

assembling (and rearranging) dualistic articulations that must always be deconstructed. This is 

the same point Foucault made about power in History of Sexuality Vol. 1, a term he feared was 

apt to being misunderstood (see also 1.5.3 in Latour 1988:175). For him, power did not mean 

strength, institutions, mechanisms and techniques that ensure a group’s subservience; power is 

not a mode of subjugation or rule, and; it is not a general system of domination exerted by one 

group over another (Foucault 1990:92). Foucault’s deconstruction of power has interesting 

parallels with the idea of the duality of design: 

Power must be understood as the multiplicity of force relations immanent in the sphere in 

which they operate and which constitute their own organization; as the process which, 

through ceaseless struggles and confrontations, transforms, strengthens, or reverses them; 

as the support these force relations find in one another, thus forming a chain or a 

system[…] Power is not something that is acquired, seized or shared [but is] exercised 

from innumerable points (Foucault 1990:92-4). 

 

Above all, he sees power as a duality that comes from below, as “power/knowledge” (Foucault 

1990:94). Power makes use of knowledge and reproduces it, and knowledge/knowing reflects a 

relative ease of exercising some form of power. In some ways, it even seems appropriate to 

substitute design/use for “power” in Foucault’s definition above. Accordingly, design and use do 

not merely refer to a power or ability to design or use a technology; like power, the design/use 

duality are “relations of force” – what Foucault describes as struggles and confrontations. Such 

struggles are not only social or human-human confrontations, like wars or politics – it would also 

have to include struggles with animals and other nonhumans, the environment, with myself, and 
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so on. Problem-solving means to confront something, often something difficult. If design 

depends on use and use depends on design, then they are just like the “relations of force 

immanent in the sphere in which they operate and which constitute their own organization” 

(Foucault 1990:92); design is the exercise of use from innumerable points and use is the exercise 

of design (a duality). In a sense, then, the duality of design may be less susceptible to being 

misconstrued the way Foucault warned about power in that it focuses more on processes of 

active construction via heterogeneous force relations and their organization, alignment, 

arrangement, circulation and integration (in society/science/technology, etc.).13  

 But my goal here is not to dismiss issues of power – it’s easy to identify a Foucauldian 

disciplinary society as a designed society, after all, sociotechnical design and use are ordinarily 

yoked to the “reproduction of the (capitalist and colonial) status quo” (Escobar 2017:58). But 

this does not mean that design/use is the master of our destinies or that only those who are able 

to design/use can fashion their existence at will. What I have in mind is a heuristic (duality of 

design) capable of seeing how we are “historically thrown into our designedness” (Escobar 

2017:119). Because what we design designs us back (in the sense that humans coevolve with 

what they design), design/use and power involve more than just the design/control of people, 

places, things – it reflects our ways of thinking and being. For Heidegger, the human way of 

thinking/being is defined by our capacity to question our existence, but “we spend most of our 

time fleeing from these deathly questions, occupying ourselves instead with the less anxiety-

inducing job of just coping with equipmental activities” (Tonkinwise 2014:6) – a short-

sightedness that would also characterize any scholarship more concerned with observing and 

                                                 
13 Actually, this is the same orientation Foucault wanted for future studies of power (1990:102). But his 

methodological legacy has been overshadowed by his contributions to studies of domination, inequality, social 

control, crime, deviance, gender, sexuality, etc. 
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understanding its subject only through more/less well-hewn, successive means. For Nietzsche, 

this leads us further from “becoming who we are”.14 But if we are fated to our designedness, then 

the who and are in this statement is necessarily a human being-with-and-through designed things 

(c.f. “Who/what are we” in Preface). Hence, understood in a postdualist sense, duality is similar 

to the notion of yin and yang; it eschews binary opposition in favour of a reciprocal and 

interdependent understanding of ontological becoming.  

 And so, my aim is to elevate the duality of design as a methodological precept (not yet an 

imperative, but at most, a cautionary or hopeful prescription) that brings us closer to “becoming 

who we are”. So, to anticipate the question of power in the duality of design – Who has the 

power? Who/what is powerful/powerless? – the simple explanation is of course these distinctions 

will occur or emerge along more or less well-defined, hegemonic, dominating, normative, status 

quo (etc.) paths. But these paths are also circuits (Clegg 1989) that have distributive effects (Law 

1991) that themselves are reproduced and maintained through the recursive sociotechnical 

network of which we all are a part and all play a role.15 So, yes, practically-speaking, 

corporations or the designers who work for them “have more power” than users, but returning to 

Foucault, this would misunderstand and misrepresent the “strictly relational character of power 

relationships” (Foucault 1990:95). Suffice it to say, though relations of power are evident in the 

fieldwork chapters – i.e., between investors and start-ups, the influence of venture capital, 

between me and WorkStrong’s executive officers (see also: Moore 2018; Richardson and 

Mackinnon 2018) – the discussion would be more appropriate through a political economy lens.  

                                                 
14 Subtitle of Ecce Homo; paragraphs 270 and 335 in Gay Science; Part 4 of Thus Spoke Zarathustra. 
15 If “power is everywhere…because it comes from everywhere” (Foucault 1990:93) and no one “has it” (it is not 

locatable from a central point/unique source of sovereignty and is not a strength one is endowed with), then it cannot 

be said that some don’t have it or even that some have more/less of it; it is produced in “every relation from one 

point to another” (Foucault 1990:93). 
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Sociotechnical Frame 

This research draws broadly on existing approaches within STS, especially SCOT and ANT. As 

a theory addressing stages of technological innovation, SCOT enables my project to conceive of 

users and designers as social groups that play a crucial role in the construction of a technology. 

As they interact with a given artifact (such as a technology or device), different social groups 

attribute different meanings to the technology; there is interpretive flexibility (Collins 1981; 

Pinch and Bijker 1987). Although the classical approach has been criticized as being too 

“cavalier” (Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003), recent work has remedied some of these initial 

shortfalls, showing that technologies could still be modified (especially by users) after (what was 

then still called) the technological frame had stabilized (Kline 2003; Kline and Pinch 1996; 

Mackay et al. 2000). The work of Woolgar (1991; Grint and Woolgar 1997) also provides useful 

terminology for exploring the efforts of designers and users to configure (rather than merely 

“attribute”, as suggested above) the meaning of the technology, in addition to understanding the 

relationships between these actors.  

Expanding the conception of configuration work by these two groups to all relevant 

human and nonhuman actors can reveal the extent of these influences on technical, social, 

political and other systems structuring or networking these relationships together – what Law 

calls heterogeneous engineering (1987). Thus, any activity, intentional or otherwise, that can be 

seen as configurational (including use) can be described as design, understanding that design 

itself depends on use to fulfill its intention. As such, I am not so much interested in parsing and 

distinguishing activity that falls into categories of design and use; throughout this text, when 

these words appear, I am often using their ordinary sense rhetorically (with, for example, “scare 

quotes”) to infer the inseparability above.  
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Using this terminology enables me to explore various efforts to make sense of wearables, 

rather than settle in advance on one correct sense of what these devices are for.16 Accordingly, 

my project is centrally concerned with the active construction of the meaning of wearables in the 

local settings of each social group. Condensing these heterogeneous actors under the heading of 

two primary social groups – designers and users – enables closer inspection of how the 

(heterogeneous) efforts of both are gradually and carefully adjusted to one another, what Callon 

prefers to call sociotechnical agencements (2007). We can think of these agencements as 

different groupings, assemblages, or perhaps more preferably, arrangements, of actors involved 

in heterogeneous engineering. Moreover, heterogeneous engineering is not just a process that 

represents actions and relationships, it is a process that is enacted, it is put or spurred into action, 

and more importantly, is performed (Law and Urry 2004). Stabilization of a technological frame 

is something that stems from, but is not determined by, the involvement of relevant social groups 

(or sociotechnical agencements) (Callon 2007:329). 

This is a crucial point because it emphasizes that configuration efforts (of one relevant 

social group, or even a grouping/assemblage of many) are coordinated and coevolve with the 

context in which they take place; new frames are always possible – “frames can be explored, 

created, tested and tinkered with” (Callon 2007:333, emphasis added) – so long as such efforts 

continue to offer something of value. The coordination of the technology’s sociotechnical 

context, value, and meaning alongside those that organize its relevant social group(s) is the basis 

for switching from SCOT’s traditional technological frame to the more encompassing (and 

                                                 
16 In doing so, I can begin with a conception of wearables devices as not simply material objects, and instead focus 

on processes of how they are inflected with particular exigencies (i.e., “local production of meaning”) that are 

articulated in and through the process of heterogeneous engineering. Heterogeneous engineering involves the 

dissociation of forces hostile to the sociotechnical frame by transforming them into mutually sustaining elements 

(Law 1987:120), thereby, gradually shaping a shared (and specifying the desirable) sense of what a wearable is. 
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consistent with contemporary views in STS) sociotechnical frame advanced here. This turn 

toward the performative coordination and bi-directional exchange between action and structure 

in STS has provided a useful alternative to the typical strategy in social theory to oscillate 

between or transcend the usual antinomies – e.g., nature-nurture, object-subject, body-mind, 

structure-agency.17 

ANT has played a central role in advancing this shift, breathing new life into social 

theory that had, for a time, taken on the tendency to define in “advance, and in place of the 

actors, what sorts of building blocks the social world is made of” (Latour 2005:41). Rather than 

social science being the pursuit of ever more accurate definitions of what comprises and 

distinguishes structure from agency, ANT urges us, more simply, to follow the actors 

themselves, to “trace action as it moves through an actor-network” and to map out its features.18 

As Latour continues: “[I]t is not the sociologist’s job to decide in the actor’s stead what groups 

are making up the world and which agencies are making them act. Her job is to build the 

artificial experiment – a report, a story, a narrative, an account – where this diversity might be 

deployed to the full” (2005:184). In ANT, action can be traced through actor networks by first 

allowing the actors themselves to reveal the ingredients that make them act, and then seeking to 

explain or account for how those ingredients are carried along, transformed and connected from 

                                                 
17 Representing one of the central problems of mid-20th century social theory, probably no others have better 

criticized these tendencies than Bourdieu (1990:40-1, 55) and Giddens (1979, 1984, 1987). The critiques of both, 

producing theories of practice and structuration respectively, inaugurated and continue to play a significant role in 

contemporary social theory. Of course, I would be remiss to neglect mentioning Latour’s (1993) repudiation of the 

modernist tendency to purify these antinomies (see also: Latour 1999a:1-23) 
18 This is similar to the way in which Giddens defines societies “as social systems which stand out in bas-relief from 

a background of a range of other systemic relationships in which they are embedded” (Giddens 1984:164). ANT 

detaches this metaphor from describing only structural features of society and expands it to include anything – but 

most of all associations between human and non-human actants – that comprise the social, rather than settle in 

advance on one privileged grouping. “Either we follow social theorists and begin our travel by setting up at the start 

which kind of group and level of analysis we will focus on, or we follow the actors’ own ways and begin our travels 

by the traces left behind by their activity of forming and dismantling groups” (Latour 2005:29). 
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one place to the next. Taken together, these positions help elaborate and disentangle the 

heterogeneous forces simultaneous emerging out of and bearing upon actor-networks, 

sociotechnical agencements, and the sociotechnical frame.  

Complementary to this theoretical attenuation in the traditions of STS and uniquely suited 

to carrying out this tracing is the approach known as ethnomethodology (Latour 1999b:19; 

Lynch 1993). As with ANT, ethnomethodology urges us not to begin as though the received 

dichotomies are the sources or ingredients of action – the task is not to sort the origins of action 

as coming from one category or the other. Instead, ethnomethodology recommends we bracket 

“these dichotomies [and treat] the differences they imply as an effect of the practices in question 

rather than as resources for the analyst” (Suchman 2007:129).  

These insights highlight the work of two scholars who have sought to document the 

impacts and forces of change driving the narratives of design and use of wearables in society. In 

Garments of Paradise (2014), Ryan explores the history of wearable devices – with a particular 

focus on clothing and dress – as a material expression of an increasingly common language of 

technological embodiment. As the discourses and rhetoric of wearable devices increasingly draw 

upon visions of “self-optimization through numbers” (among many other superlatives 

representative of the Quantified Self movement), critical attention is needed to examine how 

these devices are being defined and designed (configured and re-configured) by the very 

discourses that discuss them. This perspective has been developed by Pedersen who, if we 

borrow from the characterization given to SCOT and ANT above, is concerned with tracing 

language as action (2005:5). The work of these scholars provides a wealth of empirical evidence 

concerning the historical, discursive/semiotic, and other social factors driving the development, 

adoption and configuration of wearables today.  
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Other scholars have also examined wearables (Mann and Niedzviecki 2001; Starner 

2001), the quantified self (Barcena, Wueest and Lau 2014; Dow-Schüll 2016; Lupton 2012, 

2016), augmented bodies (Viseu 2005; Viseu and Suchman 2010) and other more broadly related 

issues such as biometrics (Cavoukian 1999; van der Ploeg 2003, 2012), instrumental intimacy 

(Littlefield 2018), surveillance and privacy (Klasnja et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2015; Motti and Caine 

2015), and technical and engineering perspectives (Guha et al. 2010; Lorincz et al. 2009; Raij et 

al. 2011). However, in respect of all that has just been discussed, these are best considered as 

equivalent to sources of articulation, that is, other sociotechnical frames influencing the 

value/meaning of wearables – the very stuff this project sets out to explore. 

1.3 Document Structure 

I have tried to organize this dissertation according to some of the patterns just suggested. Indeed, 

taking the technology-as-text metaphor (Akrich 1992; Woolgar 1991) further, one could think of 

this document as ‘a technology’, me the author as ‘the designer’ and you the reader as ‘the user’. 

What this document is, and what it is for, is to fulfill the degree requirement – the structure 

guiding our activities and roles herein. I am confident that the stories of wearables-in-the-making 

assembled here serve that purpose as an account of patterns in the duality of design guiding (and 

stabilizing) wearables’ sociotechnical frame.  

 

Chapter 2 What is a Wearable? The Very Question addresses the methodological commitments 

required to proceed with this type of study. In particular, I address the ontological distinction 

between talk of wearables as material thing and conceptual thing as it appears in texts. This 

deconstruction is necessary because wearables are simultaneously treated as objects/things ‘out 

there’ to which, somehow, these words ‘in here’ also pertain. Material wearables 
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(objects/devices) shape conceptions (words/ideas) about wearables, and vice versa. I review 

Heideggerian phenomenology and Ihdean postphenomenology to establish how it is we can think 

through the co-constitutive influence of sense-making activities described in each chapter – and 

the chapters themselves – on wearables’ sociotechnical frame. Chapters 1 and 2 are introductory 

chapters and Chapters 3–5 are case studies, followed by the conclusion (Chapter 6).   

 

Chapter 3 What is a Wearable? Problem-solving seeks to make technical sense of wearables 

through a case study of the mathematics and software engineering troubleshooting involved in 

designing one and making it work. Here, ‘wearables as problem solving’ is both medium and 

outcome – making a wearable involves solving problems, which, in this case, was also the 

purpose of the device (to solve problems associated with preventable workplace injuries). The 

first half of the chapter introduces a mathematical concept that is difficult to understand. 

Experiencing this difficulty (and persisting through it) will acquaint us with similar efforts 

described in the second half of the chapter.  

 

Chapter 4 What is a Wearable? Constituencies looks at social efforts to make sense of wearables, 

using the meetup group WeAreWearables as case study. Early efforts to frame wearables as 

granting humans “superpowers” are traced over the course of a number of events throughout 

2015-2018. Wearables’ tellable stories, compelling stories, demonstrations, witnessing, promises 

and disappointments are highlighted.  

 

Chapter 5 What is a Wearable? Narration/Rendition organizes an encounter between the fields 

discussed in the previous two chapters. The occasion for this encounter was the task I had to 

complete for my internship at the company discussed in Chapter 3 – writing a white paper that 

served to render the technical capabilities and social purposes of their technology suitable for a 
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certain target audience, one whose skepticism was symbolic of future resistances the company 

might face when promoting or communicating their product to other audiences (such as 

investors, journalists or even conference attendees). I conclude by echoing what is implied in 

Chapter 2: if each chapter (3-5) consists of an account of the shaping of wearables’ 

sociotechnical frame, then the chapters themselves can also serve or be read as a meta-narrative 

(i.e., to turn the influence of each chapter in on itself, resulting in or rendering a clearer 

perspicuous picture of wearables and the duality of design) of an illocutionary force (what I call 

quiring) that announces the ‘truth’ of wearables and the duality of design, something I argue was 

right in front of us all along; we just had to become able of seeing it.  

 

Chapter 6 Conclusion will review and summarize key points from each chapter and expand on 

them for further possible contributions.  

 

Overall, each chapter is like a story that is intended to reveal patterns that can be assigned to the 

recursive sociotechnical network defining wearables. It is important to emphasize that these 

stories are not just stories out there, they are my story-tellings, and implicate me accordingly as 

an attempt to order the recursive patterns I see inherent to the coming-to-be of wearables and 

provide a basis for new inquiries into our technological skin (we might even say: our 

sociotechnical kin). Each chapter represents layers of story-tellings – how a series of different 

ordering modes interact to perform a series of social and material arrangements – in this case, 

how different provenance of inquiring “what a wearable is/is for”19 jostle together as part of a 

collective effort to make social and technological sense of wearable technologies.   

                                                 
19 Asking ‘what is’ is a recursive expression that produces its own questions and answers; it’s like asking what is the 

social?, it is both medium and outcome. 
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Chapter 2 

What is a Wearable? The Very Question 

What is given to thinking to think is not some deeply hidden underlying meaning, but rather 

something lying near, that which lies nearest, which, because it is only this, we have therefore 

constantly already passed over. Through this passing over we are, without noticing it, constantly 

accomplishing the killing in relation to the Being of whatever is in being  

(Heidegger 1977:111).20 

 

This chapter will outline the ontological way of thinking enabling us to take things seriously – 

that is, “allowing things to make a difference as things to the way we may think of them” 

(Holbraad and Pedersen 2017:200, emphasis in original). This framework will help synthesize 

the ethnographic case studies in the chapters that follow – how material-discursive practices and 

emerging ideas and artifacts are constitutive of what a wearable is. In other words, this chapter 

explores the theoretical and methodological bases for proceeding with such a synthetic view.  

While the injunction to take things seriously may seem to imply that studies of material 

culture have, thus far, been less serious or trivial, the intent seeks to break with recourse to 

analyses that are founded upon, begin with, or construct a priori distinctions to which we (in the 

social sciences and humanities) have become habituated. Such taken-for-granted distinctions (or 

dualisms) – e.g., between reality and representation, structure and agency, and ultimately, 

between concepts and things (and many other familiar dichotomies) – tend to reproduce cultural 

sovereignty over the natural (Franklin, Lury and Stacey 2004; Latour 1993) and may obscure 

“theoretical possibilities that might arise were the pre-emption of such contrasts by the artifacts 

taken seriously” (Henare, Holbraad and Wastell 2006:2).  

                                                 
20 Hereafter any sentence or heading marked with an asterisk (*) is a deliberate reference to this quote (applies to 

this chapter only). 
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2.1 The Question Concerning Things 

So, then, what is a thing? What makes a thing a thing? Do things have a certain thingness about 

them? How does a thing thing? Although initially these questions might seem philosophical, 

abstract, and distant, my goal is to make them more relevant and concrete as we proceed through 

this chapter. Instead of approaching these questions by parsing the idea/notion/concept of things 

from the materiality of things, or otherwise, falling back on pre-existing analytical assumptions 

of what counts as a thing (or a wearable – as in, pre-existing classifications/definitions), I treat 

these questions heuristically precisely in order to animate such constructions. The former would 

only amount to the creation of a classificatory repertoire that would 1) presume the reader is 

already familiar with some of the terms deployed, 2) insist upon its authority as an accurate 

account of reality, and 3) call upon others for expansion and refinement. The latter approach 

advocated here however treats a thing as matter and meaning; in other words, “things are 

concepts as much as they appear to us as ‘material’ or ‘physical’ entities” (Henare, Holbraad and 

Wastell 2006:13). Things are a field from which a plurality of worlds, ontologies, objects, 

theories and repertoires may be generated. When we ask what a wearable is/is for? we are 

inquiring into what it is as a thing. When we endeavor or obtain an answer to this inquiry, we are 

not only making a discursive claim that orders reality (i.e., via les énoncés, “things said”, 

Foucault 1970), but that very act also makes a difference – it makes a new concept, or rather, a 

different wearable object (one that is still, somehow, the same thing). “In the ‘is,’ ‘Being’ is 

uttered” (Heidegger 1977:46) – meaning that ‘saying what is’ does not simply specify what 

something is, the ‘is’ also encompasses “the way in which it pursues its course, the way in which 

it remains through time as what it is” (Lovitt note 1 in Heidegger 1977:3).  
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With this in mind, the reason why asking the same question produces different discussions, 

subject matter and conclusions in each chapter that follows begins to make sense.  

Taking difference seriously is to take things seriously – to conceptualise a thing as 

different from another thing is to conceive it – to think it into being. “Conception is a mode of 

disclosure that creates its own objects” (Henare, Holbraad and Wastell 2006:15). To see such 

objects is to create them, and to see this relation between the concept, conceiver and conceived is 

precisely what is meant by thinking through. It is a recursive relation that creates new concepts, 

new worlds – in a word, ontologies (Woolgar and Lezaun 2013). For example, an answer to what 

a wearable is/is for is certainly different in legal, medical, regulatory, military, justice, child 

care, home care, fitness, sport, etc. contexts. To an investor, a wearable might simply be quanta 

of units sold in a given quarter; to a sensor supplier, a wearable could be a token of a long-term 

agreement to provide components; to a parent, a wearable could be a nanny-like geo-fence, a 

way to police the geographic boundaries traversed by their child.  

But if things are merely epistemologically multiple, then what they are at any moment 

comes down to interpretation, contexts or language games. And if we take that route, we risk 

affirming that some things that come together are separable (Henare, Holbraad and Wastell 

2006:9-15). Instead, seeing things as ontologically multiple is to realize a plurality of worlds can 

be found in persons and things (Strathern 1988; 2004). What’s plural are the partial connections 

(that constitute what a thing is in any given moment/context), not that things are multiple/plural. 

The world is both container and what’s contained and we can’t see either as a whole all at once 

(one side becomes the ‘parts’ making up the other’s ‘whole’) – meaning that even the attempt to 

see is precisely what draws (what can only ever be) a partial connection between the two. 
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This requires the plural way of seeing that is the subject of this chapter and becomes a 

key point in each concluding section that follows. What’s important is understanding that any 

ethnographic encounter, or even more simply, any act of observation (including reading this 

dissertation) is not passive but actively draws certain (partial) connections between people, 

things and worlds. And what these connections disclose/reveal (discussed more in Section 2.3 

below) are the plural and composite sites where relations between them are arranged (Strathern 

1988, 2004). To put it another way, these partial connections define the contours of a shape (or 

arrangement), a prospective structure to be filled-in later by agency (van Lente and Rip 1998a) – 

something each case illustrates over the next three chapters. 

What makes these important are the webs of ordinary/mundane practices (Sismondo 

2015) and the “dances of agency” (Pickering 1995) in which they are embedded, coordinated or 

choreographed (Law and Lien 2013). The goal of this ontological turn is breaking away from the 

normative divides that have been central in the modern regime of truth – body/mind, 

human/nonhuman, subject/object, and so on – recognizing that certain features of these divides 

that seem to confirm their difference are always in the process of being created and recreated by 

all sorts of actors and processes (Escobar 2017:63-4). It helps move away from binary or dualist 

conceptions to postdualist ones that recognize the dialectical interplay of (micro) processes and 

(macro) structures that construct meaning and material (Ashcraft and Mumby 2004; Parker 1999; 

Knights 1997; Willmott 1994). Whereas previously, agency was seen primarily as only a human 

faculty, we now understand ways in which it can be distributed across an assemblage of human 

and nonhuman actants – even inert matter such as gunpowder residue makes a difference in a 

guilty verdict (Bennett 2010:8-9). If agency is distributed, then we can say that what things are 
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and how they become that way is contingent, relational and interdependent. To take things 

seriously means to move away from passing over factors like these to taking notice of them.*  

To take things seriously is to also leave aside the ontological distinction between things 

and people. Past work may have sparked this return to the study of things in their own right, for 

example, Appadurai’s The Social Life of Things (1986) or Gell’s work on the agency of artifacts 

(1998) but they did little to disencumber us from anthropomorphism (more simply: raise the 

status of things ‘by association’ with humans). The foundations of actor network theory had us 

abstain from any principled distinction between people and things (Latour 1993) but left us with 

momentary human-nonhuman assemblages, associations or “hybrid collectifs” (Law and Callon 

1997) that still determined the ontological status of things/humans.  

 Suffice it to say, the view of taking things seriously I seek to advance here relieves21 

humans and things from a priori ontological distinctions. We’re still surrounded by the binaries 

and ontological divides of the past and these continue to colour our world and things within it, 

but the move is akin to advocating for postbinary or postdualistic attention to ways of being and 

doing. Attributes that tell us whether something is a person or a thing are to be filled out 

contingently; the goal is to be able to talk about them ‘as such’ without foreclosing (or 

privileging my own analysis of) what they might actually be. The empirical data that makes a 

difference in what a thing is, conceptually and materially, are both the physical properties and 

technical capabilities that make it what it is/does and what people say about/do with them.  

Moving on from things in general to the thing this work concerns, what would it mean to 

say we should take wearables seriously? The first step would be treating heuristically the 

question of ‘what a wearable is’ and ‘what a wearable is for’ as part and parcel of the same 

                                                 
21 By this I do not mean “erases any a priori distinctions” but rather to hold them in abeyance pending further 

inquiring. 
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questioning (hereafter referred to as two questions concerning wearables, or the two questions). 

The second step would be recognizing the importance of the language used in such 

conceptualizing. Language is not only a matter of representation; we must remember that 

language is also “in the world”, it shapes our understanding, our actions and ultimately co-

constructs reality (Schiølin 2012:776). Leaving aside the constitutive influence of the medium on 

the message,22 the language and grammar used to write about, describe and communicate the 

thing of interest revolve around efforts invoking the essential ontological difference between to 

be and being.23   

2.2 The Thing Things: Wearable as Noun and Verb 

We start by recognizing that verbs (being) precede nouns (to be)24 because in order for 

something to be objectively present, it must become objectively present – meaning that being is 

always an in-order-to. The example typically discussed is the hammer: a hammer is a hammer 

when it is present as an in-order-to-hammer – if that same object presented as anything other 

than a tool for hammering, it would be something else, a murder weapon for instance. What 

something is, is the context in which it is used; the in-order-to of a hammer calls for a particular 

practice – hammering – which both discloses the object (hammer as tool for hammering), the 

user (hammerer), and the environment as things amenable to/available for/shapeable by 

hammering, and assembles them into a referential relation.  

                                                 
22 I’ve been advised to leave this point aside (a vignette that originally opened this chapter questioned the role of my 

word processor on what’s been written), but I still think it’s an important point to make about ethnography: writing 

as it takes place in this document can also be seen as a practice that my tool/word processing software calls on me to 

perform – in other words, writing signals a “being-through-practice” (and thus constitutes ‘a writer’ and ‘a reader’) 

that has as much to do with our tools for writing as with the intent of writing. This is also my point about the duality 

of design: ‘use’ can a tool for design and ‘design’ can be a tool for use.  
23 “It is one thing to report narratively about beings and another to grasp beings in their being” (Heidegger 2010 

[1927]:36). 
24 Normally, ‘being’ is a noun and ‘to be’ is a verb. Here I transform being into the verbal noun being (equivalent to 

“the doing of being”) and interpret to be as “the state of being”.  
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 More simply, we could say: Action precedes that which performs/does the activity. While 

the initial temptation may be trying to distinguish the prime mover (“who/what has agency? – is 

it the hammer or the hammerer that does the hammering?”), it is clear that both the thing and its 

user need to be present in order for their being (as hammer and hammerer) to be fulfilled. Let’s 

consider a slightly different example: In the case of fishing, the fish do not ‘do’ the fishing, but 

the fisherman and the fishing rod are in-order-to fish as equipment. The fish are not necessarily 

there in-order-to be fished, but we can consider fish as ‘fish’ in the context of 

fishing/fisherman/fishing rods as “that which is able-to be fished”.  

Likewise, substituting for wearables, a wearable is not an in-order-to be worn, it is “that 

which is able-to be worn”. The wearer and the thing to be worn/donned exist as ‘in-order to 

wear’ because they are incorporatable. From the perspective of the wearable device, the body can 

be seen as an in-order-to equipment that fulfills the action that makes the device a wearable 

thing, to the extent25 that body is able-to incorporate the being of wearables and accommodate its 

way (i.e., Lovitt note 1 in Heidegger 1977:3 cited on page 29 above). We can name this ability to 

incorporate incorporability. First the wearable acquires the potentiality to be worn 

(incorporability), then later exhibits the activity. Likewise, the body (and the environment) 

acquires the potentiality of incorporability, then later exhibits the activity – the thing/place where 

wearing occurs/can take place. Since ‘in-order-to-wear’ is something that can be accomplished 

(retrospectively you can determine whether something was worn/donned or not), accordingly, we 

can name the activity that performs the accomplishment incorporation.  

Incorporation: something brought near so it can be attached, combined, or absorbed. 

 

                                                 
25 By this I mean that the less a body is able to incorporate a wearable device, the less that device is able to fulfill 

what it is/is for. In other words, the ontology of the body and the device are relationally interdependent.  
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From the definition above, we can say that the condition or potentiality of nearness is what 

provides the wearable (and the body or the environment) with the potential for incorporability, or 

wearability (c.f. Viseu 2005). Thus, the action that accomplishes what the wearable is – what it is 

for – is not “whether or not a thing is able to be worn” rather, it is “whether or not a thing is able 

to bring near”. The device does not gain its wearability (or wear-able intentionality) because it 

was made (designed) to be so; its presencing, its nature or intention is not brought about by its 

making (Heidegger 2001 [1971]:166). The in-order-to or able-to aspect of what makes a 

wearable device a wearable (and indeed, what makes us able to talk about it and 

represent/classify it as such) is because it is something incorporatable. It is a thing and can only 

be a thing for us if we understand things as a being-with, which means we also understand our 

selves, our bodies as modular; as something to which things are distanced/brought near, 

attached/detached, complemented, augmented (instead of only understanding bodies and things 

as ontologically distinct).  

The verbs here indicate that some action or agency is required: attach/augment is a doing 

that is accomplished (or not). The verbs are the thinging of the thing – how something present 

such as a wearable comes into its own (Heidegger 2001:175), how it accomplishes its way, 

“pursues its course” (Lovitt note 1 in Heidegger 1977:3), its quest to bring near. With all this in 

mind, we might even venture to say that wearables vie to be the nearest of all things.*  

2.3 Wearables: The Nearest of All Things? 

A wearable, in presencing nearness (or closeness, Kozel 2007), preserves a sense of farness 

because it depends on a certain farness in order to bring near. But it gives farness a certain 

distancelessness in bringing it near. Bringing distancelessness near conceals the nearness that 

Heidegger says is the thinging of the thing; nearness manifests and determines a thing’s presence 
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as thing (Heidegger 2001:175). This talk of nearness is more than just an irksome philosophical 

language game; it helps us to momentarily disrupt a tendency to see or contemplate things 

objectively and instead ask for their ontological significance. 

What is brought near is what is disclosed and what is disclosed is always a world-

technology-ego/self (or I) relation, differently configured. For Ihde, these relations are always 

relations of mediation (Ihde 1990) – mediation here meaning ‘mediated by artifacts’ because a 

“bodily perception (or experience) can no more exist without being interpreted than an 

interpretation can exist without something to be interpreted… the intentional relation between 

human beings and world is thus, as it were, extended or stretched out through artifacts” (Verbeek 

2005:123, 125). And so, what is disclosed (again, ‘what wearables bring near’) is the different 

roles artifacts have mediating the relation between humans and world. Ihde describes these as: 

 embodiment relations: (I–technology) —> world (Ihde 1990:72-80) 

 hermeneutic relations: I —> (technology–world) (Ihde 1990:80-86, 87-97) 

 alterity relations: I —> technology (–world) (Ihde 1990:97-107) 

 background relations: I (–technology/world) Ihde 1990:108-112) 

 

Each relation has its own character, but what’s central here is how this kind of phenomenological 

thinking changes the approach of asking what is a wearable? from its whatness, or what it is, to: 

What role does it play in how human beings interpret/encounter reality? What becomes 

meaningful to them? (c.f. Verbeek 2005:195). We could even say that what becomes meaningful 

is supplied by whatever is brought near in each relation, and what is brought near according to 

the schema above is to the right of the arrow.  

 In embodiment relations, the technology becomes an extension of the body and calls 

attention not to itself but to aspects of the world given through them; the world is perceived 

through the artifact (Verbeek 2005:126). In hermeneutic relations, the world is perceived by 
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means of the artifact. In both relations, the world is what is brought near and experienced as 

meaningful, the key difference being in hermeneutic relations where we rely on the technology 

to supply what is meaningful about the world.  

 In alterity relations, we look to the technology’s interpretation of the world for guidance. 

Wearables that have virtual assistants like Apple’s Siri or AI fitness coaching could fall into this 

category, bringing the technology near as a “quasi-other” (Verbeek 2005:127). “The world in 

this case may remain context and background and the technology may emerge as the foreground 

and focal quasi-other with which I momentarily engage” (Ihde 1990:107).  

 Lastly, background relations apply to wearable capabilities or functions that happen 

automatically without us noticing or intervening, where both the technology and the world 

remain in the background. This relation would also encompass non-users’ relation to wearables, 

for example, relying on a friend’s use of a fitness tracker to estimate the number of steps it takes 

to get to work. Wearables designed to keep someone safe – we might immediately think of hard 

hats, steel toes and other personal protective equipment, but here I am thinking in particular of 

WorkStrong’s MotionSense wearable device (described in the next chapter) – also exhibit a kind 

of absent presence implied by background relations. For this reason, technologies in background 

relations “may exert more subtle indirect effects upon the way the world is experienced” than the 

other three (Ihde 1990:112).  

 Even so, the key point I want to stress here is that: “Different technologies texture 

environments differently. They exhibit unique forms of non-neutrality through the different ways 

they are interlinked with the human lifeworld” (Ihde 1990:112) and this is no more the case with 

technological artifacts (like cell phones or wearables) than it is with the social and technological 

means used to describe and make sense of them. The two are mutually related.  
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2.4 From Passing Over to Taking Notice* 

While the flow or directionality of mediation in Ihde’s schema may, at face value, seem 

unidirectional, it is in fact recursive. Taking into account the notions of incorporation and 

nearness, whatever a particular I-technology-world configuration reveals or discloses can be fed 

back into subsequent mediations and the process started anew. When a wearable calculates the 

number of calories burned walking between home and work, a value that can become (or 

contribute to achieving) a baseline daily goal for total calories burned, it becomes possible to 

interpret (or see) other activities in terms of steps and calories (Richardson and Mackinnon 

2018:272, 279-280). As one gradually becomes accustomed to this way of seeing daily activity, 

it can become part of a much broader wellness lifestyle – this being the explicit goal of 

workplace self-tracking challenges (Richardson and Mackinnon 2018). This recursive 

relationship subtends not just the social, physical and computational worlds, it extends to writing 

and conceptualizing these worlds as well. It is essential to understand the materiality of a 

wearable and an account thereof as a “recursive feedback loop between physicality and 

textuality” (Hayles 2005:107). 

 Words mean something, but they also do something. There are prevailing or orthodox 

ways of communicating meaning, but each time those ways also have an ongoing shaping effect 

on the practice and interpretation of writing – the media/medium mediates – something has to be 

seen as mediating before it can be parsed as falling into either category (i.e., the verb precedes 

the being of being). For phenomenologists following Heidegger, technologies have a mediating 

directionality, inclination or trajectory that promotes or evokes a specific kind of use (Ihde 1990; 

Verbeek 2005). This mediating directionality involves (and is observable in) the work of 

creation, “whereby human creative activity is accompanied (superseded or even contradicted) by 
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the work of nonhuman forces” (Kember and Zylinska 2015:22). This process assembles, or 

interweaves different entities (e.g., into hybrids/heterogenous ensembles) as well as arranges 

them into particular or momentary stabilizations that not only correspond to wider 

historiocultural dynamics, but also allows them to acquire their own cultural significance. Thus, 

while we might be tempted to locate the intentionality of a wearable in its “act of creation”, that 

is, in its design, designer’s intentions play only a small role in its subsequent history: “Design 

usually falls into the background of a multiplicity of uses, few of which were intended at the 

outset… There is no ‘thing-in-itself’. There are only things in contexts, and contexts are 

multiple” (Ihde 1990:69). A wearable, as a technological object (and whatever else it is) becomes 

what it is through its use(s). When ‘a wearable’ is transferred from the abstracted space of 

engineering problem solving (Chapter 3), to the constituency-building spaces of FCEs (Chapter 

4), to textual encounters between the two (Chapter 5) – each presents a different use context, and 

trajectory, for what it is and what it could be.  

Likewise, this chapter (or even this dissertation) could have been written in many 

different ways: by hand, typewriter, ghostwriter, and each time it would give a different answer 

to the two questions concerning wearables. That being the case, the goal here will be to always 

leave things undetermined – to different answers and different interpretations since the same 

artifact will have different identities in different use contexts. This is what is meant by taking 

difference seriously. Different use contexts impose stability on what the technology is/is for. 

There could be technological contexts (as in the engineering development work of designing a 

wearable, i.e., Chapter 3), cultural contexts (as in collective efforts to make sense of what 

wearable are/are for, i.e., Chapter 4), and many other contexts (economic, political, etc.) 

simultaneously, meaning that the sociotechnical frame that defines wearables is not just 
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“stabilized” (in the SCOT formulation) by users qua relevant social groups (Bijker 1995), but is 

multi-stable (Ihde 1990:145) – a compound of all the different possible ways of seeing them in 

various moments of stabilization.    

2.5 Conclusion: Wearables as Nearability?  

This chapter attempted to unlock the ipseity (by itself-ness) of a thing (wearables). But in doing 

so, qualities from the social world (the shift from ‘in-order-to’ to ‘able-to’) were invariably 

added to describe it – we cannot discuss an object in its own terms (e.g., The Kantian Ding) since 

we do not speak the language of the object itself. Said differently, “we can never know the world 

as it is in itself, only as we disclose it” (Verbeek 2005:107). For instance, by asking the question 

what is a wearable? its property as an object is already foregrounded; more declaration than 

question, it reveals the object as answerable to the question and the language as capable of 

interpreting what it is. 

Accordingly, one of the key theoretical lessons from this brief excursion on the 

phenomenological path of ontological thinking is that insofar as an answer may be given to the 

two questions concerning wearables, the description, along with the object itself, can never be a 

stable attribute (as in its adjectival form: “easy to wear, suitable for wearing”) nor a standard 

classification (as in the noun: “an item that can be worn”).26 This reaffirms my argument 

(following Verbeek 2005:57) that, for the present purposes, ‘a wearable’ is more accurately 

deemed a verb than a thing – an action or tendency, a potentiality, and not a characteristically 

existing (wearable) thing.  

                                                 
26 These definitions are sourced from http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/wearable 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/wearable
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 While thinking about a wearable device as verb may seem to overcomplicate things, the 

virtue lies in enabling us to think about how actions and intentions directed toward aspects of the 

device have significant influence not only on what it is, but how it is present. For Pedersen 

(2013), a technology is the result of a rhetorical process, the wearable-as-a-verb referring to an 

active process of persuasion whereby different articulations or locally-produced meanings vie for 

supremacy. Instead of examining only those articulations that succeed or fail (as in classical 

SCOT approaches), conceiving wearables in terms of intentionality – or better yet, wearables in 

terms of nearability – “provides a means to treat technology within a context or the complex 

ecologies that bring it into existence” (Pedersen 2013:14). Here, nearability draws our attention 

to what wearables do – their inclination or trajectory that shapes what they are and their use(s). 

Nearability acts like a kind of invitation towards a particular kind of sociotechnical 

entanglement, closeness or intimacy – a push-pull dynamic of seduction and repulsion towards 

an aesthetics of transparency (Kozel 2007:271; Littlefield 2018), an invitation that comes from 

the kind of I-technology-world relation we want to disclose. What is revealed, disclosed or 

brought-forth by thinking through27 the intentionality of wearables is the reciprocal or mutual 

constitution of humans, society and technology, the very stuff of their (inter)relationship 

(Verbeek 2005:129-130). Nearability is not only a way of seeing (theorizing) wearables, but their 

way of praxis, what they do.  

This thinking enables us to view wearables in their modes of becoming rather than modes 

(or states) of being. In this view, wearables can be seen as tendency or potentiality, as 

‘nearability’ (or more precisely as ‘something that brings near’). This hints at a related 

                                                 
27 Thinking, writing, reading, speaking, in short, being unfolds as process, and therefore, we should not hold (our 

powers/capacities of) interpretation hostage to established meanings. Just like the sense of Being of which these 

words speak, meaning can be ‘alive’, emergent and “must continually be heard” (Lovitt, pg. xx in Heidegger 1977). 
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methodological lesson: the interplay between the word ‘wearable’ and the thing ‘wearable’ will 

have interactions (modes of becoming) of their own (see: Leroi-Gourhan 1945:333-4); they will 

develop and evolve (take on meaning) in completely different ways both outside my inquiry and 

inside of it – and yet can never be understood apart from my relation to that inquiring (Verbeek 

2005:117).28 By thinking through the apparent paradox (Grint and Woolgar 1997:23) of 

technology being simultaneously independent of, yet irrelevant without human action – which is 

to say not being encumbered by the “false dichotomy” of technology “as either objective force or 

socially constructed product” (Orlikowski 1992:406) – not only are we better equipped to 

understand the reciprocal nature of this relation (Hayles 2005), but the ongoing, transformative 

role of interactive practices (such as tinkering) at diverse settings of interaction (Garfinkel 1967) 

enables differences in degrees of influence to come into focus.  

For this task, I have selected three settings of interaction corresponding to Chapter 3, 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively: a company’s (WorkStrong) problem-solving efforts 

involved in designing and engineering a new wearable technology (MotionSense); the discursive 

and rhetorical promises, stories and expectations shaping the field of ideas about wearable 

technologies and their constituencies (WeAreWearables); and, a reflexive encounter between the 

work of articulating (describing) the MotionSense device to specific but adaptable audiences and 

this dissertation.  

 

  

                                                 
28 In which case, perhaps we will find that what is brought nearest as we explore attempts to stabilize the two 

questions is our relation to questioning (concerning technology) itself. 
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Chapter 3 

What is a Wearable? Problem-solving 

Discoveries emerge slowly, and often, painfully. A discovery is a sense of a pattern that emerges 

at the end of process that was not foreseen at the beginning  

(paraphrasing Law 1994:48–50) 

 

The precise trajectory and endpoint of any problem-solving episode is in no way given in 

advance. Nothing prior to carrying it out determines its course; the same goes for any solutions 

to these problems – they have to be found out in practice. This is the gist of Pickering’s 

(1995:140) argument concerning Hamilton’s conceptual discovery of the mathematical system of 

quaternions. Although the path towards a solution is not always known, problem-solvers 

eventually gain a strong sense of being close, that they’ve encountered the solution before, or 

that it is already ‘there’ – they just can’t see it yet.  

Prior commitments, a certain disposition or drive to solve problems, these are the ties that 

bind – providing both the impetus and endurance to continue until the solution is found (to be 

sufficient, satisfactory, or practical). And yet these driving factors can also be ties that blind – 

problems can resist solution by hiding in plain sight. The same goes for asking the two questions: 

what a wearable is/is for (or wearables in general) is only the tip of an iceberg, most of ‘what it 

is’ is beneath the surface. Continuing with this analogy, the iceberg is of course always melting 

and changing and so the collective task is not just trying to gradually uncover more of the 

iceberg, its shape is always in flux and using only what we see above the surface blinds us to 

what it is – or could be. Therefore, in order to properly theorize about icebergs (wearables) the 

object must always be de- and then re- constructed (i.e., Chapter 2, and 3-6 respectively). 
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 Accordingly, since many of us are already casually familiar with what wearables are and 

their typical uses, much of what’s explored here will already be tainted with those meanings. But 

there is still so much we don’t know about wearables and how they do what they do. For this 

reason, I want to start with one of the key concepts that make a majority of motion sensing-

capable wearables what they are, something many likely don’t know about, to aid in questioning 

concerning wearables from the ground up. The first half of this chapter organizes an encounter 

with this mathematical concept, quaternions, and tries to illustrate what they are/are for (i.e., how 

a notation for representing orientation/rotation helps wearable motion sensors work). The intent 

is to have at least a surface level understanding of them and how motion sensing works so that 

we can better understand (and come closer to experiencing) the struggles taking place in the 

ethnographic case study in the second half of this chapter. 

3.1 WorkStrong’s Obligatory Passage Point 

There are similarities I would like to explore between Pickering’s (1995) analysis of the 

discovery of quaternions and one of the most crucial problems WorkStrong had to solve in terms 

of translating measurements from their wearable system (MotionSense) into an animated user-

interface that accurately depicted the movements of wearer. The problem was so important that 

they hired a subcontractor – a technical director from the video games industry with experience 

in this area of mathematics, animation and modelling. The subcontractor, Earl, agonized for over 

three months on this one issue only to discover at the end that the solution was right in front of 

him the whole time.  

The goal here will be to document and examine the constitutive influence of material 

agency (considered as material-discursive practices) involved in efforts to answer the two 

questions concerning wearables – in this case, WorkStrong’s efforts to program and engineer the 
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MotionSense device as a wearable solution to a type of preventable workplace injury, 

musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). If, as Pickering contends, “existing culture is the surface of 

emergence for the intentional structure of human agency”, meaning that “human intentions are 

bound up and intertwined with prior captures of material agency in the reciprocal tuning of 

machines and disciplined human performances” (1995:20), then what any individual, group (or 

corporation) intends their wearable device to be, or become, will inevitably be an outcome or 

result of this struggle with material agency, not just of their own design. Said differently, if the 

outcome of a problem-solving episode cannot be known in advance then so too will the outcome 

of developing a new technology; even if the idea is fully baked (or is stabilized in the sense given 

by EPOR (Collins 1983) and SCOT (Pinch and Bijker 1987)) and every effort is made to bring it 

to fruition, it will still face reconfiguration by “the contours of material agency in tuning” 

(Pickering 1995:20).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 2 – Brief note on terminology 

Pickering borrows the concept of tuning from Knorr-Cetina’s (1979) notion of tinkering 

(Pickering 1995:14 n.22); at times, he also refers to it as “the dance of agency” or “the dialectic of 

resistance and accommodation” (Pickering 1995:21-22). Where Pickering prefers the term 

“mangle” as shorthand for dialectic (in order to draw attention to emergence and unpredictability), 

in this work, I have put forth the notion of the duality of design in order to provide better focus and 

depth to this idea of reciprocal tuning at the heart of scientific, social and technical practice (hence 

duality is meant to draw attention to this co-shaping/dialectic/reciprocal/feedback effect).  

Mangle makes it sound as though things are messy and ambiguous, and perhaps they are. 

But whereas most scholars today have been preoccupied with assemblages and the assembly of 

actor networks and so on, I want to emphasize that these kind of things (networks, artifacts, 

technologies, knowledges) are also arranged in certain ways – in themselves, but also, within and 

across (i.e., in relation to/with) other assemblages. This arranging is sometimes intentional – as 

when a CEO focuses on making sure the idea/app/device being developed is able to scale (in 

reference to achieving economies of scale). But as Suchman (2007) has pointed out, what is often 

seen as a plan or planning in design is, in fact, replete with situated actions – moment by moment 

responses to an evolving context of use.  
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In order to become situated, as close as possible, to Earl’s practice, we will need to experience 

our own moment of discovery. I set this in motion by combining Pickering’s analysis of how 

“the mangle” led Hamilton to his discovery of quaternions alongside our own attempt to 

understand what they are/are for. This will then aid in describing the technical and functional 

aspects of the MotionSense system with which Earl wrestled to make work29 – how the sensors 

                                                 
29 In reference to the left side of the Janus face of science (Figure I.4 in Latour 1987:10) 

Box 2 – Brief note on terminology (continued) 

And so, arrangement efforts can also be unintentional, the contingent outcome of agency not as a 

choice but as the pursuit of one line of inquiry over another (e.g., following convention, 

historical commitments to past/future, etc.). Through this lens, design appears more like a verb 

(Gatt and Ingold 2013:146), “a culturally and historically situated activity” that calls attention to 

sites or pathways where sociotechnical orders are materialized, mobilized and contested 

(Jasanoff 2004:38; Suchman 2007:187) – in short, arranged.  

Material agency is also a term that deserves careful delineation. One should not read it as 

referencing a world full of material stuff (phenomena) that exists fully independent of, and prior 

to, our own existence (i.e., naïve realism). It should, instead, be read hermeneutically – that is, a 

recognition that ‘what makes something real’ is because we’ve interpreted it as such. This does 

not mean that material refers to a mere ideational object, nor is it merely a product of history 

(e.g., Marx) – it is, to be sure, a product of all these things, and more. To get right to the point, 

although we can posit that material – the physical stuff in the world of our experience – exists 

or exited a priori, or prior to an encounter with it, as soon as we do (and indeed, that very act of 

positing is also an encounter) we find the object already bearing marks of human culture. This 

means that ‘knowledge of the world’ and ‘the world’ itself (and the stuff of which it consists) 

are, in practical terms, “interactive stabilizations of machinic performances and conceptual 

strata” (Pickering 1995:182).  

Here, facts, theories, observations are not said to simply cohere or correspond to their real 

counterparts, they are instead contingent, tentative fixes or orientations – chains of practical 

action and reasoning – “to the certain, technical, materially specific appearances of [epistemic] 

things” (Lynch 1992a:249 n.34). Thus, “the physical identity, durability, obduracy and 

recalcitrance of material objects – in short, all the traits that would qualify a certain entity as 

material – should in principle be treated as practical achievements, as qualities that are also 

enacted in practices. In other words, materiality… needs to be understood as the contingent 

upshot of practices” (Woolgar and Lezaun 2013:326). 
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work, what they measure, how it is interpreted by the computer, derived into mathematical 

variables and translated by the user-interface into an animated representation of the original 

motion made by the user. The overall goal of this chapter will not only be to “learn something 

new” by being introduced to new ideas (such as quaternions or IMUs), but to experience how our 

own sense-making practices (like Hamilton’s and Earl’s) are mangled (co-shaped) – or perhaps 

stymied – by the use that is made of them. 

3.2 What are Quaternions? 

Since this chapter discusses Earl’s30 conceptual practice of creating a working, animated, visual 

representation of motion data captured by WorkStrong’s wearable sensor system (MotionSense), 

it is necessary to comprehend the mathematical construct of quaternions – at least, the way in 

which they are applied to mechanics (motion of a physical body) in three-dimensional space. 

Quaternions provide an algebraic structure for performing calculations in the fourth dimension; 

Earl not only had to develop a working ability with this number system, he also had to develop a 

way to reliably and accurately translate it across multiple domains.  

Much has been written on the discovery of quaternions,31 with the story of W. R. 

Hamilton’s 1843 inscription of the equation on a stone bridge in Dublin taking on an almost 

mythic status in the history of mathematics. Although no trace (or record, other than Hamilton’s 

own letters) of the inscription remains, a plaque was placed on the bridge to commemorate the 

flash of genius of Hamilton’s discovery at this place; the plaque itself carved out of stone in 

homage to Hamilton’s decision to etch his insight for the equation on the bridge. One wonders 

about the role of the bridge in the discovery: if it was not there just as Hamilton took an 

                                                 
30 See Section 3.4 onwards in this chapter for more discussion of who (and what) Earl is. 
31 For detailed accounts of the importance of the discovery, see Hankins 1980; Pickering 1995; Pickering and 

Stephanides 1992. 
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afternoon stroll with his wife and his imagination vividly traversed into the fourth-dimension of 

complex and imaginary numbers; or if it had not been for the type of stone used in the bridge that 

could be hastily carved with whatever object Hamilton used to chisel it (apparently, a 

penknife).32 What if they had decided to take a different path for their route, or what if some 

event had interrupted his moment of reflection – perhaps the story would be much different. 

Even though the bridge seems to only have been tangentially involved, it was certainly 

constitutive of the history of quaternions (it is inextricable from any story about quaternions or 

Hamilton) to the extent that it now not only bears the plaque celebrating Hamilton’s insight, but 

it is now a symbol of quaternions themselves, bearing their original equation and serving as a site 

for an annual pilgrimage of mathematicians and Hamilton’s followers, who take part in a 

commemorative walk re-creating his steps on that fateful day (Cairbre 2010; Voight 2018).  

Indeed, the role of material artifacts in conceptual practice has been well-documented in a 

number of fields, and I will return to this discussion in terms of Earl’s problem-solving episode 

shortly. For now, let this brief analysis signal – much like Hamilton’s discovery – further 

pathways upon which to saunter. 

 

Most historical descriptions of quaternions begin with a review of the 19th century crisis in 

algebra that led Hamilton on his path to discovery. The issue concerned how absurd quantities, 

such as the square root of a negative number, √−1, were to be understood. The concept of a 

negative magnitude was problematic in itself, but the square root of a negative number was even 

more so; that algebra allowed for this absurd quantity to be represented as a symbol, √−1, meant 

that although sense couldn’t be made of the quantity in arithmetic terms (“What sense can one 

                                                 
32 http://www.tutis.ca/Rotate/7quaternions.htm  

http://www.tutis.ca/Rotate/7quaternions.htm
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make of √−1 apples?” Pickering 1995:122), that some operations could be performed with the 

symbol meant that it still had utility in the imagined space of algebraic equations and problem-

solving. A new meaning for this mysterious symbol – one that included negative and imaginary 

quantities – was needed (Hankins 1980:248). An initial solution was to imagine the result of this 

operation not as another quantity or magnitude (i.e., a number) but as coordinates of the endpoint 

of a line in a complex two-dimensional plane. Complex numbers consist of real and imaginary 

parts. In the simplest form: 

 

Equation 1: 

z = x + yi 

 

Think of x and y as positive real numbers and let i stand for the imaginary part where i2 = –1. The 

result z represents a complex number in a two-dimensional plane where the x-axis provides the 

real component of the complex number, and the y-axis provides the imaginary part multiplied by 

i (see Figure 1 below). By imagining algebraic equations and quantities in this way, 

mathematicians could now perform operations with what was previously seen as an absurd and 

unworkable number.  

Line segments are normally imagined in 1-dimensional space; a line is a segment 

between two points whose length gives its dimensional quality. When a line segment is drawn in 

a quadrant or a plane, like the one used to represent the equation above, the line can be seen or 

extended as having two dimensions, length and height, which then circumscribes shapes like 

squares and rectangles that can be rotated, positioned or drawn anywhere in that 2-dimensional 

plane.  
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Figure 1 – Representing the complex number z = x + yi in geometric form.  

Reproduced from Pickering 1995:122. 

 

The line segment in Figure 1 is a vector indicating the orientation (position and/or direction) of 

the object. If that line moves towards the x or y-axis, it indicates the object has moved position, 

changed its direction, or, more simply, has rotated. When the property of depth is added to 2-

dimensional objects with length and height, we can now imagine geometric shapes like cubes 

and spheres rotating and moving through the space – the 3-dimensional space of our normal 

everyday experience, what we might call world space that represents all possible motions of 

physical bodies: pitch, yaw and roll. 

Leonard Euler had previously (in 1775) worked out a system for representing the motion 

(or target orientation) of any object’s rotation in 3-D space, what is known as Euler angles. The 

basic idea is that the orientation of any 3-D object in space can be calculated by plotting each 

rotation as a transformation from an initial fixed position using the standard 3-coordinate (x, y, z) 

system. Think of holding a pencil in front of you flat or level with the ground, with the writing 

tip as the end point of the line with length 5 (5, 0, 0) and the eraser point at the origin (0, 0, 0). 

By rotating pencil horizontally along the y-axis 180 degrees (keeping the eraser tip fixed at the 

origin), the writing tip will move to the other quadrant giving (-5, 0, 0). Now rotate the pencil 90-

degrees vertically, this will give us (0, 5, 0). If we rotate the pencil a final time, with the tip 
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moving away from us by say 45-degrees, we would get something like (0, √5, √5). By using 

Euler angles, we can represent the motion and rotation of any 3-dimensional object by mapping 

these coordinates sequentially: proceeding from initial position (x0, y0, z0), to first rotation (x1, 

y1, z1), and so on, until the final (target) orientation is reached (xn, yn, zn). The line drawn by the 

tip of the pencil in each of these rotations is a curve – the first rotation draws 1/2 a circle on the 

yz-plane, the second, a 1/4 of a circle on the xy-plane, and the last, 1/8 of a circle on the xz-

plane. The rings of a gyroscope or gimbal can help us visualize these curves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – A gimbal or gyroscope showing the axes of rotation in 3-dimensional space.  

The rotation of the spinning wheel represents rotation in the z-plane (axis of spin, pitch). The next inner ring allows 

the spinning disc to rotate along in the x-plane (horizontal axis, roll). The final outer ring can rotate the spinning 

wheel along the y-plane (vertical axis, yaw). Of course, if the wheel is spinning as in a working gyroscope, the 

innermost wheel will keep its position (it will resist or tend to not be affected by rotations in the other axes).  

http://nptel.ac.in/courses/112103109/mod14/lec2/gifs/gyrocompass1b.gif  

 

While this method of representing motion is intuitive, Euler angles suffer from a problem known 

as gimbal lock. Using Figure 2 as a guide, we can see that when two rings are aligned (that is, 

their axes of rotation are parallel to the same plane), rotations (or coordinate values) along those 

axes will be identical and subsequently determining (or calculating) which coordinate values 

http://nptel.ac.in/courses/112103109/mod14/lec2/gifs/gyrocompass1b.gif
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change is impossible. The reason Euler angles suffer from gimbal lock is because they represent 

orientation as three separate yet related axial rotations. While it makes intuitive sense to think of 

motion in terms of linear and angular values in a coordinate system, many real-world 

applications that depend on knowing an object’s orientation at all times (airplanes, spacecraft, 

ballistics – and MotionSense) need other ways of representing motion that do not suffer from 

gimbal lock. One of these ways, of course, is through the quaternion system.  

So far, it may still be difficult to imagine what a quaternion is – and so too was it for 

Hamilton. He had, up to this point (e.g., Equation 1), discovered a new, useful, or at least, 

interesting way of performing algebraic calculations with geometry, but his mind soon turned to 

whether the association (between algebra and geometry) achieved in two dimensions could be 

extended to 3-dimensional space. His initial notebook entries begin by imagining that √−1 could 

represent a plane perpendicular to 1, and that this same plane could also have another √−1 

perpendicular to it, so that i2 = –1, as well as j2 = –1, giving a new way to represent a line with 3-

coordinates (x, y, z) in the complex plane,  

 

Equation 2:  

x + yi + zj 

 

Of interest here is not so much the math but the process of modelling in Hamilton’s practice. 

Pickering’s (1995) analysis of Hamilton’s work at this point in the development of quaternions 

provides useful concepts with which to analyze Earl’s problem-solving practices working with 

the same principles.  

Hamilton’s first step was to model a geometric representation of complex algebra; using 

the inset entities above, Figure 1 is the geometric representation of Equation 1. His next step was 

to extend this thinking about line segments in a plane to line segments in 3-dimensional space. 
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Pickering calls this a bridging operation – although complex algebra had undefined and 

unsolvable elements (e.g., √−1), one could still set a plausible destination or end goal to try and 

cut down on the openness of modelling (1995:127); in other words, to delimit the unboundedness 

of the imagination. On one hand, Pickering sees bridging as an active free move in the conceptual 

practice of modelling; it evokes a sense of agency, of conceptual creativity unfettered by specific 

goals other than remaining tentative and revisable – to see what sense can be made of modelling 

in this (rather than that) way. On the other hand, although Hamilton’s free move was “by no 

means forced upon him” (Pickering 1995:127), what was transferred or transcribed across the 

bridge (a bridge from a base model of what is known to what is unknown) was precisely only 

those elements in the base model that could be transferred into the new model.  

For Pickering, bridging sets the destination for modelling; it “defines a point in which 

attributes of the base model can be transferred” (Pickering 1995:127) and inevitably, what is 

transferred in the conceptual practice of modelling are precisely only those sequences of moves 

that follow from what is already established in the base model (e.g., common operations in 

algebra). One is free to imagine all sorts of absurd or abstract things/entities, but not how to add, 

subtract or multiply them. And thus we return to the question of agency: who or what ‘makes the 

decision’ (what Pickering refers to as the dance of agency – who takes the lead?) to delimit the 

scope of modelling a solution to a problem is not as simple as locating it within the one doing the 

thinking – some elements that precede the thinking will persist and define (circumscribe, not 

determine) what can be transferred. Here agency starts to look more like pursuing a line of 

inquiry than an autonomous, independent or intentional ability to act/make decisions (see Box 3). 
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We navigate the unfamiliar through the familiar. We don’t know what √−1 is, (or yi or zj for 

that matter), but the equation and the representation (Figure 1) seem familiar enough that they 

make sense. In fact, I provide these equations precisely in order to give readers their own 

opportunity to form a conceptual bridge to ‘know’ ‘learn about’ or ‘understand’ quaternions 

without going through the fundamental details one might encounter in a lecture on the subject. 

That an answer to ‘what are quaternions?’ still eludes one at this point is due to resistances 

constituted by the disciplined aspects of agency in conceptual practice. In other words, we are 

accustomed to thinking in three dimensions, not the complex, 4th-dimensional plane of 

quaternions. If I were to provide you, the reader, with an expanded definition or explanation of 

quaternions by modifying some readily-available (ready-made, see footnote 44 below) model for 

communicating it, say a definition from Merriam-Webster or an overview from Wikipedia, you 

would have no use for it.  

Box 3 – Agency’s projectible predicate? 

Try as we may to imagine that all future emeralds will be grue, if all emeralds observed so far 

have been green, that it seems natural to generalize this colour to all future emeralds reflects a 

culturally entrenched habit of projecting greenness as a predicate for emeralds (while grue is a 

non-projectable predicate) (Goodman 1983). In this example, its relatively easy to see the 

problem such an imaginative endeavor encounters: as soon as we posit (in Pickering’s terms, 

a “free move”) that future emeralds fit the grue model, once we attempt to empirically 

confirm that hypothesis, we find it troubled by existing assumptions about the colour of 

emeralds from the past. The projection ‘all emeralds are green’ is “forced” in Pickering’s 

terms, based on past empirical evidence: all emeralds observed up to time t are green, 

therefore after time t, all emeralds are green. 

We tend to do the same when we project ‘the capacity to act/make decisions’ as a 

predicate for imagining conceptual/material agency. But if such projections are “forced”, then 

decision looks less like a choice and more like the outcome of a deliberation. A decision is 

made, reached, arrived at, sought, acquired, only after considering or inquiring into (and 

distinguishing) what counts, what matters, what works, what’s doable and what isn’t. And 

here we have the basis for a more appropriate or plausible projectible predicate for agency: 

the capacity to ask, to question, to strive, to aim – but what force motivates us on this path? 
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Existing culture leaves an indelible mark on our practice – we can try to imagine how 

quaternions might be useful for representing motion, but our understanding is still coupled (or 

forced in Pickering’s terms) to the intuitiveness of Euler angles and the disciplined 

understanding of motion (inductive reasoning from experience) as that which occurs in 3-

dimensional space. What is needed to go from a forced understanding to a discovery is a direct 

encounter with the difficulty, or what’s making it difficult for us (e.g., a culturally entrenched 

habit of seeing/thinking of objects and motion in three dimensions, or perhaps even, accepting 

only simple/elegant/intuitive descriptions/explanations), and seeing it not as an impasse, but as 

an opportunity to question, play, puzzle-over and tinker with. Following this, there must also be 

a desire to continue even when difficulties persist.  

 

Rather than reproduce the dramatics with which Hamilton wrestled to achieve his goal of 

associating algebraic calculation with geometry (of which quaternions were the solution), it 

should suffice to say that quaternions are a four-place coordinate numbering system containing 

real and imaginary parts of the following algebraic pattern.  

 

Equation 3:  

a + bi + cj + dk  

 

In this equation, a, b, c, d are real numbers while i, j, k are unit quaternions representing the 

values in the multiplication table below, itself corresponding to all the possible values given by 

Hamilton’s famous formula shown immediately below. 
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 1 i j k 

1 1 i j k 

i i -1 k -j 

j j -k -1 i 

k k j -i -1 

Table 1 – Quaternion multiplication 

 

Hamilton’s formula for quaternions: 

 

i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = –1 

 

Thus far I suspect many readers would still be hard-pressed to answer ‘what are quaternions’, 

should they be tested on the matter. To reiterate: the problem is that we have been disciplined to 

think about motion and space in terms of coordinates in 3-dimensional space and that’s exactly 

what gets in our way of understanding quaternions. The truth is, it’s best to avoid thinking of 

individual components of quaternions as we would the values (x, y, z) in 3-dimensional space. 

These values don’t represent angles or axes in the same way a vector (with x, y, z coordinates) 

would represent position or direction; instead, with quaternions, they represent an orientation or 

rotation. The space of rotation in three dimensions can be described by the rotation of some 

angle about some axis, and therefore, the space of all possible rotations in 3-D can be 

represented by a sphere. Recall the curves drawn by the tip of the pencil in the example above; 

now think of the pencil not as an object but as an angle whose value indicates an amount of 

rotation – now imagine that it is not the pencil that moves, but the axes – all possible motions of 
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the pencil are represented by the space (not by the line or the coordinates).33 This is a crucial 

point for understanding quaternions.  

The Mangle of Quaternions 

Now that we have a partial answer to the question ‘what are quaternions?’, we can move on to 

their measurement and calculation in the real-world application of ergonomic motion sensing; 

but the difficulty of understanding this mathematical concept was only part of the scope of Earl’s 

problem. Like Hamilton, he needed to grapple with the various manglings of his practice. In the 

real time of his, theirs, and our mathematical work,34 we had to establish bridgeheads – 

extensions or correspondences between intended associations (Hamilton: between algebra and 

geometry; Earl: as well see below, between two software platforms; for us: how to see motion in 

3rd and 4th dimensions, and so on); we had to perform filling moves – what Pickering and 

Stephanides (1992:150) call “the assignment of values to undefined terms” (Hamilton: values in 

quaternion multiplication table; Earl: employing pre-built animation packages; for us: the 

example of a pencil with length ‘5’); and finally, we had to tinker with our choices of 

bridgeheads and filling moves in the face of resistances and accommodations to our 

understanding of what are quaternions and how they are used in wearable sensors for tracking 

motion. For Pickering and Stephanides, bridging and filling “can be understood as free moves in 

the modelling process, moves in which actors exercise choice and discretion” (1992:142). These 

                                                 
33 This is known as an Euler axis, or axis-angle, as defined by Euler’s rotation theorem which states that any rotation 

can be expressed as a single rotation about some axis. Axis-angles are equivalent to quaternions and were important 

intermediaries in Earl’s conceptual practice. Because they are easier to visualize than quaternions (an axis-angle is 

basically a normal vector of unit-length ‘1’ pointing to a sphere – anywhere on a sphere – and the axis/the angle is 

the roll of the space along that line), Earl used them to translate between the raw data of quaternions and the 

animation, as well as to peer under the hood of the mathematical assumptions driving the modelling. See also 

footnote 43. 
34 These alignments illustrate what Marcus and Fischer (1999) call shared puzzles – the idea that the anthropologist 

and informant will have intellectual interests in common, which here I have extended to the reader. See also Gatt 

and Ingold 2013 
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choices make possible and create space for the forced move of transcription, the “sequences of 

moves that follow from what is already established in the base model” (Pickering and 

Stephanides 1992:150) (Hamilton: transfer and reliance on common operations in algebra – 

addition, subtraction, multiplication; Earl: his existing vocational practices/routines/habits in 

software development; for us: writing/reading conventions). If the former choices can be 

considered analogous to human agency, the latter forced moves reflect what Pickering calls a 

“disciplined, machinelike human agency” (1995:139). If mathematics and modelling take place 

in this machinelike way and consists largely of conceptual work – practices that “do not directly 

encounter the otherness of the material world” (Pickering and Stephanides 1992:159) – then how 

does a computer, a sensor, or an algorithm for that matter use quaternions to fuse the material 

and conceptual world together?  

3.3 Sensing Motion 

Quaternions subtend the interface between algebra and geometry, time and space, and thereby, 

help translate (and represent) the occurrence of an object’s orientation, position and motion into 

conceptual practice. Although there are different ways to measure or sense the occurrence of 

these and related parameters of motion (e.g., acceleration, angular rate, distance, etc.), most 

implementations of wearable sensors for motion tracking rely on quaternions.35  

                                                 
35 Strictly speaking, the data produced by a sensor are just numbers – how these values are interpreted and how the 

sensors are programmed to record what it sees as these numbers depends on whether the system designer wants the 

system to work with axis angles, Euler angles, or quaternions. Hence this sentence should not be misread to imply 

“wearables/sensors rely on quaternions” or that this is how they work at measuring motion. It is only those 

implementations that seek maximum fidelity (or, as we will see, reliability) in the recreation of motion that could, in 

the absence of evidence, be assumed to use quaternions at some point in the translation of movement to data to 

representation of that movement. At minimum, if gimbal lock is unlikely or is considered to be a non-issue, then the 

system can use Euler angles instead. Furthermore, simpler motion trackers can accomplish many of the functions we 

think of associated with Fitbits and the like with just an accelerometer (i.e., all the way from simple mechanical 

pedometer accelerators – just a metal pellet passing a gate to count each ‘step’ – to all the digital fitness trackers 

with which we are more familiar today) and without the need for quaternions, signal filters and algorithms.  
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In this section, I briefly describe the sensors that measure motion, what parameters they 

measure and provide a simple description of the algorithm36 that fuses these parameters into a 

complete gestalt or account of motion as it occurred. In most (if not all) wearable devices today, 

these sensors – accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers (electronic compasses) – are 

combined together in what is called an inertial measurement unit (or IMU). In WorkStrong’s 

MotionSense solution, there are six separate (wireless) IMUs – two on each arm, and one on the 

chest and the pelvis – each has its own point of reference from which it derives (and represents) 

motion in terms of quaternions. Not only do the devices have an orientation with respect to each 

other (henceforth, ‘device-space’ or ‘parent-space’), but they also represent the location, 

movement and orientation of the wearer’s body with respect to the earth (‘world-space’). By 

expanding our (perhaps) rudimentary understanding of quaternions to how motion or rotation can 

be interrelated across (or affected by) one or more axes (or rotational spaces, e.g., motion sensed 

at arm versus torso, versus pelvis, and so on), we will finally arrive at the task that befell Earl: 

how to represent, model and animate the relative motion of six joints on a character (qua 

MotionSense wearer) and have that motion play back on animated character in MotionSense’s 

software platform/dashboard. The utility of quaternions, as we will see, is not only the high 

degree of confidence (that the engineer/software developer can have) in the fidelity of the motion 

as-captured/measured, but also, in the fidelity of the motion reproduced/represented in the fluid, 

natural movements of an animated character (e.g., using SLERP, see footnote 39). 

 

 

                                                 
36 For simplicity, I avoid particular mention of the many other algorithms used for filtering noise, and other signal 

processing and signal filtering algorithms, and have chosen to subsume them under the sensor fusion algorithm 

umbrella. As with all references to any one particular actor (e.g., see “Who is Earl?” sub-section below) a sensor 

fusion algorithm consists of more than just one mathematical performer. 
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Accurate Motion Sensors or Reliable Algorithms? 

Inertial sensors are found in most smart electronic devices today and their main use is for 

measuring the motion experienced by the sensor itself. While some devices can indirectly 

measure motion by sensing changes in magnetic field or air pressure (i.e., comparing sensed 

fluctuations to known variations in magnetic field in certain areas, or using air pressure to 

measure altitude, etc.), the most common configuration makes use of largely inexpensive 9-axis 

IMUs37 – a single chip consisting of an accelerometer, a gyroscope and a magnetometer (see 

Figure 3).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – 9-axis IMU 

Illustrates (from left to right): magnetic force in x/y/z (compass), angular rotation in x/y/z (gyroscope), and 

acceleration in x/y/z (accelerometer). Source: 

https://cdn.sparkfun.com/assets/learn_tutorials/3/7/3/lsm9ds1_axes.png 

 

Here, 9-axis refers to the fact that each of these sensors individually measures some parameter of 

motion or force in any direction in 3-dimensional space (for more details, see Box 4). These 

inputs are then combined and translated by the sensor fusion algorithm into the four-coordinate 

system of quaternions (the a, b, c, d parts of Equation 3 above).  

 

 

                                                 
37 Although, other configurations with greater/fewer degrees of freedom are also available.  

https://cdn.sparkfun.com/assets/learn_tutorials/3/7/3/lsm9ds1_axes.png
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Even though the sensors function by sensing certain parameters of motion in three dimensions 

(sensor data inputs), the record of what was sensed – what the sensors recorded – only works as a 

reliable account of that motion when those inputs are adjusted, corrected and combined (sensor 

data output).38 This is because what the sensors measure at any instant is position; only when that 

                                                 
38 Strictly speaking with respect to the current case (MotionSense), the sensors record their measurements (as 

collated by the controller unit and transmitted to Matlab) in the form of quaternions – essentially a giant excel sheet 

with four columns and values that correspond to a, b, c, d in Equation 3. Each new row represents a new 

Box 4 – IMU: Internal components, external forces 

Accelerometer sensor: Acceleration is the rate of change in velocity. Accelerometers measure 

acceleration caused by device motion in addition to the acceleration force of gravity. The first 

measurement taken determines static device orientation – or acceleration with reference to a static 

frame. If a device is falling to earth at terminal velocity, the acceleration will read ‘zero’ because it 

will have already experienced the acceleration it took to get it to that speed. If an accelerometer is 

fixed to a pole, it will sense the acceleration force caused by gravity (even though the device is not 

moving at all). By adding this first measurement (‘where is gravity’?, thus, ‘where is up/down’?), to 

a measurement of the angle of the device (with respect to this force), initial device orientation can 

be obtained. Movement in any direction will be sensed as a combination of linear rate in change in 

velocity (acceleration along any of the three axes set in the initial static measurement), centripetal 

acceleration (circular motion) and changes in the constant downward force of gravity.  

 

Gyroscope sensor: The gyroscope sensor measures the initial angle of the device and angular rate 

(degrees per second). Whereas an accelerometer provides initial or static device orientation (with 

respect to gravity), a gyroscope measures change in orientation. A 3-axis gyroscope can measure 

angular rate (rotation) in three ways: pitch, roll and yaw. Gyroscopes provide these measurements 

independent of gravity, which is why they are typically paired with accelerometers in order to 

correct for errors in bias estimation or drift.  

 

Magnetometer sensor (compass): With just the two sensors above, so far, we can know the angle of 

the device (imagine holding a smartphone in any orientation in your hand), the location of ‘down’, 

or gravity, and the rate at which the device changes in either of these dimensions (acceleration and 

rate of change in angle of travel). What is missing is device heading – ‘where is it pointing’. 

Magnetometer compasses provide a more accurate measurement of North than its analog cousins 

with which we may be more familiar; by measuring the angle of the earth’s magnetic field and 

adding that to the accelerometer’s measurement of gravity, we can compute device heading with 

respect to magnetic north. However, the direction of north measured by magnetometers is often 

corrupted by nearby electronics and other magnetic fields, and so the reading is often ignored. 

Heading is instead most often interpreted as the offset from the initial attitude of the device, rather 

than deviation from magnetic north. The compass reading of magnetic north is instead kept for 

calibration, error corrections and for other inferences about motion that are not observed directly. 
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point of reference (or “fix”) changes can a calculation or estimate of motion be derived. The 

accuracy of direct measurements by the sensors is limited by their sensitivity/sampling rate – or 

how frequently (every second? 1000x/second?) they take direct measurements of position. On 

their own, these measurements can suffice for dead reckoning, but every estimate of position (the 

calculated difference between successive measurements) is relative to the previous one, and any 

discrepancy can result in a significant accumulation of errors, especially if the sampling rate is 

1000x/second.  

Accordingly, the accuracy of MotionSense (or of any motion tracking device in general) 

does not, in practical terms, refer to the precision or sensitivity of the IMU’s measurements. In 

the history of the development of IMUs, designers long abandoned the goal of making highly-

accurate and precise, low-error components. Instead, how accuracy is achieved is by using other 

information to correct errors accumulated by the sensors. These errors can include environmental 

factors like heat and humidity; misalignment and rounding errors; magnetic distortions registered 

on the magnetometers; dynamic distortion measured by the accelerometers, and; the inherent 

drift of the gyroscope over time. 

Since direct measurement of rotation or position over time is unreliable, we can say that 

motion sensors work at measuring motion by correcting errors in measuring motion. Or to put it 

another way, ‘motion sensed’ is not direct measurements of movement but consists of a variety 

of techniques to correct error-prone sensors. As MacKenzie points out in Inventing Accuracy: 

“So accuracy has come to depend not on the size of the absolute errors in gyroscopes and 

accelerometers, but on the predictability of those errors together with the sophistication of the 

                                                 
measurement (as well as a timestamp, where the timing of each new measurement is determined by the sensor 

sampling rate and an internal clock). This data sheet is then sent to a central computer in the device controller 

(integrated with the pelvis sensor) that performs additional computation before sending to it to a cloud-based system 

(RISKsys) for more calculations and modelling with respect to human kinematic models for ergonomic analysis.  
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calibration and compensation algorithms used” (1990:321). And so, it is “more accurate” to say 

that accuracy is a measure of reliability than a numerical, mathematical or arithmetic more or 

less quantity. Accuracy – both actual accuracy (in its use) and its notion (definition) – are shaped 

by technical and social interests (MacKenzie 1990:168). Since both humans and sensors are not 

very reliable at making measurements on their own (due to the probability of accumulating errors 

in measurements over time, known as “drift”) this ability is often delegated to specialized 

algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Sensor fusion inputs/outputs 

 

In every device with an IMU (or some combination of the sensors above) is an algorithm that 

enables measurements to be combined into an estimate of device position and movement. These 

algorithms produce a rotation vector which is equivalent to the vector components (bi + cj + dk) 

of a unit quaternion. The algorithm performs a variety of mathematical operations to correct 

errors and produce the “simplest, smoothest and most economical”39 representation of motion. 

                                                 
39 These words were first mentioned to me during an interview with Earl when I asked why he didn’t use Euler 

angles to represent motion, since they were more intuitive and easier to explain. During subsequent research, I 

confirmed that quaternions indeed outperform Euler angles in these regards (“simplest, smoothest and most 

economical”, respectively): quaternions are more compact than orthogonal matrices (4 digits vs. 9); applying 

Spherical Linear Interpolation (SLERP) to quaternions allows motion to look natural, not as ‘steps’ or sequential 

rotations – the difference would be equivalent to animating the movements of a ballet dancer versus the rotations in 

solving a Rubik’s Cube (or a ‘sweeping’ second hand versus a ‘tick’ second hand on a watch); quaternions take up 

less space (bits of data) than other representations; and, converting between axis-angles and quaternions is much 

easier than with matrices or Euler angles. 
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The algorithm not only combines sensor data together, but also combines it with pre-calibrated 

(e.g., factory settings) and periodically calibrated data to correct for sensor drift. To minimize the 

need for major (factory) calibration or resetting, the sensor fusion algorithm tracks each sensor’s 

measurements using feedback quaternions, which define ways for the system to switch to 

whichever sensor has the more accurate measurement, depending on bias and gain thresholds 

(how the sensor transforms a measurement into a resulting value). With all this in mind, we can 

begin to see how motion sensing is a collective achievement distributed across a range of actants. 

But even here, we have not yet left the boundaries of the device – how are those measurements 

inside the sensors translated into a representation of motion taking place outside the sensors? In 

other words, how do we go from motion in ‘device-space’ to ‘world-space’?  

Device Orientation 

So far, we have considered motion mostly about a fixed axis of rotation. But wearable motion 

sensors affixed to a person do not stay in the same plane for very long. To track motion over 

time, two different reference frames are needed: the device frame and the world frame (or world-

space).  

The device frame has become a standard in most computer science applications of motion 

sensing. Using 3-dimensional x, y, z axes, the default configuration is to imagine a smartphone or 

device lying flat on a table. With the origin at the center of the device, the x-axis points out to the 

right, the y-axis points up from the top, and the z-axis points out from the glass toward the sky. 

The figure below illustrates this configuration, with the solid lines indicating positive values and 

the dashed lines indicating negative values. These axes are fixed so that when the device moves, 

the axes move too (that is, they keep their orientation, x to the right, y up, etc.). 
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Figure 5 – Device frame 

 

The configuration of the world frame is similar to the device frame, except that the position of 

the three axes are with respect to the earth. In the world frame, the z-axis points outward opposite 

to the force of gravity, which is measured by the accelerometer. The y-axis points toward 

magnetic north, as measured by the magnetometer, while the x-axis points eastward. The angle 

measured by the gyroscope (accounting for the directionality of gravity, given by the 

accelerometer) will tell us in which direction we are travelling along the x-axis or y-axis. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 – World frame 

 

Altogether, we can now say that the purpose of any motion tracking system or device is to keep 

track of the orientation of the device(s) with respect to the world frame. That is, our goal is to 

translate the relative position and motion of the device(s) as the relative position/movements of 

an animate body residing in the world frame. In representing this motion, the algorithm can re-
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trace (forwards or backwards) all the rotations and transformations undergone by the 

sensor/device until the axes align with world space. This is precisely why most motion sensing 

applications use quaternions: they reflect not only the shortest path to get from one orientation to 

another, but also, the seemingly most accurate one (where accuracy is not a technical quality but 

a social construction closer to verisimilitude– motions that appear smooth and fluid seem ‘more 

accurate’, or ‘more natural’, than discrete and orthogonal ones).  

 Consider extending your right arm out in front of you with you palm facing down as a 

starting position. Next, consider a target or final orientation where your arm is raised as though 

you are making the cyclist ‘stop signal’ with your arm – what parts of your arm rotate to get to 

that final position (in other words, how can we represent the motion that occurred to go from the 

arm’s initial to final rotation)? The shortest path could just be one rotation: rotate forearm up 90 

degrees. But this isn't the only way to end up with this final rotation. The person could have first 

rotated down 90 degrees (e.g., making the ‘turn right’ signal when cycling), then swung the wrist 

180 degrees clockwise so the hand is now pointing up (but palm is facing towards the back), and 

then finally, rotating the wrist 180 degrees so that the palm is facing out. If we were to animate 

(and indeed, even conceptualize) each of these rotations using Euler angles, we can see that the 

motion would appear more mechanical with each rotation proceeding in a step-wise fashion. But 

quaternions would animate all those motions in a smooth, continuous curve type fashion – and 

could recreate the exact motion of a cyclist using their arm to signal a right turn and then stop.  

 Continuing with this example, imagine we have two motion sensors: one on the wrist and 

one on the forearm – how can we corroborate the relative motions of these two sensors? Each 

has their own device frame, how can we combine the two, translate that into world space, and 

then play the motions back onto an animated character? Clearly this question becomes 
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considerably more complex when using six motion sensors on different parts of the body to 

measure and reproduce all the motions of a user wearing the device, especially if the motions to 

be captured occurred over the course of an entire shift, say, on vehicle assembly line. This 

question marks the beginning of Earl’s problem.  

Reproducing Motion: The Parent-Child Relation 

WorkStrong’s MotionSense solution has six motion sensors40 in a hierarchical musculoskeletal 

arrangement where the movement of each bone influences another in what is known as a parent-

child relation. This model is based on the human kinematic understanding that bone positions 

and orientations are additive; when the shoulder moves, the bones in the arm and hand inherit 

some aspect of its position and rotation. The MotionSense system has two motion sensors on 

each arm, one on the chest, and one on the pelvis. For simplicity: the wrist is parented by the 

forearm; the forearm, by the upper-arm/shoulder; the shoulder by the chest; and the chest by the 

torso/pelvis.41  

 Of course, the way in which movement from one part of the body affects the other is 

much more complex than just representing and calculating motion in terms of quaternions. To do 

this, the MotionSense system makes use of a validated biomechanical model42 to interpret forces 

                                                 
40 The controller unit for the motion sensors is in the pelvis (hip) sensor. Its bigger, has more computing + battery 

power, and also has three additional sensors (in addition to Wi-Fi for connecting to the cloud): an ambient 

temperature sensor to help with ergonomic risk assessment, a barometric pressure sensor to help estimate altitude 

changes, and GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) capabilities for additional accuracy in measuring device coordinates, 

correcting accumulated errors, and to accurately measure time of day.  
41 For additional simplicity, it was only necessary to explain the difference between the device frame and the world 

frame. Yet here we can see that many more frames are pertinent to how WorkStrong (or RISKsys) interprets data 

from the MotionSense system: the sensor frame (origin/orientation inside the sensor enclosure); the body segment 

frame (i.e., body part frame of reference); the center of gravity frame (i.e., location of the two hands over time. 

Helps track the center of gravity of an object being lifted); the human body frame (defining body frame origin and 

orientation. The human body frame is a standard defined by the International Society of Biomechanics in Wu and 

Cavanagh 1995), and; the global world frame (latitude, longitude, altitude with respect to earth’s rotation – as 

different from the ‘world frame’ in terms of the space/place the wearer is in). 
42 To maintain participant confidentiality, I am unable to name the developers of this model. 
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and motions at specific points on the body in terms of ergonomic understandings of work and 

workplace design – and, in combination with occupational health and safety standards, in terms 

of preventable workplace injuries and illnesses. If movement occurs outside these thresholds, 

then the employee can be deemed at ergonomic risk. The thresholds defined by these best 

practices indicate the maximum degrees of movement that helped Earl set limits on 

measurements considered too extreme to have actually been performed by a human in a 

workplace scenario.  

The biomechanical model and these standards were programmed into Matlab, which is 

essentially a computing environment (platform) for writing and executing mathematical 

problems and solutions (e.g., algorithms). WorkStrong engineered its own Matlab environment 

(to preserve confidentiality, I call it “the risk of injury analytics system”, or RISKsys) to analyze 

the stream of data from the sensors (as collated and transmitted by the controller unit) using its 

own series of advanced and predictive algorithms. These sensor-fusion algorithms detect when 

movements measured by the sensors exceed the posture and lift guidelines of the ergonomic 

models. RISKsys can then send an alert to the worker when a high-risk event (risk of 

musculoskeletal injury) is detected. By creating a highly detailed and reliable record of 

movements as they occur over the course of a shift, risks can be assessed on an individual level, 

in real-time, and most importantly, cumulatively (since MSDs most often occur due to 

cumulative stress/injury that typically go unnoticed and unreported). Recognizing limitations in 

the current ways that employers, ergonomists, health and safety professionals and insurance 

companies assess these risks is precisely why WorkStrong developed the MotionSense system. 
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3.4 The Task Ahead 

Current methods of ergonomic risk assessment in workplace scenarios typically rely on: 1) an 

audio/visual recording of work completed at a workstation (or focused on just one worker) over 

some period of time; 2) having someone observe and record these movements, or; 3) recreating 

motions needed to complete a task in a lab (or in VR), and having an expert watch the motion 

happen live and/or via a recording of that recreation. Instead, the data collected and analyzed by 

WorkStrong’s system can recreate all of this as it occurs in real-time and avoid the bias and other 

problems in these more subjective procedures – the data comes straight from the body’s own 

movements, not from the testimony of an expert, a recreation, or the worker’s own account of 

how they were injured. In order to provide a modern dashboard or user interface to display all 

these statistics, risk scores and visualizations of a worker’s movement, a separate application 

needed to be designed. It was this task for which Earl was contracted: 

Earl’s task: Take a stream of quaternions related to six joints (two on each arm, one on 

chest, one on pelvis) on a wearer and reproduce that motion on a 3-D animated character 

in order to determine the degree to which that motion exceeds ergonomic thresholds. 

 

Who is Earl? 

Earl is a Technical Director at a prominent video game developer in Western Canada. His 

expertise spans the video game industry, although these days he is mostly tasked with 

coordinating various teams within/across major projects (e.g., technical/engineering teams, 

graphics/visual art teams, executives, marketing, etc.). In his spare time, he also likes to tinker 

with his own software development projects. As an incentive to take on a larger role within the 

company, Earl was granted a sabbatical in 2017. During this period, he met Bill, the CEO of 

WorkStrong, at a party. As Earl recalls: 
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After about 15 minutes it became clear [to me] that what he was doing was pretty 

exciting. He happened at that moment to need someone who had some of the experience 

that I had. And so, we weren’t sure if I was going to work with him, but it became clear 

that definitely we wanted to continue talking. And as we went forward, it made sense for 

me to actually do the work for them.   

 

By the time I met Earl, he had been working with WorkStrong for about three and a half months. 

He was initially tasked with developing a way for RISKsys to determine when a person 

performed a lift in terms of the occupational health and safety standards. This was easy enough – 

by his recollection, taking him only 4-5 weeks to develop a solution. But Matlab could not easily 

animate these movements – all it could represent was line segments connected together in way 

that resembled a wireframe stick figure character. As a result, Earl focused his task on finding a 

way to play back this motion on a 3-D character. After a short period researching alternatives, 

Earl quickly settled on the game design platform Unity for its ability to handle all aspects of 

character animation, physics, lighting, camera angles/points-of-view – including the ability to 

add props and other elements to the animated scene. Most important, at least initially for Earl, 

was that as one of the most popular game engines used today, he could rely on his expertise, 

there would be ample documentation available, it would have support for cheaply-available 3-D 

models (e.g., though TurboSquid.com) and it had a strong and active online community and 

message boards, should he encounter any trouble. That he identified these benefits early on, were 

certainly prescient of the difficulties that were to come.  

His computer system was old and slow (compared to what he used at his work office), 

and though he was then shopping for a newer system (none so far met his expectations), he found 

it sufficient for the projects he worked on during his sabbatical. He preferred to work from home, 

at a desk in his living room – a preference he told me, compared to the walled gardens of big 

office cubicles and open-space workplaces. His contract with WorkStrong was that he would 
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work 1 day (8 hours) a week until his sabbatical was over and he had to head back to his daily 

grind. He saw the new, interesting challenge WorkStrong was trying to solve as an opportunity, 

not only, to apply his software development expertise, but also, to dabble in his hobby and 

strengthen his mathematical and engineering expertise. The product of each 8-hour shift – 

whether or not the contract’s task was completed or a problem was actually solved – was for Earl 

to be able to demonstrate his progress towards such goals. These demonstrations took the form 

of Earl walking the team through what he had worked on the previous week, sometimes 

describing what he had done, other times, performing the mathematical transformation of 

quaternions from, say, world-space to device-space, using his thumb and index and middle 

fingers43 to represent the x, y, z axes of the space of rotations and moving his wrist to symbolize 

rotations or translations between parent-child or other device orientations.  

At weekly team meetings, when Earl used this method to demonstrate how RISKsys was 

tracking movements (as displayed on an animated character), I could see both Bill and Luke 

miming his movements as they collectively tried to understand both the problems Earl 

encountered and his progress (i.e., whether he’d need more time or if they needed to find 

additional help). What was implicit in these demonstrations was the construction of associations 

between Earl’s “ready-made”44 material and social apparatus, his practices and their 

                                                 
43 This was a way for the team to translate the space of quaternions into conversational body-language and was 

common-practice at all team meetings I attended. To visualize it, make a gun sign with your index and thumb, then 

point your middle finger at a right-angle to your index. Thumb is ‘y-up/down’, middle finger is ‘x-right/left’, index 

is ‘z-in/out’. Rotating your wrist represents rotation of ‘the sphere of all possible rotations’. These instances of 

“locally organized sociotechniques” enabled those (including me) who witnessed their performance to see them in 

terms of the “instructable reproducibility of social actions” (Lynch 1993:261), in this case, actions that corresponded 

to a representation of a particular limb/joint’s movements (as well as actions that could be said to represent the 

operations performed by the computer and algorithm). 
44 Of “made things” – Earl’s skills, social relations, machines, instruments, facts, theories, existing culture, etc. 

(Pickering 1995:3). This is also a deliberate reference to Latour’s ready-made idiom in Science in Action, and I am 

suggesting that Earl’s scientific practice in the form of his demonstrations/account-giving are specifically tuned to fit 

into a world focused on “making the machine work in order to convince people” (Figure I.4 in Latour 1987:10). This 

world encompasses all of WorkStrong’s work, efforts, discussions and framings of their technology and work. Even 

though they were still developing MotionSense and RISKsys (it didn’t work 100% as intended yet, nor was it fully 
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performance. These associations were then extended/articulated into a world where the resulting 

knowledge and representations could be communicated – most visibly to me at these weekly 

team meetings – but more substantially, in direct emails with WorkStrong’s CTO, and in the 

shared language of an eventual solution (the MotionSense system) working as imagined 

(intended) by all: Luke (CTO), Bill (CEO), Earl, and in a way that would be intelligible to 

WorkStrong’s prospective users. Altogether, developing these demonstrations – in both the 

practices and language in which each actors’ work was communicated over email and at team 

meetings – amounts to the work of developing MotionSense’s sociotechnical frame.45  

 Accordingly, although I write of Earl in the singular, it can also be read as referring to the 

collaborative aspects of Earl’s work – how his individual practices, performances and 

understandings became, not just representative of but productive towards WorkStrong’s 

practices, performances and understandings. Not to mention, ‘Earl’ is a pseudonym. Of course, 

Earl is a person with an identity – his name is a sign of who he is – but Earl is also a construction 

I created for the present purposes, so Earl is not who he is, but what he is. Earl is also not ‘the 

person’ but a subcontractor of WorkStrong the company who is cast here as bearing the brunt of 

this particular problem-solving episode (when in fact the whole company wrestled with this 

problem as well). So, Earl is a construction, like quaternions and wearables, something in-order-

to. What Earl is disappears in use, but who Earl is becomes present (as a person), for practical 

reasons, as soon as (in this case, masculine) pronouns accompany references to what he is (his 

job title) and what he does. And so, to paraphrase Pickering (1995:70), Earl “should be taken as 

                                                 
tested in a real-world workplace scenario), they needed to frame it and talk about it as though it did and was already 

available for purchase (even though it wasn’t), especially to investors within the wearable tech community and 

publicly. Thus, a world in which they must speak is also a world in which they are held to account. 
45 “Articulated knowledge and machinic performances are reciprocally tuned to one another in a process that 

involves the artful framing of already captured material agency” (Pickering 1995:29).   
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the designation of a small macroactor of changing composition” comprising Earl himself and a 

varying collection of microactors: “machines, instruments, conceptual structures, disciplined 

practices, social actors, their relations, and so forth” (Pickering 1995:70). 

3.5 Earl’s Conceptual Practice: Problem-Solving or Problem-Doing? 

Conceptual challenges and conceptual problems are the nature of what defines me as part of my 

tribe. (Earl, Interview #2) 

 

Much like Earl the problem-solver, Earl’s problem was much more than just the work associated 

with completing Earl’s task. His problem consisted of several interlocking problems that took 

him beyond the comfort zone of his software engineering expertise, his mathematical problem-

solving hobby, and for that matter, his living-room work space. With his starting point defined 

(Earl’s task), his first few shifts involved selecting an appropriate 3-D model of the human body 

to use to represent the worker/employee/user/wearer of the MotionSense system. ‘Appropriate’, 

here, meaning 1) works with Unity, 2) looks good, 3) was inexpensive, and 4) could be edited.  

 Initially, Earl tested a range of freely-available 3-D characters only to discover that each 

was built differently: each had different ways that the character could be manipulated, and most 

weren’t “skinned” very well. “In other words,” Earl explained, “the way in which the vertices of 

the 3-D model were associated with the joints was done very poorly in most of the free models”. 

He soon realized he would need to purchase a 3-D model. He then acquired a few models for 

around $15 (each), only to find these too weren’t designed very well in terms of skinning quality, 

and “some of them were actually associated with other technologies that really didn’t make them 

easy to use”. If all Earl had to do to complete Earl’s task was to download a ready-made 3-D 

model he could have stopped here, but he didn’t want to make his (or WorkStrong’s) job any 

harder than it needed to be. Thus, to the list of appropriate conditions we can add: 5) easy to use.  
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 This range of appropriate conditions for a desirable solution to Earl’s task can be thought 

of as articulations of attempts to align different levels of his work organization. Recognizing this 

reveals that much of Earl’s practice was not about uncovering a solution to the problems he 

encountered; it was about making the problem(s) more doable (Fujimura 1987).  

 

Figure 7 – Earl’s construction of a doable problem 

(adapted from Figure 1 in Fujimura 1987:259) 

 

Each line represents an attempt to complete Earl’s task. According to Fujimura, alignment 

between these three levels (Line B) is achieved when all relevant tasks at each level of work 

organization are packaged together (1987). Again, Earl attempted to rely on readily available 

“standardized packages” of free and purchasable 3-D character models, but since none (e.g., Line 

A) achieved alignment, he had to return to the difficult work of articulating alignment by 

Social World 

Laboratory (Unity) 

Experiment (Demonstrations) 

Line A = Not Doable Problem 

Line B = Doable Problem 
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investigating, rearranging and reorganizing (in short: tinkering with) both his work practices and 

those of MotionSense and RISKsys. 

For Earl to complete his task, he had to keep in view each domain where the 3-D 

animation would be used (back end users: the computer, the sensors, the algorithms, the 

engineer, etc. front end users: workers, rehab specialists, occupational health and safety experts, 

insurance, etc.). Thus, each level of work organization calls upon, or reflexively brings to the 

fore, the need for Earl to imagine (and articulate) the conditions of ‘appropriateness’ for each 

potential user, and then, find a way to bring these into as close alignment as possible. This does 

not mean that each user will be given the same abilities: some of these features will be black 

boxed or become transparent to use (e.g., an end-user will not experience ‘works with Unity’ the 

same way as Earl, since, ‘works with Unity’ is a condition that makes their use possible). 

Similarly, ‘easy to use’ cuts across all levels of work organization, but whereas an end-user 

would typically desire an intuitive interface with all the modern trappings of user-experience 

design, ‘easy to use’, for Earl, was simply whether the 3-D model he was testing could be 

tinkered with in the way in which he, as a computer programmer, was accustomed: “What I 

wanted to do was override each joint and set the joint angle manually in code, which, Unity 

supported, but I couldn’t do it with some of these models because they had complex joint-

hierarchies that didn’t relate to what I was doing”. 

 Earl initially thought it would only take him about two days to find an acceptable 3-D 

model, but by this time “many weeks had gone by” and he was ready to give up trying – on his 

own that is. Since he couldn’t find any readily available, acceptable 3-D models, he realized he 

needed to make his own, and though he knew he could, he figured it would take him far beyond 

the hours he was able to devote to this project. He then reached out to his network in the video 
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games industry and contacted a friend (who was an independent contract worker) who knew of 

someone who could do the work and was available. 

Earl reached out to this friend of a friend, who quickly realized this was more than just a 

favour being asked among friends – it was a request coming from a business start-up. After a few 

calls explaining what Earl needed done, the friend realized he could ask for money, or that he 

needed to be paid for what they were asking him to perform. In the pursuit of a doable problem, 

Earl’s work practice shifted from work that made use of his problem-solving hobby and software 

development expertise, to one that required negotiating his own business subcontracts and 

managing the work of others: 

So, then we kind of got into this business thing where I had to get WorkStrong to pay 

some money for this guy because we didn’t want to give him anything other than a flat 

fee, which made sense. And so, we were estimating the cost and I thought it might cost a 

couple thousand dollars to do a quality thing. That was too high [for WorkStrong], so we 

figured out we were going to try and do it for less. So, I found myself involved in 

business stuff, negotiating, doing all sorts of stuff I wasn’t really expecting to do. 

 

That “we didn’t want to give him anything other than a flat fee” made sense to both Earl and 

WorkStrong signals that, unlike the agreement with Earl (8 hours/week), they didn’t want to pay 

this (sub-)subcontractor for their time (risk of time/cost overruns), only for the deliverable – a 3-

D model that met all the appropriate conditions. As a start-up, WorkStrong didn’t really have 

that much money for (non-internal) development outlays, even though the majority of their 

expenditures at this time could still be considered development costs. While the costs of 

development are necessary at this stage, Bill (the CEO) needs to always (and, is always 

concerned with) minimize loose ends so that, on the investment side, it (the ledger) doesn’t look 

like they are on the hook for, or have any other equity disbursements that would be viewed as 

financial liabilities by interested investors. That is, things that would reduce the value/stake of 
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their (potential) investment, liabilities that could come back to haunt them (the investors). 

Although these concerns are outside the scope of Earl’s task, we can see how they found their 

way into his practice, which serves as reminder that what Earl is/does is a composite of many 

other actors and intentions. 

Added to the things Earl “wasn’t really expecting to do” was emotional support for his 

subcontractor. As Earl developed the relationship and learned more about the subcontractor’s 

situation, he discovered that he’d been living at his parent’s home for quite some time to take 

care of his ailing father. And so, while the subcontractor was flexible and was available to 

complete the work, Earl didn’t want to be hard on him, should he be unable to deliver high-

quality work – all that Earl wanted was an easy-to-use 3-D model, which for him meant having 

access to all the underlying code and could manually override the way it worked.  

 The subcontractor was able to deliver a 3-D model that met the appropriate 

specifications, but immediately Earl had problems getting the model to play back:  

I had all the code to override the joints, I had the quaternions, but the animation wouldn’t 

play back the same way [as the quaternions would’ve suggested]. And I started banging 

my head against the wall going: ‘Well I, I don’t know what’s going on. This is really 

weird’. So I decided that [since] Unity was so confusing that what I would do, is I would 

write my own program where I had control over everything and I would try and build a 

character that would match all the dimensions – [then] I could test-out all my ideas.  

 

That Earl found Unity confusing at this point was not due to a lack of understanding – he had, 

after all, worked with this platform extensively for many years – rather, it appears to be an 

expression of his frustration at the lack of ready-made articulations46 between the experimental 

world of overriding software and manually editing code (both examples of Earl’s tinkering), and 

the laboratory world of Unity where the code was executed, displayed and checked against the 

                                                 
46 C.f. “standardized packages” (Fujimura 1987, 1992) 
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true or raw sensor data (quaternions). Earl then decided to build his own environment for testing 

out all his ideas for solutions to the problem of why the animations and models weren’t matching 

(playing back) the raw data of the quaternions (as computed in Matlab from the sensors).  

 But to do this, Earl needed to stop working on a solution to Earl’s task until he could 

better understand the problem – he needed to ‘do the problem’ or reproduce it, before a solution 

would even manifest. So, he developed his own program that acted as an intermediary47 between 

Matlab and Unity – but in order test where the differences (or errors in translation) lay, he had to 

understand the assumptions built into both programs when dealing with quaternions. He began 

with the interesting (his words) problem of rotational spaces. 

If you think about x, y, z, any one of those can be ‘Up’ any one of those could be 

‘Forward’ or ‘Backwards’ any one of them could be ‘Left’ or ‘Right,’ ‘Up’ or ‘Down’… 

There also are problems in the way that the ‘sign’ of things are, and then, there are other 

problems in the way that they might ‘mirror.’ So there turned out to be hundreds of 

possible ways that the data could be represented, literally hundreds of them, and when 

you look at one [animated representation] and it’s wrong, like the arm is going backwards 

instead of forwards, or bent sideways, it’s impossible to correlate how close you are to 

the actual correct solution or to understand what’s going on. One reason this is so 

complicated is because ‘the hierarchy of transforms’ – when the pelvis bends, the chest 

should bend equally, when the chest bends the arms should bend. 

 

Here, the “hierarchy of transforms” refers to the parent-child relation described in the 

“Reproducing Motion” sub-section above. At first, he thought he could isolate the problem down 

to the pelvis (since any motion there could affect the x, y, z orientation of all the other joints), but 

this didn’t work. His thoughts started to unravel: “I even began to wonder if things could be in 

their own coordinate-spaces, if the quaternions we had could be in different coordinate spaces”. 

The constant encounters with failure to even reproduce the initial problem in his testing program 

eroded his confidence and trust in his own abilities. Instead of continuing with a systematic (or 

                                                 
47 C.f. “construction of a bridgehead” (Pickering 1995:116) 
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reverse-engineering) approach, all that was left to try, he thought, was to just guess. He spent the 

next month building a rote-system48 into his program that could test the hundreds and hundreds 

of permutations (the possibility of different coordinate spaces, sign of the values, and possible 

mirroring) as quickly as possible. In other words, he worked to build a program that could do or 

reproduce the problem he was seeing. 

Confronting Material Agency 

In parallel with this work, he continued to add functionality to his program so that it could 

generate its own (rudimentary) 3-D character model (arms, legs, chest, pelvis). He made sure to 

incorporate the same parent-child assumptions needed by WorkStrong, as well as his own needs 

for manual overrides and displaying coordinate values.49 This allowed him, finally, to encounter 

one of the fundamental problems that menaced the completion of Earl’s task:  

As I developed my program, I added more and more features and more and more 

overrides, and more and more ways to test and experiment with how these quaternions 

would affect this character. And it turned out that MatLab was fundamentally z-up and 

Unity – my environment – was fundamentally y-up. 

 

With this discovery, he was able to realize a series of other related problems:  

It also turned out that there was negation in several of the spaces and that I needed to 

mirror the left and right arm for it to work. So, there was mirroring, there was negation, 

and there was also a different coordinate space in terms of y-up and z-up. 

 

What was strange to him was that he already knew these things: documentation in the online 

Matlab and Unity communities already made clear what the default axial orientations of each 

platform was. Even though he had already encountered these facts before, he still did not 

                                                 
48 By this he means a program hand-coded with if-then statements (instead of the more abstract entities more 

commonly used in coding languages) that would repetitively explore all possible conditions. 
49 C.f. “filling moves” (Pickering 1995:116) 
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understand the problem – he knew the facts of the problem, but still had not ‘performed the 

problem’. So even with this new information, he still could not get his program to work – which 

meant, of course, that his program was able to reproduce the problem Earl was seeing, or that he 

expected to see if his assumptions about mirroring, negations and different coordinate spaces 

were correct. As his brute-force guesswork strategy failed, he turned to one of the few things that 

could offer a sense of control: improve his testing program by fixing bugs in his code.   

 It could be said that Earl’s guesswork strategy came from his penchant for problem-

solving, a strategy consistent with what Pickering (1995) would describe as an accommodation 

to the resistances he faced. Once his free moves were exhausted (and in response to continued 

resistances), he had no choice (a forced move) but to turn to the disciplinary agency of his 

learned expertise – squashing bugs through the disciplined practices of software engineering 

procedures and mathematical operations. All of Earl’s accommodation efforts can be seen as 

“temporally emergent responses to situated obstacles” (Pickering 1995:92) – and yet, his 

successes or failures could not “be foreseen in advance, they [had] to be found out in practice” 

(Pickering 1995:139).  

So, I started debugging the final bits in my tool, and got it to work! I had it in y-up space, 

which was good because it needed to be y-up because that’s what Unity was, and so, I 

successfully transformed my quaternions and was able to play back the animation 

correctly. This was like, two-and-a-half months later. Several weeks had been writing the 

program, several weeks had been discovering that I needed to get a certain model in 

Unity, several weeks had been that they weren’t of any quality, and that I needed to hire 

somebody, time went by getting that working. So, the whole process now was in the two-

and-a-half to three-month range. And I had been staring at the exact same mathematical 

equation for three months, and I had lost confidence in that. I was losing confidence in 

myself – and what that did is make it so I couldn’t clearly see information that could’ve 

clearly led me to the solution at this point, because, where I was at this point, I actually 

was so close that actually the answer was there but I couldn’t see it. 
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Since the testing program he created seemed to finally produce the desired result (alignment), 

Earl thought that if he just copied50 his code into the Unity environment, then it should work the 

same. It didn’t. Further resistances, forced/free moves and accommodations followed: 

I took the code that I had in my program and put it in Unity, and sure enough, the 

playback was wrong [resistance]. So, I started adding in a lot of diagnostics to my tool 

[accommodation/filling move], cause, now I had a correct version and an incorrect 

version.51 And I started isolating down to the pelvis and just the chest. I started displaying 

axis-angles in their exact form on both sides. And all the math was identical. The output 

from both programs was exactly the same, and I verified maybe, half a dozen times that 

they were both y-up and they were both in the same coordinate space. Meticulously 

printing out values to make sure everything was correct and yet the results were still 

wrong. 

 

An additional resistance was soon identified: Earl realized the 3-D character model created by 

the subcontractor was not going to work with all the complex mathematical transformations 

needed to normalize the data (ensure everything was translatable into the same orientations, 

negations and mirror effects were controlled, etc.). Earl needed finer control over the 3-D model: 

We also realized that the original character that we had made wouldn’t work and so, we 

went back to our technical artist [the subcontractor] and he developed a character that had 

spherical joints. The advantage of the spherical joints is that they didn’t require skinning 

– they would just rotate cleanly and there would be no warping of the actual [wireframe] 

mesh itself. So, this gave us a very pure, simple way to pose the character, and so now 

everything was really simple. I had a very nice character, the character worked correctly. 

But I wasn’t getting the right result, so I had the guy produce five versions of the model: 

y-up versions, z-up versions, and when you change the ‘up’ model you had to change the 

camera, you had to change the lighting, so there was always a lot of mechanics in wiring 

it all up. My scripts all worked, but I would have to go into each joint, assign the script, 

assign the set up, so it was a bit of work every time I chose a different character. But at 

one point I finally realized: I know I’m y-up, I’m going to pick the y-up character, I know 

it’s gotta be correct – and yet, my play back was still wrong.  

 

Earl started to lament the continual failure of each tinkering (articulation and alignment) attempt: 

 

                                                 
50 C.f. “transcription” (Pickering 1995:116) 
51 By this he means that his tool worked correctly while the same code ported into Unity didn’t work. 
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At least five times in this process, maybe even 10, I was absolutely convinced I had 

solved the problem. And I was ecstatic, and I was able to explain [to WorkStrong] that I 

had the solution and I would go back and I would implement it, and it was still wrong. 

And each of those was a fix – it was either a bug fix, or it was a realization of the 

coordinate space needing to be a certain way, and every single one of them was a valid 

fix but none of them was the fix that ultimately resolved the solution. And that, I think, 

made me particularly uncomfortable about my understanding of what was going on. 

Because one begins to question one’s ability to understand, that, maybe it’s some much 

higher degree of math that I don’t know, maybe it’s something outside my skill-set or 

something outside my knowledge. And so, I was drilling myself with questions 

constantly because I refused to believe that. And, I was researching everything, I mean, 

that was the thing about it – I was not shy to go look for answers or to ask people for 

help. I was just always so sure that I wasn’t that far off. 

 

His lack of confidence and trust in his attempts to tinker towards success (Knorr-Cetina 1979) 

slowed the temporal emergence of further resistances. And though he was frustrated with this 

slowness (a forced move by the material agency, not only the slowness of the old computer that 

he worked with, but the slowness of editing code across multiple programs), he continued 

tinkering and continued to refine his bridgehead (his testing program) with further filling moves. 

His program acted as a go-between (again, a bridgehead) that sped up the translation between 

Matlab and Unity. He had to bring Unity into “real time” because its own practices were too 

slow. This slowness enabled him to “find out in real time just what resistances would emerge 

relative to intended conceptual alignments – such resistances again could not be foreseen in 

advance – and to make whatever accommodations he could find to them, with the success or 

failure of such accommodations itself only becoming apparent in practice” (Pickering 1995:140). 

Unity was very slow. I had to open up Unity, then it had to open up Visual Studio and 

when you made changes to it, it was very manual and it was very slow. And I was 

losing… you know, I was only working eight-hours a week so I would lose two weeks 

just tinkering with shit that had nothing to do with the problem that I was trying to solve. 

I felt like I’d wasted so much time. I needed a way to work faster. And my program came 

up relatively quickly – I wrote the basic program in a weekend. What was fascinating was 

that I kept adding features to it because I kept not finding the answer.  
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His urge to continue tinkering, to keep adding features to his testing program was a direct result 

of his struggles with machinic performances (Unity, Matlab, his testing program) and with his 

interpretive and phenomenal accounts thereof (c.f. Pickering 1995:182-3). In the course of his 

work up to this point, he had assembled the sequence of sociomaterial associations needed to 

complete Earl’s task. Yet, we also saw that these moments of human activity were punctuated by 

moments of human passivity (Earl’s loss of confidence in his abilities/understanding, delegating 

the testing of the “hundreds of permutations” to his wrote-program, etc.). It is in these moments 

that Earl had to confront material agency. He had assembled all the right ingredients to produce a 

solution, he just didn’t know what arrangement they needed to be in to solve this particular 

problem.  

“Wise After the Event”52 

Although my analysis so far mirrors Pickering’s discussion of the bubble chamber in particle 

physics – and perhaps, his claim (1995:52) that the bubble chamber is essentially an apparatus 

for capturing material agency (i.e., observing/measuring the behaviour of sub-atomic particles) is 

more straightforward than my example – and while the purpose of MotionSense is to measure 

human movements, it is clear that these measurements significantly (and nontrivially) consist of 

material performances and agency – the contours of which are precisely what Earl had to find 

out. We are not accustomed to thinking in this way about the material realm and how it 

influences us, which is to say we are ordinarily blind to it. But once Earl started to notice 

“bizarre behaviour” exhibited by the 3-D animation (i.e., a material performance) – something 

                                                 
52 Collins 1985:74 
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that was in front of him all along – and tested it (by manually entering values into his program), 

he was able to finally solve the problem menacing the completion of Earl’s task: 

And this is where I had blinded myself, because, I still spent several weeks at this point 

struggling through trying to understand exactly what the flaw was […] It was only at the 

point where I was hand-entering axis-angles,53 where I was overriding each side 

manually with axis-angles that produced an exact result that I finally got down to the 

exact detail. So, I had to get to the point that I had a character that I could control 

correctly, get to the point that I was able to understand axis-angles, get to the point that I 

could put axis-angles on both sides, and get to the point finally that I could see that 

something was wrong. And that’s where I noticed the very bizarre behaviour, which 

was, that when I was trying to reproduce a single pose – so I’d start hand-entering a 

single pose, a pose that I expect to behave a certain way – and the arm was not doing 

what I thought it would do. And it looked to me like it was in the mirror-space, that it was 

rotating in the mirror-space. And so, I played with mirroring, and all sorts of different 

aspects, and that [mirroring] in fact was not it. It turned out the second parameter, self-

space, when I set it to world-space, it instantly produced a result that I recognized. 

[emphasis added] 

 

So when I set it to world-space, the way that my program and the way that MatLab 

worked, the result wasn’t correct but after three months of looking at all the poses, [I 

could know just by looking at the values] exactly what pose it was in. And so, I negated 

the x, and it worked. And that was it. And so finally, with that, I was done. Solved. One 

parameter, in the end, that set it into flipped, and that the w parameter was in the wrong 

space.  

 

In short, Earl needed to develop his testing program so he could learn – not just more and more 

about rotational spaces, but also, to use that knowledge gained to discover “the math under the 

hood” (the default assumptions/format) in Unity – which was the source of the problem. 

Different mathematical assumptions (his and Unity’s) were both problem and solution. It was 

always there, he just couldn’t see it without revising his conceptual practice54 – a revision which 

consisted in obtaining a better grasp of the fundamentals of these rotational spaces and 

transforms, but that in itself wasn’t achieving alignment. Alignment only came when he was able 

to rearticulate the problem, which, again, was only possible through successive iteration and 

                                                 
53 C.f., footnote 33 above. 
54 And the “correct” way of seeing only came after he got his program to work. C.f. Collins 1985:76. 
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tinkering with his program/bridgehead. That these free moves were even possible was not pre-

given but embedded within Earl’s expertise and experience in the disciplined conceptual 

practices of coding/software development, bug fixing and his basic understanding of applying 

rotational-spaces in game development and animation.  

Recalling Fujimura (1987), if alignment work consists in efforts to “package together” all 

the tasks (and problems) that fall under each level of work organization, then, each input, tweak, 

change or instance of tinkering is much more than just human reactions to recalcitrant material 

agency. What is constituted out of this dance of agency is an alignment (e.g., Line B in Figure 7) 

that represents an interactive arrangement of heterogeneous material and social forces (i.e., that 

this pose/movement in the animation should correspond to these values, which represent this 

motion as measured by the sensors). Hence, we could say that the line in Figure 7 is misleading; 

alignment isn't a line, but perhaps, an actor network. I shared this thought in one of my 

interviews with Earl: 

Steve: It’s almost like with each keystroke, you have to visualize the human body 

movement, you have to interpret that in quaternions or axis-angles, and so on and so 

forth… Like I remember every time you talked about it, you had to do the ‘finger thing’ 

[use thumb, index and middle finger to represent an angle rotation in 3-D space, see 

footnote 43]. So, it’s like a strange kind of like reflective performance and ongoing 

reconciliation. And this suggests that successful alignment (or ‘problem solved’) is not a 

cause but rather an effect of the network – the discovery had to happen at the network 

level. 

 

3.6 Conclusion: Learning to See With New Eyes 

Earl’s reply to this thought follows below and it echoes several points for conclusion. Our focus 

thus far has been on the encounters with the conceptual, material and discursive forces 

(computer, data/quaternions, software, equations, math/coding practice, etc.) that shaped Earl’s 

task. I asked Earl to reflect on the multiple forces implied in the comment above: 
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If you look at the driving forces that affected me, they were multi-dimensional. One was 

that I continued to have to show up at a lunch meeting [WorkStrong team meetings] and 

say, “I’m working on the same problem”. And that they would have to have confidence 

in letting me continue that, that this was valuable to them, and that it was the thing they 

wanted me to do. I had made promises that I would do it in a certain amount of time and I 

continued to break those promises. So, there was this kind of, sense of my word and 

sense of value. I at times had to ask Luke [CTO] to come help me, but he could only help 

me so much, and so, there was this sense of isolation as well. And then, there was this 

desire to understand this problem because, as a technical director I like to learn new 

domains and this is a really interesting domain. So, one of the primary driving forces for 

me was an opportunity for me to really ground the theoretical knowledge in this space, 

cause its valuable to me in all the things that I do.  

 

In addition, I had to get out of my comfort zone and deal with the business side with this 

other person because he basically was somebody that they [WorkStrong] wanted me to 

deal with, not them have to worry about it. So, I had to negotiate, and I had to move into 

a business space which I wasn’t very comfortable with. And he was living at home and so 

he was struggling with things, I had to be a supporter for him. And then, I also had to 

have the motivation to come home and sit down and fail week after week solving a 

problem that I know I was continually failing at. And so there had to be this kind of 

willingness to face it and to say, “I still want to do this project, I still want to be a part of 

this group, I want to complete this commitment…” this requirement for my drive and for 

my sense of self-respect for me to kind of achieve and solve the problem. 

 

Since the previous section detailed the material forces shaping Earl’s problem-solving practice, 

at this point, it may be worth illustrating (albeit partially) some of the social forces that shaped 

Earl over the course of the entire account articulated above: 

1. Business commitments (attend meetings; fulfill contract);  

2. Solving the problem had value to WorkStrong; and,  

3. Had value to Earl not just vocationally (and monetarily), but also because didn’t want to 

break his promise and his personal ethic/sense of responsibility that when he gave his 

word, it mattered (“a requirement for my drive and sense of self-respect”); 

4. A feeling of isolation (a sense that only he could solve it);  

5. His own propensity for professional development (“as a technical director I like to learn 

new domains”); and, 

6. This opportunity to “ground theoretical knowledge” was “valuable to me in all the things 

that I do” and helped add value to his time on sabbatical. 

7. Had to/wanted to “get out of his comfort zone”. 

8. Had to negotiate/deal with business side with a subcontractor. 

9. Had to provide social/emotional support for the subcontractor who was dealing with a 

sick parent and living with/taking care of them at home. 
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10. Most important was the willingness to continue facing the problem; Earl had to have a 

persistent motivation to come home, sit in front of his desk and continue despite failing 

“week after week”. 

 

It is difficult enough to dwell in a problem space, encounter repeated failures such that you start 

to question things and your abilities – but at some point, difficulty itself becomes no longer an 

obstacle but the very reason to continue poking around (testing/experimenting, 

tinkering/rearranging) and questioning. This point came with each new discovery, that is, each 

time (however fleeting) Earl was able to glimpse an alignment between his practices and those of 

RISKsys. It is not enough to say that alignment is achieved through interactive stabilization or 

the dance of agency between human and material forces (Pickering); what is being aligned is not 

just articulations or “sets of tasks between levels of work organization” (Fujimura). What is 

aligned is a focus, a hermeneutic way of seeing through multiple stabilities (Ihde 1991, 1998) 

that become meaningful only when put into use. Technologies receive (or inherit) these multiple 

stabilities (the innumerable material and social shaping forces) in the cultural (and not 

necessarily practical) context of their use (Verbeek 2005:137) – what I call the duality of design. 

Hence an IMU can be, has been, or rather, is, to a defense contractor, a ballistic missile guidance 

system; to a consumer, a Fitbit; to an employer, a sensor for measuring ergonomic risks in the 

workplace.  

The difficulty of this multiple (or plural) way of seeing is the ‘blindness’ mentioned at 

the beginning of this chapter – a blindness that represents the difficulty of the relationally 

interdependent, ontological way of thinking that allows us to imagine design and duality in a 

postdualistic sense. This blindness also harkens back to why the pre-Socratic philosopher 

Heraclitus became known as “the obscure” – not just owing to the difficulty of his epigraphs, but 
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to the “dark task” of thinking, “that insoluble unity and duality of revealing and concealing, light 

and darkness, into which human thinking finds itself interpolated” (Gadamer 2001:22).  

Pickering, more recently, picks up on themes of the opaque when he argues that we live 

in the “thick of things”, a “symmetric, decentered process of becoming of the human and non-

human. But this is veiled from us by a particular tactic of dualist detachment and domination 

backed up and intensified… by science as our certified way of knowing” (Pickering 2008:8). As 

technologies for sensing motion, IMUs and quaternions “make visible aspects of reality that 

otherwise would be invisible” (Verbeek 2005:144). By constituting what we can see (motion) 

they’ve already interpreted reality before we observe it, and in doing so, practically pre-empt any 

attempt or need to do so on our own. Our version (or vision) of the real has become bound to the 

instrumental realism that characterizes the current scientific paradigm (Cartwright 1983; Hacking 

1983; Ihde 1991). But instrumental realism does not impose a uniform, narrow or single way of 

disclosing reality; as (wearable) motion sensors proliferate and are put to more than one context 

of use, they will foster “different ways of seeing within our own culture” (Verbeek 2005:144) – 

but even this optimistic view, I think, does not go far enough.  

I began this chapter by leading readers through steps to ‘see’ quaternions so that we could 

see motion in the way an IMU senses it, but even then, it only offered us so much perspective on 

the matter. Whether what we see is an accurate and reliable connection to the phenomena is not 

given by the instrument/concept alone. While it is true that IMUs/quaternions make visible 

aspects of reality that otherwise would be invisible, we shouldn’t forget that these sensors55 

reside within quite literal black boxes. Whether large-scale in air planes and ballistic missiles or 

                                                 
55 Again, I urge the reader to consider any mention of any object/entity to be a subtle reference to a sociotechnical 

ensemble (Pinch and Bijker 1987) of which it is (and we all are) a part. “Machines, persons, texts, all are opaque” 

(Callon and Law 1995:112, emphasis in original). 
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small-scale in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), motion sensors always reside within an 

enclosure to protect them from outside disturbances or contaminants – whether that intrusion is 

material (e.g., dust), social (e.g., unauthorized tampering), conceptual (e.g., patent protection), or 

a mangle of all three (or more). And yet, there is something more to be said about how these 

sensors are ‘blind’, and yet, are called upon (or persuaded) to ‘see’ motion in this or that way. 

The point that MacKenzie opens with in his historical account of gyroscopes in ballistic 

missile guidance seems just as suitable for conclusion: “Blind inside their sphere, tiny sensors 

[…] measure acceleration and rotation with exquisite sensitivity” (1990:1). As we have seen in 

this chapter, many other actors that attempted this same performance; Hamilton, quaternions, 

MotionSense, Earl, me, you, etc., were also blind/enclosed/delimited in some way. But the point 

is not to gradually refine our ability to see with devices, or worse, to remain blind and 

completely delegate the ability to see to devices only in their dualistic guise.  

The point of this chapter has been to illuminate that in the work of problem-solving, just 

as in using a device (or sensor) to see/make sense of motion, one is traversing a path of various 

performances, meanings, abilities, roles, identities, etc., that have been carefully arranged and 

adjusted to each other. The development of WorkStrong’s product, MotionSense, represents just 

one of the collective arranging efforts in the building of the sociotechnical frame of wearable 

technologies for workplace applications. So far, we have stayed within the permeable walls of 

WorkStrong’s influence – in the next chapter, we explore a broader range of arrangers and 

arrangement efforts that lie beyond the walls of this tiny sphere.   

Reflexive Considerations 

My endeavor in this chapter has been to situate the reader in the dynamic space of Earl’s (and to 

a lesser extent, Hamilton’s) conceptual practice, to render a similar experience of being able to 
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see motion represented both in terms of quaternions and via IMUs (in this case, the MotionSense 

system). Material things already bear the marks of culture, these marks are just difficult to see 

because we are accustomed to treating material objects as a lifeless clump that exists 

autonomously of our intervention. Throughout this chapter was the related claim that even 

conceptual things (like articulating a solution to a problem) bear the marks of material. Both of 

these are ‘already there’, always ready-at-hand, yet we do not ordinarily see or make sense of 

materials and concepts in this way.  

My aim was not to explain quaternions, but rather to invite the reader to discover what 

quaternions are/are for (in the use context of motion sensing). The point is not whether the 

particular explanation provides an adequate answer, nor is understanding what are quaternions 

necessary in order to proceed; the point is to place readers in a similar struggle – the lived work 

of problem-solving – and enable them to enter into the phenomenal field of that practice (see 

Lynch 1993:302). It is this way of seeing and thinking about technologies that is normally 

opaque to us; after all, it is much easier and certainly tempting to absolve oneself of 

responsibility (e.g., as Vaughan explores in The Challenger Launch Decision, 1997) and view 

technology as “black-box hardware with external effects” (Wynne 1988). Accordingly, this 

chapter should not be read as an attempt to open the black box of IMUs or WorkStrong’s 

technology, simply, by describing the sensors, the algorithms and how it all works. Once we do, 

we very quickly find that the black box is actually a Russian doll – “There are many nested black 

boxes to open before one reaches one that no participant has opened. Only the analyst’s energy 

and the reader’s patience provide a limit” (MacKenzie 1990:393).  

 In a sense, then, the answer to ‘what are quaternions’ was also, already there, we just 

couldn’t see it. One could just as well have started on page 56 and found the answer right away 
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(Hamilton’s formula); or, you could have Googled the query, or searched Wikipedia. There are 

many answers floating around as to what are quaternions – the crucial point is that obtaining an 

adequate answer has to be found out in use.56 We have to experience them through something 

else – my pencil example, for instance. But, again, learning from the instrument is not enough. 

This is achieved in moments where we become detached “from the intentional structure 

of human agency through encounters with material and disciplinary agency” (Pickering 

1995:195). If we considered quaternions only as a sign of something (just as mathematicians 

once considered √−1 as meaningless/absurd sign), they would be as Wittgenstein puts it, dead – 

use is what “gives it life” (1953: sec. 432).57  

That an annual pilgrimage still takes place to this day retracing Hamilton’s steps on his 

path toward discovering quaternions, I think, speaks to a desire to experience this much different 

form of seeing, or making sense, of how technology and knowledge are co-constituted by 

heterogeneous material and cultural elements held in an internal relation. We witnessed this 

internal relation in the connection between the account of Earl’s problem-solving and our own 

lived-work (experience) of discovering quaternions; the intelligibility of my account of Earl’s 

episode, or my description of quaternions does not stand isolated from the lived work of doing 

(c.f., Livingston 1986; Lynch 1992a:244-5) – this means there is also a reflexive component to 

the duality of design: the efforts of tinkering, problem-solving, inquiring or giving an account do 

not stand apart, outside or above the social (and/or technical) reality described. We’re not just 

                                                 
56 ‘The earth rotates’ is also something that’s always there that we can’t see. But using a gyroscope – a word from 

the Greek gyros (a circle, or ‘rotation’) and skopeein (to see) (Mackenzie 1990:32) – or perhaps a Foucault 

pendulum, allows us to see it.  
57 Lynch’s discussion on this point adds further details: “If the ‘use’ is the ‘life’ of an expression, it is not as though 

a meaning is ‘attached’ to an otherwise lifeless sign. We first encounter the sign in use or against the backdrop of the 

practice in which it has a use. It is already a meaningful part of the practice, even if each individual needs to learn 

the rule together with the other aspects of the practice. It is misleading to ask ‘how we attach meaning’ to the sign, 

since the question implies that each of us separately accomplishes what is already established by the sign's use in the 

language game” (Lynch 1992b:289). 
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defining, describing or deconstructing wearables, quaternions (or icebergs) when we theorize 

about them, we’re participating in their construction (and/or reconstruction). 

 

My last interview with Earl ended with a rather remarkable appreciation, on Earl’s part, of the 

multiple stabilities that dynamically shaped his practice (and note his dual use of ‘problem’): 

So when you look at the solving of this problem, I mean, it was the hardest problem I’ve 

ever solved in my life. Not necessarily cause the problem ultimately turned out to be 

hard, but because there were so many aspects to the network at play […] I think the social 

forces were dynamic, and, if you look at me starting and saying ‘this weekend I’m going 

to download a character and get it working’, to, ‘I’m setting up business relationships and 

building custom technologies’ and doing all these things that, the only reason I was able 

to succeed, for me – and again, others could have succeeded in an hour if they had maybe 

followed a different route – is that I was willing to pivot in my approach. And I was 

willing to pivot in a way that was dynamic, that introduced me to totally different 

problem spaces of the course of the arc of the journey. So, if you look at the arc of the 

journey, there’s a whole range of moments where distinctions evolve, where relationships 

change, where expectations change, and, those all introduced a different set of rules and 

requirements for how I was operating. 

 

Here Earl’s mention of rules is, to borrow from Garfinkel and Sacks (1970), a formulation of 

“what he was doing”. Proceeding backwards from this statement through the problem-solving 

story (as recounted by Earl) emphasizes Lynch’s point that we should not treat this formulation 

as an isolated statement divorced from the activities that composed it (1993:192). And it is this 

same point, finally, that I am trying to convey with the various what is… queries that subtend this 

entire dissertation: what is MotionSense, what is a quaternion, what is Earl, in short, what is a 

wearable – there is no “essential difference between the formulation of ‘things’ and the 

formulation of ‘our activities’” (Lynch 1993:192).  

Reflecting back on his activities, Earl was able to see that in order to arrive at the 

solution, he couldn’t just be ‘Earl the software engineer’, he was the assembler of interactions in 

an evolving heterogeneous network. Although there were no rules for accomplishing it (or rules 
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that could tell someone else how to replicate or reproduce the required steps to solve the 

problem), certain entities – or actors (Callon 1986) – of the conceptual world (quaternions, Euler 

angles, the validated biomechanical model, etc.), the technical world (sensor design, Unity, 

Matlab, his testing program), the economic world (business contracts, value-for-work), the social 

world (his reputation, compassion for the subcontractor, etc.) and the material world (physical 

bodies, space) became interrelated (a “hybrid collectif”, Callon and Law 1995) forming a 

dynamic, seamless web (Hughes 1983, 1986).  

And so, this dynamism can’t be made a single structure, it’s not ‘one set of rules’ that 

defined it, it was an evolving set of rules in a dynamic space. Now I think, in each 

moment in each space I had a direction, I had a vision of what I was trying – I had the 

vision of what I was trying to do is very clear. I had the commitment, clearly, to do it and 

I had the intention. So, the thing that was evolving at each given moment was the micro-

direction of my actions – how I was applying my energy to each moment in it. And I 

think how I was applying my energy was what was so crazy. Because sometimes it 

required me building software, sometimes it required me talking to somebody on the 

phone, sometimes it required me, you know, getting clear about different things. So my 

role kept changing and what I would do in that six-to-eight hours that I had kept evolving 

and changing dynamically. So even my role in the space, in the network, and my 

responsibilities [were] evolving dynamically.  

 

So, I couldn’t be one person, one role, or one thing, there was no one structure or one 

moment of one idea, it was all contextual and it was all dynamic. So, I think what that 

means is that, if you’re really going to be effective in a problem-solving space that is not 

templated and parameterized in a clear way, you have to be open to constantly 

transforming your role in the network that you’re in. 

 

There were no rules or templates for his roles/actions in the problem-solving space. What this 

means, of course, is that his practices across all levels of work organization were characterized 

by flexibility and adaptability to contingency; his problem-solving proceeded, in short, in the 

mode of tinkering.58 But, of course, the picture of the seamless web woven in this chapter is only 

partial. ‘Seamlessness’ speaks to the difficulty of drawing distinct boundaries between the 

                                                 
58 C.f. Lynch 1993:225-6; Turnbull 1993. 
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various actors and their environments. At best, we can only see or describe those 

entities/actors/actions that appear with some degree of regularity – the more interaction (Dourish 

2001) the more consequential for the artifact’s design and its technological frames. 

For Bijker (1995), once we start analyzing the building of a technological frame, it 

becomes even more difficult to isolate individual actors/actions/entities – indeed, “interaction 

suggests that hard, analytical categories – such as technology, science, politics, economics and 

the social should be used sparingly if their use leads to difficulty in comprehending 

interconnection” (Hughes 1986:285). But we need no longer be hobbled by this difficulty that 

has been our (sociologists and STSers) blindness: we need to understand, appreciate and be 

sensitive to the idea that “entities and their relations are continuous; they are heterogeneous; the 

differences and distributions that are drawn between them could be otherwise; their histories and 

their fates vary widely; [and thus] we are all monsters, outrageous and heterogeneous collages” 

(Law 1991:18). Just as Hamilton’s discovery, Earl’s path to solution, WorkStrong’s development 

of MotionSense – and the degree to which we understand them (in their material/thing and 

cultural/conceptual representations and in their use/practical accomplishment) – cannot be 

isolated from the activities composing them, then so too must the broader construction (and 

meaning) of what is a wearable in variegated use contexts.   
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Chapter 4 

What is a Wearable? Constituencies 

 

If the previous chapter was about the constitutive influence of material-discursive practices (e.g., 

problem-solving/discovery) upon the meaning of what is a wearable, this chapter is about how 

emerging sociotechnical ideas and artefacts shape and are shaped by their broader 

constituencies.59 The empirical focus is on how actors begin to interact and become mutually (or 

recursively) dependent alongside efforts to stabilize wearables’ sociotechnical frame – more 

specifically, the focus is on how the rhetorical entity ‘wearable technology’ became a social 

reality (van Lente and Rip 1998b:224). 

The interest here, as in the previous chapter, is in the ongoing practices of sociomaterial 

tinkering/arrangement, demonstration and performance. While the previous chapter explored 

how a wearable took shape and meaning on its way to becoming a finished product, this chapter 

focuses on their incorporation (or introduction) across a diverse milieu. Examining an emerging 

technology-in-the making in this way enables investigation of the imaginative and practical 

activities that configure “new alignments between the social and the material that are both 

localized and able travel, stable and reconfigurable, intelligibly familiar, and recognizably new” 

(Suchman, Trigg and Blomberg 2002:164).  

 

                                                 
59 The term constituency is preferred due to its dual sense: it suggests something is being/has been constituted, and it 

calls attention to those who are involved in that activity in some way (Simakova and Neyland 2008). It also allows 

humans and nonhumans to be included, which is important considering some wearables are designed for shoes, pets, 

bananas, fetuses, appliances and military aircraft (see Appendix A). In this way, it also supports the idea that there is 

no clear distinction between design(ers) and use(rs) (Hales 1994; Suchman, Trigg and Blomberg 2002:167). It also 

seems fitting, as well see, given the recurrent use of regional and nationalistic rhetoric.  
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4.1 Field-Configuring Events and the Incipient Market for Wearables 

Events such as trade shows, expos, conferences and meetups provide a place for making sense of 

technologies, applications, relations and identities. In this way, these types of gathering can be 

understood as field-configuring events (FCEs) – “settings in which people from diverse 

organizations and with diverse purposes assemble periodically… to announce new products, 

develop industry standards, construct social networks, recognize accomplishments, share and 

interpret information, and transact business” (Lampel and Meyer 2008:1026). The term field, as I 

use it here, refers to the terrain of the sociotechnical frame; where it is formed and takes shape 

and within which it operates. “FCEs are arenas in which networks are constructed, business cards 

are exchanged, reputations are advanced, deals are struck, news is shared, accomplishments are 

recognized, standards are set, and dominant designs are selected. FCEs can enhance, re-orient, or 

even undermine existing technologies, industries, or markets; or alternatively, they can become 

crucibles from which a new technologies, industries, and markets emerge” (Lampel and Meyer 

2008:1026). The idea that FCEs can have such outsize influence on the emergence, evolution and 

trajectory of an industry is no secret; indeed, organizers of such events design them with 

precisely this in mind.  

Most of the existing literature on FCEs has tended to focus on their role in bringing about 

institutional (Zilber 2007, 2011) and/or organizational (Anand and Jones 2008) change via a 

discursive approach to institutionalization – that is, how activities of sense-making and meaning-

making consolidate (or not) over time or become magnified through particular practices, 

performances or (usually powerful) performers. These discussions make important contributions, 

for instance, the need to avoid conceptualizing FCEs, fields or organizations as “single 

undifferentiated spaces” and to see them instead as “discursive spaces” (Hardy and Maguire 
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2010). But where these studies excel at analysing the (social) construction of such texts, fields, 

organizations, institutions or meanings, few have explored how the people and things that 

animate and populate these spaces are also constructed, shaped or configured. For this reason, 

after providing a definition of the useful bridging concept of FCE, I switch to complementary 

discussions of stories and narration from STS to take a closer look at how these actors shape and 

are shaped by the discursive spaces of sociotechnical narration and demonstration. 

This chapter will explore key features of FCEs that play(ed) a prominent shaping role in 

wearable’s sociotechnical frame. Initially, I wanted to focus on two specific FCEs, 

WeAreWearables meetups and the Enterprise Wearable Technology Summit (EWTS) but cost 

and locations where the latter took place prevented me from attending more than one event. Even 

so, both FCEs were observed between 2014 and 2018 and included a number of events – I 

attended eight WeAreWearables events (six in Toronto, one in Montreal, one in Ottawa), one 

EWTS event in person and two as a virtual participant. Consistent with the timeline of these 

events, the focus is mostly on WeAreWearables, which ended in fall 2017 and was amalgamated 

into two existing and much larger FCEs (EWTS and AWE). As we’ll see, this occurred during a 

period when wearables’ promises, and constituents’ requirements started to intersect. But before 

this could happen, wearables needed a story to tell and someone to tell it. 

4.2 WeAreWearables 

Prior to becoming one of the ten early adopters of the Google Glass Explorer Edition in 2014, 

little did Tom Emrich know that he would go on to assemble a community of over 120,000, co-

produce a global expo on augmented reality and become a venture capitalist in San Francisco. He 

started his career in consulting, helping large Canadian businesses manage their mobile 

applications and platforms. He then transitioned to the marketing world, where he continued to 
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help local Toronto start-ups, developers and Fortune 500 brands promote their mobile apps 

(Emrich 2018a). He continued this interest in and promotion of emerging technology in variously 

similar roles (consultant, advisor, blogger) up until 2014 when he became one of ten Canadians 

selected to be Google Glass’s first Explorers. Initially the device was only available to select 

media outlets and developers, but a second version was made available to the general public – 

with a catch: you had to submit a “short essay” (50 words or less, five photos or less, or 15-

second or less video) with the hashtag #IfIHadGlass on Twitter or Google+, and if selected, you 

would have the chance of buying it for $1,500 USD + tax (Olivarez-Giles 2013). It is perhaps 

ironic60 that a device that exemplified the failure61 of consumer wearable devices was also the 

one around which a community of interest devoted to wearables would form. 

As someone who began their career writing about new apps and technologies, being one 

of the few early Explorers enhanced his credibility at a time when most reactions to the device 

itself were negative – with many critical of the device’s aesthetics, ethics, utility, security and 

privacy, battery life, limited capabilities, too many capabilities… etc. (Champion 2013; Yarow 

2013). But this negative reaction to a device that was already being banned in some places 

(casinos, strip clubs, workplaces) – perhaps not too unlike illicit drugs – also made it something 

intriguing, something people wanted to try. Limited availability and growing negative public 

sentiment towards Google Glass62 risked tainting what Tom – and many others for a long time 

(Mann 1996, 1997; Thorpe 1998) – saw as the future of computing. But unlike illicit drugs, the 

                                                 
60 At the same time, perhaps it shouldn’t be too ironic since the unexpected is a routine result of uncertainty in 

science and technology (Borup et al. 2006:295). 
61 By ‘failure’ I mean that the expected demand for consumer wearable devices during this period was not consistent 

with the hype accorded to them (by vendors, the media). At the time, the consulting firm Gartner wrote that 

wearables were entering as a “trough of disillusionment” in 2015, and the next year removed it from their forecasts. 

Since then, the predominant sense of what a consumer wearable is has largely consolidated around fitness trackers 

and smartwatches and a few smart glasses and body sensors. So perhaps consolidation isn't ‘failure’ per se, but it 

does signal much less interest in a technology that was seen as a logical successor to the mobile phone. 
62 C.f., “Glassholes”. 
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opinion on wearables could not be swayed entirely by inflated public opinion – there were too 

few encounters and experiences with them that could account for these u/dystopian visions and 

cautionary tales. To craft such accountability relations (Simakova 2010; Suchman 2005), Tom 

needed to organize occasions for encounters between Glass, other wearables and their ostensive 

constituencies – he needed to become a spokesperson63 for wearables. According to him, this 

was the main reason why he started the WeAreWearables community and began to hold events: 

I had become one of ten Canadian Google Glass Explorers about seven months before 

kicking off the community and when I received the device, I vowed that I would let 

anyone who stopped me get a demo so that they could see what I saw – that the future is 

now! Google Glass was already a very strange and new device on its own but, as you can 

imagine, with only ten pairs across Canada the very few of us who had one quickly 

became walking tech unicorns in the wild. And so, after being stopped and sometimes 

mobbed nearly anywhere I went by people wanting to get a try of Google’s formidable, 

and for some, scary invention, I decided I would take control of the situation and set a 

date for everyone to come to me to try it out (Emrich 2018b). 

 

Tom writes that the name WeAreWearable was inspired by the We the North marketing 

campaign by the Toronto Raptors: “For me, the use of ‘We’ gave a sense of ownership, 

community, and pride and I thought it was perfect for Toronto in particular as we Canadians 

often have a hard time making some noise and marketing ourselves” (Emrich 2018b). 

WeAreWearables started in Toronto (WWTO), but Tom soon established other chapters and 

meetup events in Chicago (WWCHI), Ottawa (WWOTT) and Montreal (WWMTL). In Chicago, 

he partnered with Uproar PR and TechNexus; in Ottawa, with Systemscope; and in Montreal, 

with Desjardin Labs. WWTO’s long-time venue host and partner was MaRS – a 

commercialization hub that “gives entrepreneurs what they need most: access to networks and 

capital” (MaRS 2018). That each chapter and event was organized in partnership with marketing 

                                                 
63 Spokespersons “speak for a technology […] they aggregate a domain while they speak for it [in other words,] they 

speak for field that is still a promise […] and they often realize they are playing such a role” (van Lente and Rip 

1998b:231). 
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firms and local (profit/non-profit) business accelerators who focus on building ecosystems, 

gathering like-minded individuals, developing cultures of innovation and showcasing and 

creating added value for local businesses should help give a sense of the atmosphere of the 

events, who was invited, who became regular attendees, and so on.  

All of these chapters shared the same goal to build a community aimed at exploring the 

value of this new technology and to raise up local thought leaders, founders and brands to 

prove that innovation in this space was happening everywhere. In each of these cities, the 

sense of ownership through the brand [WeAreWearables] gave local organizations, 

entrepreneurs and investors a boost of confidence by raising up the activity happening in 

the area and giving them a chance to showcase their contribution in making the wearable 

tech industry a success (Emrich 2018b).  

 

The purpose of the events was to explore, but also, prove the value of wearable technologies 

being developed (read: commercialized). From this, one catches a glimpse of the intentionality 

behind the events: it’s not about exploring the value of wearables as in questioning them, it’s 

about exploring the value that’s seemingly already been established.64 When Tom says: “we 

Canadians often have a hard time making some noise and marketing ourselves” (Emrich 2018b) 

– he is suggesting that the value of Canadian innovation in the wearable space has difficulty 

making noise. This is most certainly used as a foil to rouse the audience into corrective action.  

In an Ask Me Anything interview with the blog SportTechie, Tom – who introduces 

himself as a “Wearable Tech Evangelist” – reflects on his mission to spread the good word: 

My goal /mission has always been one thing: to bring the future on faster by educating 

people on the VALUE that tech has in their lives... and making the tech accessible so 

they get it.... Ultimately the value of wearable tech (all of it) is to make you SUPER 

human in that you are more than what you were at birth. Technology or tools have always 

enabled us to be better humans, and wearables will do the same. This is VERY obvious 

with people with disabilities e.g. exoskeletons are helping people who can’t walk...walk, 

and smart glasses are helping people who can’t see... see (Leaks 2016, capitals and 

ellipses in original). 

                                                 
64 FCEs provide a rhetorical space where these values/claims are ready-made; a place where sense can be made of 

them, and where procedures and repertoires for strategically creating, discussing, communicating and circulating 

such values and claims are recognized and coordinated (see: van Lente and Bakker 2010:223) 
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With the story so far, it wouldn’t be too high-flown to suggest that WeAreWearable events have 

a certain homiletic – which is to say an admonitory or moralizing – quality to them. They’re 

about inspiration, spiritual edification – albeit in a non-religious way (see Section 4.5 below). 

The central theme is deliverance: redemption from human frailty, liberation from the lack of 

confidence and attention toward Canadian innovation and investment – promises sustained by 

(and conditioned upon) the identification, growth and engagement of wearables’ constituency 

and its ongoing receptiveness to the narration of these compelling, tellable stories (Simakova and 

Neyland 2008). Wearables’ ability to deliver (results) and deliver us from (affliction) structures 

what they are and how they are talked about, inscribing in them specific market orientations for 

their adoption and use. In the quote above, Tom’s effort (and rationale for becoming a 

spokesperson) centers “bringing on the future faster by educating people” about the value 

wearables can have in their lives, a value that comes from their ability to “make you SUPER 

human”, or at least, grant superhuman abilities/powers. The connection between the past, present 

and future, and wearables’ ability to make us “better humans” via wearable enhancements is 

presented as a matter of fact.65 Tom’s efforts to convey and reproduce this meaning was evident 

in how: 1) the idea of superpowers was mentioned explicitly in his speeches, interviews, writings 

and recurring images of superheroes66 in the branding of events he helped organize, 2) the name 

of the venture capitalist company he began working for in 2016 – Super Ventures, 3) he used it 

as an implicit organizing framework and slogan for WeAreWearables and other events he helped 

                                                 
65 Though, as we’ll see, matters of fact must first emerge from matters of concern (Latour 2004:235). 
66 For one of the more striking images, see: https://www.wearewearables.com/events/2017/11/29/wwto-tech-for-

good-how-wearables-are-making-our-lives-better  

https://www.wearewearables.com/events/2017/11/29/wwto-tech-for-good-how-wearables-are-making-our-lives-better
https://www.wearewearables.com/events/2017/11/29/wwto-tech-for-good-how-wearables-are-making-our-lives-better
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organize (AWE, EWTS),67 and more loosely, 4) in how presentations, demonstrations and 

vendors/exhibitors were curated to tell stories that didn’t necessarily contradict it.  

 Such tellable stories are thus a marquee feature of all FCEs; they enable the “articulation 

of a constituency of people and things and the relations drawn between those entities […] In 

other words, [a story articulated] in a manner to compel the audience to form part of the 

constituency of use, consumption and promotion to be built around the product” (Simakova and 

Neyland 2008:96-97). The predominant way in which this story is told (and indeed, received) at 

FCEs showcasing new/emerging technologies is through (arrangement of and bearing witness to) 

the testimony of the demonstration.68  

Technological Demonstrations: All Flash and no Sizzle 

Demonstrations at technology FCEs make use of a variety of evidentiary instruments – facts, 

statistics, predictions and growth rates, success stories, and live product demos – to prove and 

persuade audiences, but more broadly, to build, coordinate and manage new/existing 

constituencies (e.g., B2B relationships, organizational partnerships, create new markets, and to 

co-construct wearable technologies and users, Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003; Rosental 2013; 

Woolgar 1991). In short, they help structure social relationships in order to suspend disbelief – 

some of which may find its way into the demo itself so as to respond to potential objections 

before they occur (Smith 2009). 

 The two most important things that drove Tom on his mission to promote wearables 

were: 1) to dispel myths about wearables (myths that, at the time, were circulated by and 

centered on negative or circumspect press concerning Google Glass), and; 2) to 

                                                 
67 The slogan for AWE 2015, AWE 2016 and AWE 2017 was “Superpowers to the people”. For AWE 2018, Tom 

changed it to “Bringing superpowers to change the world”.  
68 Something to which the seminal work of Shapin (1984) and Latour (1988) certainly attests.  
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prove/demonstrate that wearables make us “SUPER human” or give us superpowers. He wanted 

to create a space where people could touch, feel and see (and ideally, experience) the 

superpowers of wearables. When I first tried on Google Glass, I was finally able to experience its 

capabilities for myself, which mostly amounted to a few apps that involved focusing on an 

augmented reality layer of information tagged to real objects in the tiny screen in the field of 

view of my right eye. But this hardly felt like a super human superpower. This is a common 

experience of technology demos, captured by a phrase “all flash and no sizzle”.  

Tech demos typically play on a ‘gee whiz’ factor to ‘wow’ audiences in a way not too 

unlike stage magic (Smith 2015). Friends and family members who have seen live magic in Las 

Vegas enjoy recounting some of the tricks they’ve seen performed live and the magician’s 

performance and narration while they are doing it certainly facilitates this retelling. But what 

makes the magic trick compelling is seeing it before your eyes, not hearing about it vicariously, 

and so too is it with tech demos. Magic works by creating disbelief (How do they do that?) and 

holding it in suspense; the goal is to leave the audience awestruck.69 The audience knows what 

they’re seeing is not real magic and yet that’s exactly the part they communicate to others who 

were not present. The magic becomes the hook – the interesting thing they saw or learned, and 

therefore, worth their time to tell someone else (i.e., endorse) and worth that other persons’ time 

to look further into. Audiences can communicate the tellable parts of the magic trick (They 

caught a bullet with their teeth!), but not the part that makes this compelling for them (I was 

called on stage to examine the gun and bullet before and after. The gun and bullet were real and 

can confirm it was the same bullet the magician caught in their mouth. I saw it, you have to 

believe me!).  

                                                 
69 I use this word in deliberate reference to AWE, the name of the FCE that would eventually merge with 

WeAreWearables. 
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Wearables give you superpowers was a tellable story that could easily travel across 

domains but wasn’t compelling enough on its own because it depended on witnessing or 

experiencing these capabilities for oneself. By contrast, a compelling story, write Simakova and 

Neyland, depends on a sufficiently well-integrated external constituency of people, things, and 

motifs (2008:101). What Tom and WeAreWearables needed was not a blanket statement like 

wearables = superpowers but rather, ‘superpowers relative to who/what’. Demos gave audiences 

the chance to momentarily witness wearable superpowers, but the experience tended to fall flat 

because few could really see how/why these, in many cases very specific superpowers, were all 

that useful to them. What didn’t fall flat in these early WeAreWearable (2014/2015) events were 

demos and use-cases for wearables where a superpower was shown to be practically useful for a 

specific kind of person or purpose (as opposed to merely conceptually useful). One could more 

easily attest that wearables = superpowers if they saw a device enable a military foot soldier to 

lift a 200lb weight, for example.  

WeAreWearables and other FCEs act as venues or “theatres of proof” (Simakova 2010) 

where consensus can form around witnessing predictions, values and visions artfully arranged in 

such a way as to elicit a response. In fact, as Pollock and Williams argue, “not only does the 

audience actively participate in the production and verification of these predictions, but also to a 

certain extent, their reaction at the conference is the object of investigation” (2015:133). What’s 

being investigated in the early days of an FCE (or in this case of a wearable constituency) is 

sorting through available tellable stories to find what about them is most compelling, which is to 

say most favourable or desirable.  
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4.3 Technoscientific Hype  

It’s easy to make a lot of promises – and indeed, the more promises you make, the more likely 

one of them might turn out to be the “killer application” that drives interest and adoption (the 

rising tide that raises all boats). But promises cannot be cast too wide; more promises create 

more expectations. If a new technology’s promises are too hyperbolic, or perhaps it fails to meet 

one or more of these expectations, it will likely become seen as over-hyped or as vapourware – 

meaning a product that was announced to garner public interest but was never produced or 

cancelled – leading to disappointment. These high-rising expectations and encumbering 

disappointments manifest in alternating cycles of positive/negative hype (Borup et al. 2006:290) 

– the promotion, media attention and publicity designed to mobilize effective interest. These 

oftentimes unsubstantiated and speculative claims about the future may be fleeting (or short-

lived), but they are neither immaterial nor peripheral to the building of sociotechnical frames and 

constituencies. STS scholars have developed a range of analytic concepts which add important 

nuance to the nebulous notion of hype.  

Previous work has examined the hype-building roles of various actors including 

researchers (van Lente 1993), scientists (Ruivenkamp and Rip 2010), industry analyst firms such 

as Gartner (Pollock and Williams 2015; van Lente et al. 2013), commercial firms (Bakker 2010), 

bioethicists (Hedgoe and Martin 2003) and many others (for an overview, see: Konrad et al. 

2017). These studies fall under the banner of “the sociology of expectations”, which focuses on 

the performative role of future-oriented statements, representations and anticipatory practices 

(Konrad et al. 2017). Expectations mobilize, guide and coordinate diverse sets of actors; 

expectations are collective statements about future conditions or developments that both 
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implicitly and explicitly refer to (often normative) assumptions about economic, political, 

cultural (etc.) trajectories (Geels and Smits 2000:8; Konrad et al. 2017:466–7).  

What draws these studies together is their attention toward the ways in which various 

actors craft and make use of certain future-oriented visions in order to influence current 

innovation processes. The focus is on the who, what, where and when these visions are created, 

communicated and embedded into products and business strategies. While these studies have 

opened STS to the constitutive interplay between material and psychosocial perspectives on 

science and technology (McNeil et al. 2017:457), they tend to overemphasize hype/imaginaries 

as representative of human/social actors’70 intentions, strategies and goals. In the previous 

chapter, I explored a case of how these are inevitably arranged within and alongside relevant 

disciplinary practices and material agency, and so it stands to reason that nonhuman 

technical/scientific intentionalities also play a role in these visions/the creation of hype.71 With 

wearables, this interplay is observable in the circulation and transfer of technoscientific solutions 

into social/cultural/economic/political/organizational solutions (i.e., how ‘better ways of doing’ 

are translated/embedded into ‘better ways of living/being’). In other words, before an actor can 

cast a certain vision or expectation about the future as desirable (Jasanoff 2015) or even hopeful 

(Levitas 2013), those hopes/desires must be capable of being seen as achievable, practicable. As 

we saw with Earl’s problem-solving practice in the previous chapter, it is not so much about 

discovering some hitherto unknown-yet-achievable solution to a problem, it’s about making (or 

finding a way to see/represent) the problem itself more doable and hence, achievable. 

                                                 
70 Including Jasanoff (2015) and Jasanoff and Kim’s 2009 call for STS to go beyond actors and communities to 

analyze national technoscientific cultures, such as nation-states, corporations, social movements, and other (human) 

organized groups.  
71 Charles Taylor’s term “social imaginaries” makes a similar argument (in that, he is trying to defend his use of the 

‘social’ prefix against charges of idealism). For him, one should not begin with the “false dichotomy…between 

ideas and material factors as rival causal agencies” human practices are both at once – material practices and social 

modes of understanding them (Taylor 2004:31).  
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As I will uncover in the next section, the central problem for Tom and WeAreWearables 

was how best to convey his belief that wearables would give us superpowers and ultimately 

make us more human (Emrich 2015). Though he continued to promote this view at a number of 

other FCEs, it was at WeAreWearables events where he could gradually test out different 

sociotechnical ways to frame this message (i.e., different themes, device types, target 

users/applications) and on a range of different audiences. I begin with a brief sketch of how these 

efforts came at a time of declining hype (or enthusiasm) for wearables, which provided a basis 

for WeAreWearables’ emergence and eventual splintering into EWTS and AWE.  

Circulating Hype 

Wearables are still largely novel technologies and many of their proposed uses, design, 

components and capabilities often do not yet exist in any substantial sense;72 ‘what they are’ and 

‘how they are talked about’ at FCEs or in various forms of media is in terms of the imaginings, 

expectations and visions that have shaped their potential.73 Importantly, wearables today (at time 

of writing) are presented as having already completed one such cycle and this is evident in both 

market analysis by consulting firms and in the splintering of its constituencies into ‘more 

traditional’ (read: less uncertain) industry verticals.74  

Each year, Gartner releases a special report it calls the Hype Cycle for Emerging 

Technologies – “an assessment of the market hype, maturity, business benefit and future 

                                                 
72 Since many of the vendors at WeAreWearable events were start-ups (and given that all events were hosted by 

technology accelerators), most products and services showcased were prototypes or early stage alpha/beta test 

products and most stories (especially at EWTS) focused on the successes/benefits of pilot projects using wearables 

for various organizational purposes. 
73 Dr. Isabel Pedersen and the Decimal lab at the University Institute of Technology in Canada have traced the 

emergence of future-oriented promises for wearables, ingestibles, implantables and other (what they call) very 

personal technologies in a searchable database available at: www.fabricofdigitallife.com   
74 A vertical market is one where goods and services are offered to specific industries, trades, professions, or other 

customers with specialized needs. 

http://www.fabricofdigitallife.com/
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direction of more than 2,000 technologies, grouped into 112 areas” (Gartner 2015). The report 

itself is usually around 60 pages and costs $1,995 USD. Highlights and infographics from the 

report are provided as a press release on Gartner’s website to advertise the full report and for 

circulation at various FCEs, meetings and consultations. Hence these highlights and the graphic 

can be seen as both a tellable and convincing story that Gartner uses to enroll internal and 

external constituencies – mostly organizations – to make sense (that is, reduce uncertainty) of the 

business context75 of emerging technologies. Furthermore, as van Lente et al. point out, the 

technologies included in Gartner’s hype cycle are only those with “a specific application 

affecting already established industrial environments” (2013:1617). In 2015, wearables began to 

enter the dreaded “trough of disillusionment” of Gartner’s Hype Cycle, putting them in a 

downward cycle of growth (See Figure 8). 

 

                                                 
75 And since the full report is for “clients only”, costs nearly $2,000, and is about emerging technologies (i.e., those 

most likely to “disrupt” existing processes or business models), and if the report provides similar guidance to all its 

readers, then the purpose of the report really is about reducing uncertainty by reducing interpretive flexibility, 

perhaps, through rhetorical closure (Bijker 1995:86). “When more and more actors share similar expectations, the 

promises inherent to these expectations are gradually translated into requirements, guidelines and specifications 

regarding the new technology” (van Lente et al. 2013:1616). 
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Figure 8 – Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2015.  

Source: https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3114217, emphasis added. 

 

Since then, wearables are no longer included in the overall assessment.76 Instead, in 2016, 

Gartner created a new, separate ($1,995 USD) Hype Cycle report specifically for wearable 

devices because “IT leaders are increasingly exploring the use of wearables” (McIntyre 2016). 

Wearables’ relevant social group (Bijker 1995) shifted toward organizational users at a time of 

decreasing hype for consumer wearables (smartwatches, fitness trackers) and increased 

skepticism: “Providers of wearables are generally not meeting expectations set in the media and 

are no longer buoyed by hype” (McIntyre 2016).    

                                                 
76 See: 2016 Hype Cycle (https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3412017); 2017 Hype Cycle 

(https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-trends-in-the-gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-

2017/) 

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3114217
https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3412017
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-trends-in-the-gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2017/
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-trends-in-the-gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2017/
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Wearables’ early promises were destined for later disappointment. While an early surge 

in hype sets promises high in order to convince relevant communities (e.g., investors, developers, 

policy makers, Fortune 500 businesses…etc.) to invest in it,77 as these broad promises get 

translated (e.g., through mobilization, coordination and legitimation) into the concrete activities 

or requirements78 of early adopters, a protected space is created where money and other 

resources become available and where people can learn about the technology and its potential 

applications (Geels and Smits 2000:881; Konrad et al. 2017:468; van Lente and Rip 1998a). 

What may have started as a pilot project to test/explore the benefits of wearables – say, for 

warehousing and logistics – is transformed into a use case for wearables in logistics.79 Successful 

use cases demonstrate the benefits of the technology – benefits that others can anticipate, should 

they follow similar steps and use it for similar purposes. In this moment of anticipation is also a 

moment of hindsight; all previous failures can now be explained (or at least characterized) by 

this success, a success that nevertheless emerged from those previous failures, but then goes to 

hide that association. This may be somewhat ironic, but it reveals that irony plays an especially 

important role during the hype phase of emerging technologies: it allows constituencies to 

strategically elide problems by showcasing different solutions. Google Glass’s problems became 

the very features of smart glasses and use cases that followed (Liao 2016); entering the phrase 

“pick up where Google Glass left off” into a search bar reveals some of these connections. 

This brings us back to the FCEs. Expectations are not just enunciated views (utterances) 

that circulate in news media, reports and press releases, they also become embedded or inscribed 

in bodies, actions, materials and objects (Borup et al. 2006:292) – in short, a circulation and 

                                                 
77 “The very act of investment, together with the accompanying promotional material, can be unpacked as 

statements revealing a commitment to a particular future” (Konrad et al. 2017:467). 
78 Functions that the new technology must fulfill in order to meet the promises. 
79 For an example, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8vYrAUb0BQ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8vYrAUb0BQ
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joining together that signals not just the construction/production (assemblage) of constituents, 

but also their ordering and alignment (arrangement).80 Elision continues as conjectural 

hype/visions are rendered tangible, palpable; as certain viewpoints become dominant, 

alternatives are strategically silenced (Star and Strauss 1999) or at least rendered marginal, 

fostering a kind of amnesia (Borup et al. 2006:290) toward the controversies, conflicts and 

contestations that were freely in play prior to this effort at stabilization (Jasanoff 2004:279-280). 

This disjunction, or breaking with the past, was evident in the themes and titles of 

WeAreWearable events: 

• Disrupting Work with Wearable Tech 

• Wearables Changing Lives, Impact of Wearables on Disability and Illness 

• Capturing the Future, in partnership with Best Buy Canada 

• A New Reality, WWTO’s Big VR Event 

• Back to the Future of Fashion, presented by Best Buy Canada 

• Tech for Good – How Wearables are Making Our Lives Better 

 

In short, wearables are not just poised to change the world, they are changing it now and for the 

better. The first step in transporting ourselves to this new reality is to accept the association of 

the past with decline and impoverishment, which then structures an orientation to the present-

future as amelioration and self-improvement. This concern with improving and “making our 

lives better” intensified from 2015 onward; as wearables took on this revised sociotechnical 

frame, it shifted the appeal of wearables from superpowers as augmentation to superpowers as 

amelioration.  

The appeal was that, faced with a precarious future, wearables offered a way for constituents 

to organize, order and manage their lives. Since stories offer “ordering resources for working on 

                                                 
80 “Because expectations statements contain a script of the future world, they position the relevant actors, explicitly 

or implicitly. And since they are public or semi-public statements that can be drawn upon by others, expectation 

statements require some response from the actors being positioned” (van Lente and Rip 1998b:238). 
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and making sense of the networks of the social” (Law 1994:71), the shift to narratives that were 

more appealing signals not just a shift to a new (or different) audience, but a new arrangement or 

pattern, around which constituents could be ordered. These recurring patterns are “embodied 

within, witnessed by, generated in and reproduced as part of the ordering of human and non-

human relations” (Law 1994:83). The recurring pattern here, as in the other chapters, are efforts 

that address the two questions concerning wearables – only this time, weighing more on the 

human characters in the wearable sociotechnical ensemble; who/what they are and what they are 

for: wearables’ problem and solution.  

Table 3 in the next section, indicates a potential formula for this pattern: FCE’s theme 

delimits range of constituents (exhibitors, devices, companies, attendees, etc.). Next, 

constituency assembles target users (what wearables are for, under that theme) as a population 

with a problem that is inherent to who they are (e.g., person + some infirmity/debility), a 

problem whose solution requires one to either purchase and use the wearable device, or at least, 

associate with one or more of the other constituents (ideally in the form of being a paying 

customer, but many more possible relations exist, e.g., employment).81 

4.4 Appeals to Constituencies 

WeAreWearables hosted a total of 46 events82 across its four chapters, attracting an average of 

around 246 registrants83 per event and over 200 startups and organizations who demonstrated 

their wearable technologies and solutions. 

                                                 
81 Indeed, WeAreWearable events were frequented by both those looking for work and firms looking to recruit. 
82 For both estimates, I use statistics available at the meetup.com pages where each event was advertised. For 

number of events, I count only those organized by the chapter itself and not those hosted in association with other 

events. 
83 Calculated by dividing total event registrants for each event (listed on the meetup.com page for each event) by 

total number of events. Actual number of attendees was not publicly available. From my own observations however, 

the number of attendees was always much less (if I had to guess, between 20-40% less) than the number of 

registrants. 
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Using the title/thematic focus of each event and the type of device, application and target 

user of the product/service/platform exhibited on the demo floor provides a glimpse into the most 

popular recurring themes at these events. As these themes recur, some prove more popular than 

others (in terms of registrations/attendance), a normative order begins to take shape while 

critiques and concerns are gradually resolved or at least rendered less threatening (rhetorically 

speaking). One recurring topic of concern was the new privacy, security and identity challenges 

wearables introduced. All six events devoted to the topic were careful to frame talk of 

privacy/security “challenges” as simultaneous “opportunities” to deliver new 

solutions/capabilities, and perhaps even redefine the notion of identity itself.84 On one hand, this 

rhetorical move is clearly because the main intent behind the events is to showcase Canadian 

wearable technology and talent and highlight opportunities for investment, but on the other, it 

can be seen as an attempt to appeal to certain constituencies who could best exemplify the 

“superpowers” of (WeAre)wearables’ desirable future.  

 

Theme/device type/application/targeted users Proportion 

AR/VR (digital media/content/hard/software/platforms) 24% 

Fitness (athletics/amateur/professional sport) 21% 

Dis/ability/assistive tech. Physical rehab/therapy 17% 

Health/wellness/lifestyle 14% 

Neurocomputing, brain fitness, brain-sensing/meditation, emotion monitoring. 

Cognitive/mental rehab/therapy 
10% 

Wearables for pets 8% 

Women (safety/health/fitness/lifestyle) 5% 

Table 2 – WeAreWearables target markets/constituencies85 

                                                 
84 This latter point was frequently raised in keynote/panel discussions on the topic of privacy at WeAreWearable 

events and is chiefly advanced by and in regard to the Canadian wearable technology company, Nymi. See: 

https://nymi.com/sites/default/files/Nymi%20Whitepaper.pdf  
85 Based on frequency count of vendor/demo types and organizing theme/title/discussion topics across all 

WeAreWearable events. Some categories omitted for clarity. May not add to 100 due to rounding. 

https://nymi.com/sites/default/files/Nymi%20Whitepaper.pdf
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Most of the early events (2014-2015) hosted by all four chapters focused on: 1), a survey of the 

wearables scene in each city (key companies, usually ones retained by the marketing/public 

relations firm that sponsored the event), and; 2), use-cases for typical wearable devices and 

device types (i.e., smart glasses/watches, fitness bands). One exception was a summer 2014 

event focused on disability86 and assistive wearable technologies. Five start-up 

companies/technologies were highlighted:  

 

Company and wearable technology showcased Constituency (target user 

group) 

Bionik Laboratories’ Arke exoskeleton 
People with restricted 

physical mobility 

eSight digital eyewear (enables people with low vision or 

legal blindness to actually see) 
Legally blind persons 

SENSIMAT (an intelligent pressure management tool used in 

combination with existing wheelchair cushions) 
Wheelchair users 

Lynxio digital knee brace (electronic physiotherapy system) 
Physiotherapy patients 

Sensassure disposable incontinence sensor (provides 

continuous monitoring on any commercial brief, e.g., senses 

moisture threshold, relays this information to central computer 

for seamless integration into nurses' workflow) 

Retirement/rehabilitation, 

health care 

Event description: The potential of wearable technology to augment our physical capabilities 

is powerful. We are already seeing wearable robotics or exoskeletons offering paraplegics and 

people who use wheelchairs the ability to walk, smart glasses enabling the visually impaired to 

actually see and other devices facilitating improvements in health and healing. 

Table 3 – Overview of WeAreWearables event on Wednesday July 30, 2014 @ MaRS Discovery District.  

Descriptions are the company’s own. Source: https://www.meetup.com/AWENiteTO/events/193319162/  

 

 

 

                                                 
86 I do not use this concept in a way that reinforces either/or distinction, or as an analytic, conceptual, or political 

divide where disability is viewed, a priori, as an “individual (natural) bodily impairment or a purely socio-cultural 

attributed disability” (Schillmeier 2010:169). Instead, I follow Schillmeier’s view that disability is “the outcome of 

historically specific, embodied human and non-human configurations fabricated within the conduct of everyday life” 

(Schillmeier 2010:169). In other words, disability is meant to draw attention to disabling practices, disabling things 

and environments that cause certain disabilities to emerge. 

https://www.meetup.com/AWENiteTO/events/193319162/
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This event (and others that followed) marked a significant shift to the way wearables were both 

presented and received. Previously, WeAreWearables events were about demystifying 

assumptions and testing and trying out (mostly consumer) devices for oneself. Organizers, start-

ups and marketers began to notice that the most tellable way to convey the superpowers message 

was not to hope that event goers would experience it themselves on the demo floor. Instead, they 

should be given the chance to witness it before their eyes – or through those of others.  

Seeing is Believing is Seeing 

Faith is to believe what you do not see; the reward of this faith is to see what you believe.  

Quote attributed to St. Augustine 

 

Emrich’s goal to provide an opportunity to make sense of wearables by trying out Google Glass 

(and other devices) gradually gave way to the more compelling opportunity as witnesses to 

others’ sense-making.87 Hands-on demo areas were still there at all subsequent (2015-onward) 

events, but their constituency-building, expectation-demonstrating role seemed reduced – trying 

out many of the technologies myself left much to be desired compared to the real-life, on-stage 

evidence of wearable headsets enabling formerly blind persons to see. These demonstrations in 

particular challenge existing analyses of technoscientific demonstrations. While the trope is the 

same – let spectators see for themselves (Smith 2009) – only those on stage with the glasses and 

with the vision impairment can actually see how the device works since each device is specially 

configured for their impairment. Gone also is the modest witness (Haraway 1997; Shapin and 

                                                 
87 As Shapin (1988) points out, public display of knowledge production is organized to obtain public warrant/assent 

so that claims made can be vested with a sense of reliability and trustworthiness, and that this trustworthiness is not 

based on the public’s knowledge of the claim/claim maker, or direct experience of their work. Instead, they are 

trustworthy because they display signs and symbols of recognized expertise (for example, business cards at the 

demo booths) and “their claims are vouched for by other experts we do not know” (Shapin 1988:404) – for example, 

panel discussions where senior managers from a handful of demo floor participants where each can publicly display 

their own assent to each other’s values/claims. 
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Schaffer 1985) – the goal (or expectation) is not a neutral presenter/audience but an impassioned 

one. Here wearables’ constituents (both human/nonhuman) are (to be presented/seen as) 

charitable, congenial, considerate, sympathetic, yet also, restrained, reciprocal and self-

disciplined.  

Just as Boyle’s air pump enabled an encounter with the reality of nature (which was 

ironic, considering the experience was achieved through the physical manifestation of and 

bearing witness to literally nothing, a vacuum, or the absence of material reality), the experience 

of witnessing something that we also can't witness (what it’s like to go from years or a lifetime 

of little-to-poor sight to full sight with enhancements like zoom, text recognition and taking 

pictures) is just as profound and just as constitutive an encounter with nature. The difference is 

the object of concern: the former object was nature and the concern was “what is it?” In the 

latter, the object is still nature but the concern is “what should we do about it”?  

Again, we glimpse the quasi-religiosity of the WeAreWearables FCE (explored further in 

Section 4.5 below). As with other religious ceremonies, food and drink served a central role at 

WeAreWearables events – specifically, free pizza (sometimes fruit), beer, wine (and sometimes 

other beverages) served to both lubricate socialization, as well as a glue that held all these 

experiences together.88 To be sure, the promise of free beer/wine and pizza creates an enticing 

incentive to sign-up for what was often a middle of the week event89 held at a time when many 

would be commuting home from work.90 It was also a strategic element used to create convivial 

                                                 
88 Many attendees cited the free drinks/food as an obvious reason to attend the free event and it was a point used to 

encourage others attend the next event. The trend of free beer/pizza continued at all but two WeAreWearable events 

as well as its successor event, AWE Nite TO.  
89 WeAreWearables events were originally titled Wearable Wednesdays. 
90 And for others, like me, who commuted from a different city, made it an all the more welcoming proposition. 

Although, due to a strong dislike for melted cheese, I never ate any of the pizza. The beer was decent though.  
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atmosphere, a sense of looseness, a relaxed place where business suits could mingle with ironic 

printed tee chic and where buyers and sellers could get to know – and know of – each other.  

 The chance to network with others interested in wearable technology over free 

drinks/food gave a certain appeal to the events. But most attendees didn’t stay around for 

networking (which usually took place after the keynotes and panels, around 8:00/8:30pm-

9:30pm); the main appeal of the events was their entertainment value – the chance to see the 

future materialize and performed right on centre stage, and for some, to participate in the 

heralding of this future on Twitter.91 All in all, these common features of FCEs – the promise of 

food/drink, networking, easy yet highly visible participation in 240 characters or less – can be 

viewed as appeals to, or perhaps, attempts to enrol (certain) constituencies. An appeal to 

constituents also implies a summons to act – to care for/about this topic, to vest interest in it, to 

take up and promote the cause they just witnessed – a calling that if answered, interpellates them 

as such (as constituents).  

This is most obvious with the product demonstrations and events themed around 

wearables for pets, wearables for women, and especially disability and assistive wearables. In a 

2017 keynote, Tom singled out the latter group as those most likely to be the “first class of super 

humans”.92 Narratives exhibited in these themes, presentations and products are crafted to appeal 

directly to (bonafide) members of these constituencies and their allies/supporters (i.e., those 

compelled by the story/demonstration, but are not intended users of the technology). More 

research is needed on what makes such narratives appealing to such members, especially where 

                                                 
91 See hashtags: #WWTO, #WWOTT, #WWMTL, #WWCHI for tweets associated with each chapter/event. Many 

events also employed a second screen to the side of the main stage that displayed participants’ tweets in real-time. 

The service used was visibletweets.com, a web application that displays tweets associated with a hashtag by 

blending them into the next (e.g., common words/letters fly in from one tweet to the next). The animation evokes a 

sense that each tweet part of a fabric that becomes the historical record of the event. 
92 Though it’s unclear to me if by this he meant ‘social class’ or those ‘first to learn the skills of wearable 

superpowers’. For the quote, see minute 15:20 in https://youtu.be/wY8KwBmILnk  

https://youtu.be/wY8KwBmILnk
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they function as a form of discursive in/exclusion. For example, in many ways, wearables’ 

promises can be seen to reproduce hegemonic masculinity, anthropocentrism, ableism, and 

sometimes, racism. If you have no impediments, wearables give you super powers. If you’re a 

woman, or a child (or a pet), wearables protect you from getting lost or being abducted.93 If 

you’re disabled, wearables (like eSight) can give you access to a world that continues to alienate 

others who cannot afford or for whom the device is not intended. And if your skin colour isn’t 

right, the device might not work for you (Kim 2017). The promise of amelioration might be the 

same, but the way in which constituencies are constructed (and some more worryingly, left 

behind/erased) is not. 

From Discourses of Augmentation to Discourses of Vulnerability/Empowerment 

These three constituencies – wearables for women, pets, and disability – illustrate a shift (that I 

hypothesize took place around late 2014-mid 2015) to the way wearables’ stories were pitched 

and marketed: Tom’s idea of “superpowers to the people” was a promise of (experiential, 

interactional and/or informational) augmentation, but in a form that very few desired or currently 

needed. Lagging adoption threatened wearables’ promising future, which is what 

WeAreWearables initially sought to address. But in the process of assembling constituencies and 

arranging for their witnessing and testimony, that promise found renewal in – not hopeful – but 

precarious futures and presents. The precarity of the future becomes reframed “from something 

distant and abstract to something close and actionable” (Pollock and Williams 2015:128) – a 

threat of precarity that gains validity (and validation) through the deployment of various 

                                                 
93 At a Women in Wearables-focused event, this assumption was criticized by a panel of women who raised the 

issue that such personal safety wearable products/services only serve to stoke a culture of fear. See minute 11:45 

onward in https://youtu.be/K5GTnusEWKs  

https://youtu.be/K5GTnusEWKs
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engagement devices (Marres 2009) that secure (domesticated94 forms of) involvement and 

contribution from the audience. The future is presented not only as an object for reflection, but 

also for immediate intervention (Pollock and Williams 2015:134).  

There are countless wearable products and services designed for tracking the location of 

women, pets, children, the elderly and those living with Alzheimer’s/dementia – and even though 

the name given to this category is ‘personal safety devices’, the wearer might not be the primary 

user; if the wearer is lost, the product/service is about alerting others to this fact. There is a 

burgeoning market for wearables for pets and agricultural livestock and wild animals, but here 

again these wearers are not necessarily the primary users – the user is who/whatever95 manages 

their real or imagined vulnerabilities. Medical uses for wearables – therapy, rehabilitation and 

health care – also have this dual sense of the user as consisting of both the wearer-as-patient and 

the healthcare provider. Of course, there are more than ‘just two’ users; my aim here is drawing 

attention to the user and the witness as active/passive participant in their own vulnerability (or 

those of others), which can be mitigated to the extent they draw upon existing social supports, 

knowledges and strategies, or they can adopt a technology that manages it for them (Gibson 

2006).  

Even the most popular wearable, the Apple Watch, is surrounded by a discourse of 

vulnerability/empowerment. Every financial quarter brings news of its impending failure as a 

viable product; news reports highlight new ways that data from Apple Watches and Fitbits are 

being used against their wearers to uncover evidence of arson (Jouvenal 2017), murder (BBC 

                                                 
94 By ‘domestic involvement’ I follow Marres’ (2009) discussion of the limited kind of civic engagement that 

centers on individual acts of consumption, as in “green living experiments” where there is a sense one can have a 

real and meaningful impact on environmental issues via domestic means (e.g., reducing household use and 

acquisition of disposable plastics). 
95 To highlight the increasing use of wearables and highly automated and integrated systems, sensors, artificial 

intelligence and machine learning to manage agricultural systems and livestock. 
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2018), making false reports of sexual assault and tampering with evidence (Snyder 2015), while 

other reports highlight lives being saved by the device’s ability to detect abnormal heart rhythms 

and early detection of heart attacks (Bhalla 2018). A heart attack is something you wouldn’t want 

to happen to yourself or have to experience. But! As long as you're an Apple Watch user, or buy 

one for a loved one, partner or friend who’s at risk, you’re safe(r).96  

 In other more poignant demonstrations we bear witness to those currently living with 

illness or disability (e.g., dementia, paralysis, blindness etc.) availed of their afflictions. One of 

the most successful marketing campaigns for a wearable device is eSight (3rd gen). Described by 

Time Magazine as “one of the best inventions of 2017” (Fitzpatrick et al. 2017), they are smart 

glasses that let the visually impaired97 see using specially configured high definition screens and 

cameras incorporated into the smart glass headset. It also allows wearers “to control everything – 

zoom (up to 24 times), contrast, focus, even taking photos and streaming content directly to their 

eSight” (eSight 2018a). Even though an able-bodied person might see these capabilities as 

superpowers, owing to the disadvantages visually impaired persons already face, these additional 

augmentations are framed as empowering them “to see, be mobile, and engage in virtually any 

Activity of Daily Living. Whether it is travelling the world, picking-up previously abandoned 

hobbies, reading, watching TV, spending time with friends and family, or just appreciating every 

single visual detail around them, eSight wearers today are doing everything and anything they 

have always wanted to do” (eSight 2018a).  

                                                 
96 For other reports of Apple Watch saving lives, see https://www.macrumors.com/2018/05/11/gaston-daquino-says-

apple-watch-saved-his-life/, https://www.macrumors.com/2019/01/16/apple-watch-detects-user-a-fib-story/. For 

Apple’s response to these reports (using them to promote and market the device) see: 

https://www.macrumors.com/2018/06/13/tim-cook-david-rubenstein-show-interview/ 
97 The device only works for those who have some low level of vision; it will not work for those with total vision 

loss. Even so, in most of its product slogans and marketing materials, eSight is for the legally blind. 

https://www.macrumors.com/2018/05/11/gaston-daquino-says-apple-watch-saved-his-life/
https://www.macrumors.com/2018/05/11/gaston-daquino-says-apple-watch-saved-his-life/
https://www.macrumors.com/2019/01/16/apple-watch-detects-user-a-fib-story/
https://www.macrumors.com/2018/06/13/tim-cook-david-rubenstein-show-interview/
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Empowerment Through Empathy 

The company sells and promotes the $5,950 USD device98 (was $9,995 USD prior to 2019) with 

a viral marketing campaign with videos of people seeing for the first time, parents finally being 

able to see their children (and vice versa), attend a football game, sink a three-pointer, fly a 

plane, and so on (eSight 2018b). These videos are of the tear-jerker variety – in fact, the 

company even categorizes these videos under the headings “students” “professionals” 

“grandparents” and “tear-jerkers” (eSight 2018b). The company’s mission is to “make Blindness 

History by 2020” which they see as possible “now that a technology as transformational as 

eSight exists” (eSight 2018c). That they see this goal as achievable in less than two years99 is 

surprising given the device’s price and given the estimated 285 million people worldwide 

currently living with vision impairment (Pascolini and Mariotti 2010). The company does offer 

an affordability program to increase access to the technology, but ever since the device’s launch 

in 2013 when it cost $15,000 USD (1st gen), eSight and prospective customers have typically 

resorted to charitable crowdfunding services and campaigns as an additional sales and marketing 

channel. To date (as of March 2019), 14,631 donors have raised $4,781,367 to fund the purchase 

of eSight glasses for 503 people (eSight 2018d). This, together with the most recent figure of 

eSight’s user base (“more than 2,000 users”, Wittich et al., 2018:775) suggests that 

approximately 25% of eSight’s current users relied on fundraising.100 To be sure, eSight is a for-

profit company, not a charity. And so, while it is truly moving to “see what happens when you 

                                                 
98 This figure is the base price, “Outside the United States and Canada eSight’s price varies from country to country” 

(eSight 2018a).  
99 At time of writing and at time of publishing the most recent update to their website, makeblindnesshistory.com 

The site was last updated February 28, 2018, according to 

https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=www.makeblindnesshistory.com  
100 eSight also partners with organizations and Technology Access Programs to help loan the device to users; 

prospective users can also try out the device for free at numerous “eSight Hubs” across North America or they can 

try out the device via eSight’s “Home Experience” for $500 USD (described as “a small customization and handling 

fee”) (eSight 2018f).  

https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=www.makeblindnesshistory.com
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give the gift of sight” in these viral videos or on-stage demonstrations, the burden of achieving 

their own mission statement (as well as the goals of eSight’s investors) seems to depend in large 

measure on empathy, generosity and the ability of these viral videos to increase the number of 

fundraisers.  

This reinforces my claim (in “Seeing is Believing is Seeing” sub-section above) that 

charity, congeniality, empathy – mixed with a virtuous sense of humbleness, reciprocity and 

agentic self-control – are mobilized in demonstrations, storytelling and other forms of marketing 

as the desirable image of (what’s expected of and promised to) wearables’ constituents (who they 

are and what they are for). The appeal of these videos is the same as the reports of Apple 

Watches saving people’s lives: just imagine, it could be you or someone you know or care about! 

Both these examples resonate with Brown’s contention that “the telling of sickness narratives 

[…] have enormous potency because they tell of precarious futures of individuals desperate for 

treatment” (2003:8). The stories that surround both devices mobilize a precarious future into the 

present, where salvation will succeed only if the various actors scripted into the plot perform 

their part (Brown 2003:6).  

4.5 WeWereWearables 

I attended (what was to be) the final WeAreWearables event in late 2017. The theme was “Tech 

for Good – How wearables are making our lives better”. Although a variety of assistive 

technologies were exhibited,101 the main draw was Tom’s “big announcement” during the 

opening keynote. As he recounted the history of WeAreWearables, he reiterated what drew him 

to wearables in the first place (emphasis added): 

                                                 
101 For the list, see: https://www.wearewearables.com/events/2017/11/29/wwto-tech-for-good-how-wearables-are-

making-our-lives-better  

https://www.wearewearables.com/events/2017/11/29/wwto-tech-for-good-how-wearables-are-making-our-lives-better
https://www.wearewearables.com/events/2017/11/29/wwto-tech-for-good-how-wearables-are-making-our-lives-better
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There was something about wearable technology that really resonated with me, and I 

think I have kept it dear to my heart ever since I began my journey with it. And, I really 

saw early on how it can impact humanity. And it’s been my driving force in everything 

that I do, in my new hat as a VC, in my community building, in the events that I do, in 

the talks that I give. It really is about how this technology is making us superhuman, 

how it can make us better and be better, and bring us closer together. And if you want to 

have a glass of wine and talk with me, I’ll also tell you how it is a great path to God.  

 

We have started, and we have been committed to this wearable revolution. And I think 

it’s amazing what you’ve done, I’m stunned by it, by how people keep coming back. And 

I was even telling Jason, I think it might just be the pizza and wine – which is why I 

freak out if it’s not here on time because I’m not quite sure [tongue in cheek]. But it’s 

because, I think, you are just as curious about this as I am. So, I think you have a 

commitment to making sure that people know that there’s activity happening in this space 

in Toronto. And that is another huge primary objective for me when it comes to 

wearables.  

 

So, I have a big announcement. This is our last WeAreWearables event. It’s been four 

years, of being with you and I'm going to miss that dearly. The good news is that we are 

merging with a very large community that is dedicated to the augmentation of the human 

experience. It’s called AWE. The even better news is that I’m behind AWE, I'm one 

person behind AWE.  

 

[AWE] really echoes this focus on the augmentation of the human experience. But more 

importantly, it gives a little more focus than what we’ve been doing up to this point. And 

that brings me back again to the four years. Back then, I could count on my hand the 

number of wearables, I really could. I felt like I could actually keep tabs on every single 

wearable device. And that’s not the case anymore. We don’t need general conversations 

around wearable tech, we need deeper conversations about specific devices – and more 

importantly, a lot of these devices have actually moved into the [industry] verticals that 

they belong in and that they're shaping… 

 

As an investor, the feedback I'm getting from other investors in the community and just 

in the discussions I'm having with the tech ecosystem, is that, we’re finding it difficult to 

find the AR start-ups. And that makes me nervous. It reminds me of when I started 

WeAreWearables where it was hard for me to find all of the wearables start-ups. And part 

of WeAreWearables helped to bolster the confidence in this space and to create that 

groundswell. I think we can do the same with augmented reality to make sure that Canada 

is on the map for augmented reality, because let me tell you, it is the future, and we 

don’t want to be left behind. 

 

There are many interesting things to unpack here, but I’ll limit it to three. The first and perhaps 

most interesting is Tom’s belief that wearables are a path to God. Tom expanded on this idea in a 
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2017 keynote speech and blog post presenting his view that “wearable tech will bring us closer to 

a higher power” (Emrich 2017). This spiritual potential caps off Tom’s vision for wearables: 

They don’t just give you access to super powers, they don’t just offer salvation from human 

frailty, they “play a role in human evolution”, they usher in the next stage of being human by 

“showing us that we are something bigger than ourselves and remind us that we are all one” 

(Emrich 2017). In his conclusion to that 2017 keynote speech he did not hold back on wearables’ 

divination, suggesting they might even usher the eschaton: 

As we spend more and more time in [wearables’ worlds] of virtual and augmented reality 

will that cause us to move up a dimension here in the real one? Will we move from 3-D 

to 4-D? Will we have a different perspective on time and duration? I don’t know. But 

what’s interesting is that while the technology world is bracing itself for a big shift from 

2-D to 3-D, if you’ve been following what’s been happening in the spiritual world, 

they’re also preparing themselves for a big shift as well, The Ascension. Are these things 

linked? I don’t know, but we’ll find out. The next time you’re holding [a wearable] know 

that you’re holding a critical piece of your human evolution and once you strap that baby 

on, there’s no turning back (minute 27:57 onwards in https://youtu.be/wY8KwBmILnk)  

 

So, are we becoming more human, getting closer to a higher power, or becoming gods in our 

own right? Who knows? But once you “strap that baby on, there’s no turning back” – are 

wearables the forbidden fruit that casts us out of Eden, brings us back, or maybe takes us to a 

higher plane of righteousness that appears gloriously at the end of time? I leave these matters for 

others to explore. For my purposes in this chapter, all I can say is there are clearly many 

interesting parallels between rituals at FCEs for emerging technologies and religious ceremonies, 

especially where food and drink serves as efficacious signs of God’s grace, are means by which 

divine life is dispensed, and serve to nourish and give expression to that faith. Wearables are 

God’s creation after all (Genesis 3:21), and the transition from matters of fact to matters of 

concern, or from wearables = superpowers to deliverance from human frailty is strongly reflected 

in many Christian and other religious parables (most especially, transhumanism).  

https://youtu.be/wY8KwBmILnk
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A second interesting thing to note from the final WeAreWearables speech is where Tom 

mentions that “general conversations around wearable tech” needed to become “deeper 

conversations about specific devices”. By this he means specific applications, since, he 

immediately pivots to augmented reality and says – “we’re (as in investors/venture capitalists 

like himself) finding it difficult to find AR start-ups, and that makes me nervous […because 

augmented reality…] is the future and we [Canadians] don’t want to be left behind”. Obviously, 

as an AR venture capitalist, such a move would help make the discovering AR start-ups part of 

his job easier. But the idea of being “left behind” is a clear example of what Brown and Michael 

call a retrospective prospect – an idea about the future (based on past projections of the future) 

that is emphasized in order to “marshal resources, coordinate activities and manage uncertainty” 

(Brown and Michael 2003:4). What is implied is “we need to support the development of AR/VR 

technology, or else we [Canada] won’t keep up with everyone else”. Of concern here should be 

the degree to which this vision102 is technologically deterministic; in other words, as though the 

crucial path for Canada to keep up with the Joneses depends on the pivotal role of investment in 

and production of AR/VR content, applications and gadgetry.  

As an example of technology push, the claim does not depend on whether AR/VR 

satisfies any consumer demand or need, it assumes that demand will follow. From a marketing 

perspective, all that’s needed is (for companies, start-ups, FCEs, journalists, etc.) to keep 

demonstrating that wearables (and wearable capabilities like AR/VR) promise something better, 

which, to return to the argument made in Section 2.2 (Chapter 2) above, depends on the type of 

                                                 
102 After all, “sociotechnical imaginaries are intertwined with the production and reproduction of nations” (McNeil 

et al. 2017:449). 
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body and the extent103 it is able-to incorporate and accommodate what the wearable is/is for. But 

the interesting thing about marketing the future is that there is no necessary requirement for the 

promise to be fulfilled. As long as what’s promised is characterized by “acceleration, a 

fetishization of the new, just-in-time markets, and a projection of the competitive horizon far in 

the future” (Brown and Michael 2003:17), relevant actors can continue to inflate the promise of a 

field and intervene only when “future rhetoric becomes damaging to reputations and capital 

investment” (Brown and Michael 2003:8). 

 The third interesting thing to unpack is the merging104 of WeAreWearable with the 

Augmented World Expo (AWE), a large global conference devoted to AR and VR with annual 

dates in Asia, Europe and USA. Tom suggests he would like to see AWE hold a major event in 

Canada, and so perhaps this merger was a gambit to make this happen. But if we dig a little 

deeper, I think it signals something else – a shift in wearables’ sociotechnical frame.  

 Tom first joined AWE as an organizer in 2015 and brought along many of his sponsors, 

speakers and taglines from WeAreWearables – the title of AWE’s June 2015 event in Santa 

Clara was (you guessed it) “Superpowers to the People!” An article in Forbes covering the 2017 

event highlighted some of key takeaways: “you can’t have great content until you have the tools 

and platforms upon which to build it and were still talking about the tools” (Fink 2017). This 

suggests that speakers at the event were still hoping to enrol content developers into a certain 

AR/VR constituency (those who create content for specific platforms, such as Apple’s ARKit). It 

                                                 
103 This is not just a physiological constraint, but a social, historical, technical, etc. ones as well. ‘A body’ is capable, 

but not just any body will do. In other words, only some bodies (and not only the most vulnerable ones) can 

fulfill/demonstrate the promises. 
104 It is still unclear to me what exactly was merged. At most, it would be the administrator account for 

WeAreWearables’ meetup.com page where the events were posted, advertised and attendees could sign-up. This 

would also contain the contact info for all previous WeAreWearable registrants. This appears to be the case since 

shortly after Tom made his announcement at the final WWTO, the WWTO meetup.com page changed its name to 

AWE Nite TO – perhaps, a precursor event to prove the groundswell of support in Toronto would mean enough 

people would attend a full-fledged Canadian AWE event. 
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also suggests speakers both lamented and were trying to explain the lack of content currently 

available for AR/VR/MR105 applications – meaning that although AWE participants may know 

what AR/VR is, what AR/VR is for was still ill-defined or ambiguous. In other words, few to 

none of the current AR/VR technologies are seen to fulfill all the prospective needs/requirements 

of the AR/VR economy (c.f. van Lente and Bakker 2010:694). Forbes’ next key takeaway 

suggests that the event was beginning to settle on what AR/VR is for: “enterprise goes first: the 

really cool stuff is way too expensive for most consumers, but just you wait, [because] there are 

some amazing toys coming to market” (Fink 2017). AWE makes it clear who the event is for:  

[AWE brings] together a mix of CEOs, CTOs, designers, developers, creative agencies, 

futurists, analysts, investors, and top press in a fantastic opportunity to learn, inspire, 

partner, and experience first-hand the most exciting industry of our times […] [T]his 

year’s event will illustrate why every organization, start-up, and investor must get into 

XR or be left behind. The AWE USA 2018 stage will showcase speakers, start-ups and 

organizations who are already using AR & VR to drive economic growth, encourage 

empathy and collaboration, democratize healthcare and education, and change the world. 

It’s time to GO XR or GO HOME (AWE 2018). 

 

In this excerpt from the AWE About Us page, we see a return of the retrospective prospect 

“don’t get left behind” from Tom’s final WWTO speech. We also see a return of the 

empowerment through empathy trope, a suggestion that healthcare and education is currently not 

democratic, that it should be, and that all these ingredients together will drive economic growth 

and change the world. The suggestion is confidence that AR/VR will produce these effects, as 

long as start-ups, investors, organizations (and customers?) “get into XR”, meaning become 

constituents.  

 The day after Tom made his final WeAreWearables announcement, I noticed that the 

AWE website updated the list of partner organizations involved in producing the event (AWE 

                                                 
105 Owing to the many acronyms for the various forms of technologically augmented reality, the placeholder XR is 

usually given to refer to them all. 
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2018). Added of course was Tom’s VC firm, Super Ventures. But most interesting was the 

addition of BrainXchange, an event organizer that I had followed over the same time frame as 

WeAreWearables. During that time, the boutique conference company produced only one event: 

The Enterprise Wearable Technology Summit, or EWTS. What started as a local 

(WeAre)wearables meetup with chapters in four cities grew into (or more accurately, was 

absorbed into) two separate but overlapping worldwide expos devoted to two very specific 

wearable constituencies and capabilities. Tom was also one of the main organizers of AWE, but 

since 2018 the event is now run by BrainXchange, which makes the self-described “boutique 

conference company” (BrainXchange 2018) one of the largest organizers of FCEs devoted to 

wearables.  

4.6 Conclusion: New Wearables, New Markets  

During its time, WeAreWearables served as a venue where wearables, participants, investors, 

entrepreneurs, marketers and all other sociomaterial constituents could perform, display and 

struggle with (past/present/future) imaginaries, expectations, promises and disappointments. As 

these (sometimes hyperbolic) visions circulated, a sociotechnical frame began to take shape 

consisting of the stories, narratives, discourses and other engagement devices that were found to 

be most tellable and convincing – that is, those matters of concern around which a growing 

constituency could form, serve as witnesses and play a role (again, to the extent what the 

wearable is, is for them), matters of concern cast as current (and past) weaknesses and 

vulnerabilities from which these constituencies need deliverance. A salvation that does not 

necessarily hinge on increasing humanity’s access to these technologies (or making them more 

affordable), but rather, on continued investment, development, diffusion, and most importantly, 

the profitable arrangement of FCEs, stories, constituencies, the needs/problems for which 
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this/that wearable is solution, and their proper alignment in key wearable target markets (e.g., 

enterprise/industrial, personal safety, assistive tech, AR/VR, etc.).106  

These needs typically take the form of retrospective prospects that are used as resources 

to legitimize (certain) actions and as heuristics to guide decisions (van Lente and Bakker 2010). 

As these scripts for action are compared against future-oriented priorities and concrete 

requirements/tasks a protected space, or niche, is created in which attempts to fulfil the promise 

are showcased and protected (van Lente and Bakker 2010). As the WeAreWearable community 

tinkered with (that is tested, attempted to demonstrate and witness) the initial vision that 

wearables (what they are/are for) enable superpowers, the notion of augmentation was gradually 

shaped into a more domestic form where the emphasis became wearables’ potential for hedging a 

precarious future through personal improvement and empowerment107 – the kind of personal 

improvement typically only available to the sovereign consumer. This sense-making frame 

reproduced through the actions and demonstrations of constituents endured (were made durable) 

in the materials, stories and scripts (or roles) that further circulated and distributed at other FCEs.  

 All of this suggests a process that proceeds in a spiral, or structurally recursive fashion, 

which is consistent with the notion of the duality of design that I wish to advance in this work. 

For now, I want to conclude this chapter by explaining how the circulation of promises, hype and 

stories elevated particular constituencies, bringing some niches/protected spaces to the fore (and 

strategically silencing others), guiding not only the future direction of the wearable market, but 

also, the frame in which to make sense of the two questions. 

                                                 
106 For more examples of target markets (users/use-cases) for wearables, see Richardson and Mackinnon 2017. 
107 “[W]hat starts as a discursive reality may end up as a technical reality, [something that] pervades the process of 

technical change, [particularly] under conditions of uncertainty” (van Lente and Bakker 2010:696). 
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 The basic form of this cycle was first suggested by van Lente, who in his 1993 

dissertation developed the notion of the promise-requirement cycle (Figure 9 below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – Promise-requirement cycle  

(van Lente 1993, in van Lente and Bakker 2010:695) 

 

When the expectation was that wearables were about augmenting human capabilities 

(superpowers), it failed to materialize because “augmentation” was very narrowly defined and, in 

many cases, fabricated (Markoff 1996; Smith 2009, 2015), making it difficult for everyone to 

witness in the same way. In other words, augmentation was not a shared matter of concern – not 

everyone could experience or find applications for that initial promise/expectation. Accordingly, 

protected spaces were created, which manifested in specific themes, topics, presentations and 

demonstrations, providing a space where others’ (apparently successful) experiences of adapting 

that promise to specific needs, requirements and/or applications could be witnessed, most likely, 

in environments where these applications (i.e., matters of concern) were already established (van 

Lente et al. 2013:1617). In doing so, the promise changed from superpowers to empowerment – 

something that was easier to witness (which, concomitantly, means the promise was more 
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“doable” in the sense of “realizable and tellable”) in the form of vulnerabilities turning into 

empowerments. Although (performance/requirement) expectations differ for different 

constituencies that may be involved or enrolled (patients, investors, lawyers, witnesses, business 

managers, parents, charities, etc.; for some wearables are about making money, for others, about 

improving their lives/those of others, etc.), they become coordinated/aligned when a certain 

vision, a retrospective prospect, shares in a normative anticipation of the future (Brown and 

Michael 2003:6). “When expectations are shared and strategies interlock, an agenda for the 

world of [wearable] technology is created” (van Lente and Rip 1998b:240) consisting of “newly 

recognized activities, interactions and coordination of actions” (van Lente and Rip 1998b:224). 

When expectations shift it signals the emergence of new activities, networks, devices, 

and hence, markets (Brown 2003:11; Brown and Michael 2003:16; van Lente and Bakker 2010). 

As such, the switch to events like wearables for pets, women, disability, and more broadly, the 

folding of WeAreWearables into the more industry/enterprise focus of AWE and EWTS, signals 

the precise moment when protected spaces for these new wearable markets emerged, as well as 

indicating the types of constituents, the terms of enrolment and their values (i.e., ‘what wearables 

are/are for’ shaped ‘what constituents are/are for’ and vice versa… it ordered both the identities 

and relations/networks of constituents and their roles/activities, in other words, a duality that 

both assembles and arranges constituencies).  

4.7 Post-script: Prospective RetroSPEX 

The key themes in this chapter centered on the constituency-building efforts of spokespersons 

and FCEs who serve up witnessing and testimony to tellable and compelling stories. Initially, 

these stories evoked promises of superpowers – an almost hopeful, superhuman vision of 

humanity’s future. But this vision was cast too wide, it needed a more practical grounding where 
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current abilities were lacking (or at least, seen to be). Instead it found renewal in visions of 

precarious futures and presents: wearable super– not powers, but– empowerments. As 

WeAreWearables’ constituents winnowed over time towards more and more specific 

applications for wearables, following its spokesperson Tom’s own journey from a general tech 

blogger and social media professional to an AR/VR venture capitalist, the scene split from 

“general conversations around wearable tech” into two more specific wearable FCEs (AWE and 

EWTS). At the time of writing, Tom continues to do his thing at AWE and AWE Nite TO108, 

focusing more on issues related to AR/VR, though his perspective on wearables in general is still 

occasionally sought by journalists.109 With BrainXchange taking over the organizing of the two 

FCEs, EWTS and AWE, it’s Head of Content, Emily Friedman now covers most of the news and 

blogging related to wearables and the workplace.110  

The spokespersons and target markets may have changed, and the topic of discussion (or 

matter of concern) may have shifted, but the stories have not. As wearables’ constituencies and 

FCEs experienced this shift toward organizational concerns at the turn of 2018, the promise of 

superpowers had a new audience and a new pretense: competitive advantage. In May 2018, the 

consulting firm Deloitte published a report titled: Workforce Superpowers: Wearables are 

Augmenting Employees’ Abilities. The fact in the title (wearables are…) depends on inference to 

the underlying/implicit matter of concern: that workers/work need augmentation/superpowers. It 

depends on a prior belief that workers are perpetually deficient and their future must be one of 

amelioration (see also Viseu 2005). What’s promising about this to companies and organizations 

                                                 
108 Although, at the time of publishing this dissertation (last week of June 2019), on June 5 th, 2019 Tom published a 

blog stating that he has ended his time as Partner with Super Ventures and has chosen to focus on opportunities in 

spatial computing. See: https://medium.com/@tomemrich/personal-update-awe-super-ventures-ba4152f21db0  
109 See https://lnkd.in/g9BU8fQ  
110 See https://brainxchange.com/enterprisewear-blog/ and https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8262990/  

https://medium.com/@tomemrich/personal-update-awe-super-ventures-ba4152f21db0
https://lnkd.in/g9BU8fQ
https://brainxchange.com/enterprisewear-blog/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8262990/
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(as the main attendee-constituents of EWTS, for example) is how wearables will give them a 

competitive advantage – workforce superpowers that trickle-up into a company’s, and perhaps 

eventually, a nation’s. I make such a broad leap loosely and only to suggest that as wearable’s 

constituencies widened, superpowers went from a humanity elevating ambition, to correcting 

individual impediments – improved humans who were then seen as able to improve 

organizational deficiencies, and thus, serve goals of economic superiority at a national level. 

Returning to eSight provides a final example of how the (re-) cycling of promissory expectations 

feeds the consolidation of wearables into the niches or market verticals just described.  

At the May 2018 iteration of AWE in Santa Clara, eSight announced it created a new 

division of the company called SPEX and showcased a new prototype wearable smart glasses 

called the SPEX HMD. The AR headset is basically a repackaged version of the eSight glasses 

except they are designed specifically for commercial, industrial and medical applications and 

users without any vision impairment. From a functional perspective, the device is basically the 

same: users are promised “greater situational awareness”, pan and zoom capabilities, picture and 

video recording, the ability to stream “external mission critical information” to the wearer – all 

hands-free and all in higher-resolution than the human eye is capable on its own (SPEX 2018). 

Here we find a return of wearables’ ability to grant superpowers, but in a case where it’s more 

difficult to determine to whom these abilities are bestowed – the worker wearing the SPEX 

HMD, or the employer who provides it as a tool for productivity or health and safety? As with 

the eSight assistive smart glasses, it supplies a portrait of the user as a bio-economic subject; a 

productive and enterprising individual (Kelly 2013), an employed or employable person capable 

of going from homines inhabiles to homo economicus (Abrams 2015), a vision aligned with the 

technocratic civility of wearables’ ideal constituents (i.e., users of wearables/AR/VR will “drive 
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economic growth, encourage empathy and collaboration, democratize healthcare and education, 

and change the world” AWE 2018).  

 

Perhaps, at some later stage, the local or domestic context of empowerment will be 

decontextualized and available to all – not just for those who need it.   
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Chapter 5 

What is a Wearable? Narration/Rendition 

Writing is work, ordering work. It is another part of the process of ordering. It grows out of a 

context. It is an effect of that context. But then it tends to go on to hide that context. 

(Law 1994:31) 

 

One of the biggest problems WorkStrong had to solve was not just how to make their device 

work (Chapter 3), it was about convincing their constituencies (potential investors, customers, 

health and safety professionals… the world) that it worked at solving their problems with 

preventable injuries. To be sure, the most common way start-ups do this is by pitching their 

company/idea at FCEs, competitions, accelerators, investors, etc. But such efforts are usually 

ephemeral; they take place in-camera/behind closed doors, over the phone, or one-off in 

competitions/events. These efforts are also not very stabilizing since they vary according to 

audience (in terms of content/length) and context (e.g., investors versus general audience of 

potential customers). While these efforts gradually refine a central or core message about the 

product (what it is/is for), it typically only finds utility in a narrow sense (i.e., compelling only to 

the extent the pitch is correctly adjusted to type of audience/context/expectations).  

To broadcast a more stabilized or core message about the product, start-ups, 

entrepreneurs and companies of all sizes usually turn to the white paper. And though I would 

urge the reader to consider how the question ‘what is a white paper?’ is similar to ‘what is a 

wearable?’ (as will become clear later in this chapter), for the sake of expedience: a white paper 

typically refers to a marketing or sales tool in business, or more generally, a concise document 

that informs readers about an issue or problem that matters to them, helps them understand it, 

and is intended to promote or compel decision-making. 
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This chapter begins by describing the context for the creation of just such a document, 

and how I came to be involved in its creation. After detailing some of the challenges involved, I 

then examine the role of the white paper as a textual device attempting to resolve uncertainties 

both in the development of a wearable and in its intended market. This chapter ends with some 

preliminary thoughts that will wrap up this inquiry concerning wearables. 

5.1 Background/Context 

My relationship with WorkStrong began with a few informal phone calls with Bill, the CEO, in 

2016. At the time, I had been contacting Canadian companies in the wearables space to 

participate in another study111 that explored the privacy implications of wearables in the 

workplace and his company stood out as one of the few with an enterprise/industrial focus. Bill 

often spoke about what his company was doing and how they differed from their competitors. In 

fact, this was mostly all that Bill ever spoke about; he struck me as someone who lived – and 

slept – in a world of constantly having to explain and convince others that what he was doing 

was incredibly valuable. 

After a few calls with Bill, I noticed he would often retreat to a familiar kind of 

vocabulary when talking about his company. Later on, he would tell me that he always took any 

chance to talk about his company in this way – to investors (even if he knew they weren’t the 

right fit or if they weren’t likely to invest), to journalists, or to researchers like me because it was 

a chance for him to practice and refine his pitch.112 He told me he had everything from 30-second 

“elevator pitches”, some that were five, 10, 20-minutes or longer, a vast (and continually 

                                                 
111 See: Richardson and Mackinnon 2017. 
112 A pitch is basically a way of explaining what his company/product does and what it’s for. In other words, the two 

questions applied to WorkStrong the company and its product. 
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growing) collection of long/short slide decks (PowerPoint/pdfs) that would accompany his talk – 

he even said he had it down to four words: personalized injury prevention system. 

This world is the world of the start-up founder or entrepreneur – 20% of their time is 

managing and developing their company/idea/product/service, the other 80% is figuring out how 

to make it compelling, valuable, salable, how it is different from competitors or previous 

solutions/methods. Where they excel at communication they must also be diligent mediators: 

time spent pitching the company is an opportunity to learn what potential customers want, and 

time spent overseeing product development helps shape what to pitch the product as – both 

opportunities reciprocally feed back into each other. All of this effort expresses an ongoing 

period of discovery for both WorkStrong and its potential customers: what starts as Bill’s (and 

WorkStrong’s) attempt to get others to understand what their product is and what problem it 

solves is simultaneously an occasion for them to come to terms with what their wearable is (or 

could be) and what it is for (or what customers want). In the case of WorkStong’s product, 

MotionSense: 

What it is for – has been relatively stable since the beginning: preventing workplace 

MSDs 

 

What it is – has not been as stable: it started off as a wearable shirt with embedded 

sensors; now (at time of writing) is six wearable sensors with Velcro straps. The name of 

the device has also changed three times over the course of its development (but for 

confidentiality reasons, I continue to name it MotionSense). 

 

The biggest hurdle they had was not just getting those two ideas across, it was the acceptability 

(or receptivity) of both questions: Would workers actually want to wear this? Would employers 

actually buy into this? It also required sensitivity to the way they spoke (or wrote) about the 

problem of MSDs, and how this could inadvertently malign or denigrate previous efforts to 

address it. This was made all the more difficult because MSDs are problematic for many – to be 
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sure, the worker and their employer, but also, ergonomists, rehabilitation specialists, the 

employee’s family, the community, the economy, the nation,113 etc. 

Most of Bill’s efforts and face-to-face meetings were with potential investors and buyers 

(not end users, i.e., workers), and there was consensus that employers would be interested in their 

product BUT employee buy-in was seen as a particularly crucial hurdle. It wasn’t just that 

employees had privacy concerns with a device that would make their movements more 

transparent and (ac)countable, it was mostly that they would object to something new that would 

intrude or affect their work habits – or rather, they way they had become accustomed to working 

and accomplishing their job task.  

In March 2017, I suggested to Bill that I could help him create materials to assist with the 

hurdles he faced – and we agreed to an internship that summer (June–August). He mentioned 

during that call that his trajectory to date had been about getting to a point where felt ahead of 

the game – “no one else is doing this” which was also about “letting other people do the 

education for us” – meaning that others, such as rehab specialists, employees/employers, unions, 

insurance companies, workers compensation boards, physicians etc. were already well aware of 

the problem (costs of workplace MSDs) and the need for a solution or different way of 

addressing it.  

In short, Bill wanted WorkStrong to be seen as a thought leader in the area of digital 

solutions for workplace health and safety. This way, the company would be seen as the go-to 

solution provider and expert for reducing the costs of preventable workplace injuries. Part of 

‘being seen’ as a thought leader included affiliations with researchers, institutions and more well-

known advisors and other companies, so including me as an intern enabled Bill/WorkStrong to 

                                                 
113 For example, one study estimated that MSDs and preventable workplace injuries can impact as much as 5% of a 

country’s total output (WHO 1999). 
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say: We are working with researchers from Queen’s and other universities – giving the company 

the optics of being associated with cutting-edge research, technology and expertise.  

The initial idea for my internship was to examine the challenges, successes, weaknesses 

and strengths of MotionSense and showcase them through a marketing or research standpoint. 

But at the time, MotionSense existed only as a prototype and there were no pilot projects upon 

which to base these findings, so the inputs and outputs to my work at the beginning of the 

internship were necessarily broad.  

Since their problem was essentially about figuring out a compelling way to convince 

others that MotionSense (what it is/is for) was the best possible solution to the problems faced by 

their broad array of constituents (workers with sore backs/wage loss due to injury; employers 

with high attrition, injury insurance costs, lowered productivity, retraining costs, ergonomists 

and rehab specialists’ blind spots, etc.), I initially relied on my expertise as an STS scholar to 

provide WorkStrong with an analysis of how their product would be understood. I knew that 

their main worry was how workers would interpret this new device, which, even though it was 

about improving their lives, WorkStrong believed they would be the main source of trepidation.  

In my first ten days on the job, I produced two consultation reports: one that examined 

how they could specify their device in different ways, by understanding its physical, interactive, 

hermeneutic, ontological specifications; the other focused on developing a user-driven approach 

to the ongoing design (and uptake) of MotionSense. In both cases, it was about helping 

WorkStrong develop an orientation toward those who might be the source of deleterious beliefs 

about MotionSense. Although such work was fundamental, it was seen as redundant given 

WorkStrong’s more specific concerns about who and what was the source of such beliefs – the 

most destabilizing opinions (they felt, at that time) would be those about the device’s privacy 
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implications, especially among the older more established employees who were (and would be) 

seen as trustworthy (by other employees) and those who would mostly likely represent unionized 

interests.  

Bill (CEO) and Luke (CTO) – the only two full-time employees and co-owners of 

WorkStrong at that time – gradually tapered my job task to producing a white paper – and the 

initial suggestion was to focus on barriers to adoption: how to get people to wear the product, 

how to get people more engaged with their own health and safety at work. Later on, when I 

work-shadowed Bill during one of his conference calls with interested investors, I discovered 

that they were one of the main reasons behind the need for a white paper.  

Investors wanted Bill to work on crafting a “pro-positive” message that didn’t pit people 

against each other. Employers (as potential buyers of MotionSense) would be put off by 

language that empowered the worker too much and workers would be put off if the biggest 

benefit of the technology was merely about saving the company money and improving 

productivity – especially if it was something they saw as just another way to spy on them. 

Likewise, WorkStrong also didn’t want to openly call out their competitors for their 

shortcomings (I had to avoid all “trigger words” that could signal a barrier to adoption); above 

all, the purpose of the white paper was about presenting WorkStrong as an expert, as a 

knowledge leader – a claim given weight through the expertise and institutional association of 

the author qua PhD Candidate.  

We eventually dropped the idea for a white paper focused solely on privacy because it 

too was seen to be triggering and would associate MotionSense with precisely the kinds of 

discussions and concerns they were trying to avoid. They wanted something more along the lines 

of addressing general barriers to adoption and even though privacy was a big part of those 
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concerns, they didn’t want to get too far into the weeds – for instance, the nuanced (and 

provincial/national/international) distinctions between personal information, personally-

identifiable information and work-related information (Richardson and Mackinnon 2017). My 

thought was doing so could tie together WorkStrong’s value proposition: If they were all about 

being proactive about workplace injuries, they could also be proactive about privacy, and a white 

paper about privacy could be a competitive advantage for them. I even went as far as to re-write 

the 10 recommendations from our report for the Privacy Commissioner of Canada as a guidance 

document for WorkStrong’s customers, complete with a model WorkStrong’s customers could 

use together with employees, unions, ergonomists and other specialists involved in occupational 

health and safety (Figure 10) to create trust and develop a culture of privacy around adopting a 

wearable device like MotionSense.  

Figure 10 – Slide from one of my early white paper outlines for Bill and Luke 
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5.2 Writing the White Paper 

After a meeting with Luke (in July 2017), the scope for the white paper shifted from something 

that could be based on my expertise, to something that turned out to be what WorkStrong really 

wanted: a marketing document that looked like a research document but consisted of mostly 

short, simple, bulleted “take home points” aimed with “laser precision” towards who the 

intended audience and their needs/desires. I asked Luke who the target audience should be, to 

which he responded: “Imagine someone with a high school education who knows and cares 

nothing about technology, and they’re managing this company or they’re the head of the union, 

and these are the kind of guys you should be thinking of”. What he had in mind were older 

workers uninclined to change, often referring to them as “Rolls Royce employees” or “the 

skeptics” – those with “30 years on the job, five more to go before pension. Have 

seen/experienced injuries, currently suffering from aches/pains…” The focus was to be on 

convincing this group that change (in the form of this technological intervention) was ultimately 

good for them; a personalized digital (wearable) solution would prevent injuries before they 

occur and ensure they could keep earning a living. In Luke’s words, it was about giving this 

group “the warm and fuzzies” because “they can smell bullshit from a mile away”. 

But painting this picture in a way that did not “piss off senior management, investors, 

rehab specialists, etc.” (everyone other than the employee) was very difficult. I could not write 

anything that could be construed as saying the workplace was inherently unsafe (or a potential 

causal factor for MSDs), because this would seemingly place blame on the employer. Nor could 

I say anything that suggested the opposite: that workers themselves were the source of why they 

get injured. Adding further difficulty was that the document needed to appear neutral: even 

though they wanted a marketing document, I could not mention the company or their product. 
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The white paper needed to accomplish the marketing intention in a roundabout way: we 

understand you, your problem and here’s what an ideal solution would look like (to the “Rolls 

Royce” intended audience).  

Striking that right balance meant that the problem of MSDs needed to be constructed as a 

problem that affects everyone, yet the message needed to be heard in a way that resonated most 

with the intended audience. MSDs have personal and interpersonal costs and causes (e.g., 

reduction in quality of life, mental/physical ability, family stresses, etc.); they have systemic or 

operational costs and causes (e.g., workstation design, job rotation/scheduling, etc.); the efforts 

of rehab specialists and ergonomists are thwarted due to inadequate methods and inability to 

observe all employees all the time, thereby potentially creating more risks for employees (e.g., 

when best practices/interventions are based on averages, they may be ill-suited to individual 

needs/abilities.  

In short: the current situation is bad for everyone, it’s no one’s fault individually, it’s just 

because currently: 1) we only see causative factors of MSDs with hindsight, not foresight; 2) 

there is no way to observe how MSDs develop gradually in ways unique to every individual and 

agnostic of job task; and 3) this limited ability to observe and understand the risk of MSDs 

prevents the kind of timely detection and intervention needed to prevent it worsening. 

Ultimately, the solution is for the worker and convincing them it’s not just good for them but 

good for everyone was seen as a way of securing the “buy-in” of Rolls Royce employees.  

Of course, it may be obvious to the reader that such technological interventions are rarely 

demanded by the workers themselves (and even if so, the chances of successfully convincing the 

organization to procure, deploy and maintain such devices and the infrastructures, management 

and support staff to support and operate it is low, not to mention retraining, certification, 
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regulatory hurdles, drafting new policies, legal consultations, etc.). Indeed, WorkStrong’s 

primary business strategy was B2B (volume) sales to industrial companies, with secondary 

opportunity for value-added resale through health and safety professionals. The business model 

is monthly subscriptions with a 1-year minimum commitment.  

Accordingly, it may be that this white paper was actually intended more as a nice to have, 

something that could demonstrate WorkStrong had done their due diligence and had readily in 

their back pocket to show investors and prospective buyers at a moment’s notice – instead of just 

something designed to appeal directly to Rolls Royce employees. When Bill was able to 

convince potential investors and buyers what MotionSense is/is for relative to them (e.g., “this 

saves/makes you money”) – the usual response would be something like: Ok, we’re on board, 

but how can I get my guys to wear this all the time? With this white paper prepared, he could 

then say: We have the messaging in-hand to make this relevant to them and bring them on-side. 

The white paper thus serves an interdiscursive and stabilizing function: it turns potentially 

antagonistic actors/groups into allies by constructing relevant social groups’ 

arguments/facts/theories/beliefs/perspectives about the problems of, and their stake in, workplace 

MSDs as interrelated problems with a complementary solution. That this solution was 

MotionSense was never explicitly mentioned in the white paper, only that it would consist of 

measures that directly address the problems described above.  

Finishing the White Paper 

In this way, a white paper can be seen as a document for building a coalition strong enough to 

encourage adoption and resist opposition. This coalition consists not just of the intended users of 

the device, it encompasses all the words, promises, materials, technologies, methods, 

infrastructures, systems, etc., that make the problem real and frame MotionSense as the solution. 
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In other words, it comprises an interdependent and interpenetrating complex of actor networks 

(Maguire 2004:131). In all, I produced the two consultation reports mentioned earlier, one of 

which was seen as more promising to continue working on (the privacy angle) until they realized 

repeated use of the term could be triggering. In the next iteration, the white paper gradually took 

shape around the “limitations” of current best practices because the term “challenges” was 

identified earlier as a potential trigger word – one comment I received on one of the drafts: 

“Don’t challenge the ergo culture, acknowledge where it is, and lead it to a new place. Give them 

an opportunity to consider rather than a challenge to dispute”. I worked on this final iteration and 

it was revised numerous times over the course of August 2017 (last month of my internship) in 

my correspondence with WorkStrong (though it was mostly Luke providing comments and 

feedback in-draft), over email, and at team meetings. In one of the final revisions I incorporated 

feedback from two close friends – one who represented occupational health and safety specialists 

and the other representing organizational interests (human resources) – and a few others (e.g., 

my partner, my parents and my PhD supervisor).  

All these revisions (and widening the network of reviewers) reflected how my confidence 

had eroded by this time in my internship; I was well outside my areas of expertise and the careful 

“word-smithing” and dancing around trigger words and other undesirable language made it very 

painstaking to get the words and messaging right. Most helpful were the comments from Luke 

(who as CTO, mostly worked on MotionSense hardware and back-end software) where current 

limitations of the device curtailed what I could write. For example, in an early draft I wrote: “An 

ideal digital solution would alert you when you should rest or rotate to a different task, rather 

than leaving that up to you or when you’re off work” And Luke’s comment was: “For the 

moment, we don't prescribe what needs to change. We only alert that there is a potential risk.” In 
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the next draft, this had the effect of making the statement somehow both more specific and 

ambiguous: 

An ideal solution would: 1) Monitor motions throughout the shift and deliver intelligent 

and timely insights about risk of injury before they occur to the individual. 2) Provide 

aggregate team-level insights to those in charge of oversight, enabling them to better 

understand ways to optimize breaks or task rotation. 

 

By the end of my internship, buoyed from all these comments and revisions, the white paper was 

in a nearly finished state – comments that remained started to drift towards the options available 

for positioning the document in the way WorkStrong wanted. Again, I wasn’t able to mention 

WorkStrong, MotionSense, their competitors and many other things, but I did want to subtly 

insert some kind of gesture toward the company.114 So in the last sentence of the report, I echoed 

one of WorkStrong’s main slogans and the last comment I received was: “If the intention is to 

have a neutral piece, one way to mention the company and product is to have a separate section 

at the end of the paper that indicates that WorkStrong sponsored the report and where further 

info can be obtained”. 

And with that, that was it. With my internship over, I thought WorkStrong would make 

the final touches, export as PDF and put it up on their website. To date, I am not sure what 

happened to the white paper as it seems to have never been published. Perhaps it really was just a 

nice to have, something that was more useful for placating investors’ concerns than those of 

Rolls Royce employees. More realistically, I think that it lives on, somewhere in the cloud of 

WorkStrong the organization, quietly waiting for a moment to represent what MotionSense is/is 

                                                 
114 With all the revisions, changes in scope and all the things I couldn’t mention, I finally realized that the document 

that was supposed to have the look of neutral piece produced by a researcher was actually just a roundabout way to 

mention WorkStrong, its product and expertise. Maybe it was just my academic instincts kicking-in: if the integrity 

my authorship could offer was the main intent, then perhaps I felt making such a reference was a subtle way to 

rescue that integrity while still accomplishing expectations put to me (and expectations of myself). The slogan could 

be read ambiguously, but also (for those in the know) as a direct reference to the company/product. I wanted to 

reflect what the white paper actually was: not a research document but a marketing piece in disguise. 
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for, to dispel myths and worries that could hinder its adoption, and to precipitate proactive 

attention to a problem whose best solution is a wearable device. 

5.3 Analysis 

While previous sections in this chapter touched on how the technology (what MotionSense is/is 

for) shaped the white paper (according to the interpretive intentions of the target audience), it can 

also be shown that the white paper shaped the technology.  

In the ongoing setting of an organization, the narrative of the white paper provides a base 

from which more stories, adaptations and renditions can be built (van Lente and Rip 1998a:216). 

They are structured around a contingency – end-user acceptance is not guaranteed – that is 

addressed (much like tellable stories at FCEs) through its elision (or omission) in scenarios that 

consist in demonstrating that: we know who you are, why you do this kind of work, where MSDs 

really come from (no one in particular) and why this is a problem/solution for all (but mainly 

you). In this movement, “narrative is constitutive of agency” (Deuten and Rip 2000:72). The 

white paper speaks to the actions or capabilities of the MotionSense solution, prospective users, 

as well as those of WorkStrong – a story that not only constitutes their subsequent actions, but 

ones to which they can be held to account (e.g., should they be unable to deliver on the white 

paper’s promises). If, as Deuten and Rip argue, narrative constitutes agency, then the act of 

narrating, that is, narration, is the process by which MotionSense, WorkStrong and their 

customers/users are co-constituted/co-shaped/co-adjusted, aligned and arranged. In this respect, 

where narration and rendition take place is where answers to two questions concerning 

wearables are forged – ideas, stories, frames and texts that structure, give substance to, provide a 

way of holding to account, and literally manifest what MotionSense/a wearable is, what it can do 

and who/what it is for. It creates interlocking sets of promises and expectations that scripts (van 
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Lente and Rip 1998a) various actors into the plot who must perform their part for the story to be 

successful (Borup et al. 2006; Brown 2003:6). Once a white paper is published and directed to 

the correct audiences, a pattern begins to emerge, a pattern discussed by van Lente and Rip as the 

“co-evolutionary duality of structure and agency”, but what I call the duality of design: 

The basic mechanism is that actors position themselves and others (and future 

technology) in a story or plot, and so make others into characters in the story. In reaction, 

others will become enunciators of stories of their own, which are inevitably linked to the 

original one. Since implications for action are drawn, the stories become assembled into a 

repertoire used by actors to define possibilities and strategies, as well as to evaluate the 

actions of others. Thus, prospective structures emerge, i.e. arrangements that do not yet 

exist, but are nonetheless forceful due to the perceived implications of the projected 

future (van Lente and Rip 1998a:206) 

 

Hence, it is not just assembling the right coalition of actors that matters as much as their 

arrangement (thus echoing conclusions in the previous two chapters). The script pulls actors 

together, but once roles set for them are taken up and performed, an aspirational115 structure is 

generated to which futures actions are shaped and coordinated (van Lente and Rip 1998a:203). 

This structure enables what Deuten and Rip describe as telling forward (2000:85) – it enables the 

actors to extend, interact and play a relevant part in future domains. Here, as in the white paper, 

problem/challenges are presented as opportunities, and opportunities are presented as promises 

(“we [and only we] understand your problem”) – promises that are channeled (some 

elided/strategically silenced, Star and Strauss 1999) and translated into a program for action (“of 

what a solution consists”) and subsequently converted into requirements (“you need this 

solution”) – creating a protected space for how WorkStrong wants MotionSense to be seen, taken 

up, and “told forward” (van Lente and Rip 1998a:223). Telling-forward means “the outcome of a 

promise-requirement conversion is the background for a new one” (van Lente and Rip 

                                                 
115 These aspirations are opportunities actors perceive in the future technology – an anticipation that draws them 

together and constitutes their interconnection (van Lente and Rip 1998a:207). 
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1998a:223), a looping cycle (duality) that produces a new one, one shaped by existing 

constructions and activities (i.e., design + use), themselves molded after the one that came before 

(Hacking 1999). 

5.4 Reflecting Back 

At this point, I must admit that my own narration of the white paper story arranges or makes a 

difference in the rendering of MotionSense and WorkStrong. To be sure, although the white 

paper was a joint construction (what I wrote was continually revised and adjusted by Bill and 

Luke and with feedback from other reviewers), it was not assembled arbitrarily. Key points, 

arguments, evidence, structure and flow were arranged to depict a world where MotionSense 

played a role and where WorkStrong could emerge as trustworthy expert (without explicitly 

mentioning either of them).  

Sharing a story in which I am a character also has its share of constraints. The aspiration 

for this work to be received well, to serve as partial fulfillment of my degree requirements does 

not permit too much deviation from the expectations connected with this goal. Yet by writing 

myself into this story, I aimed to draw similarities between the act of: writing the dissertation, 

writing the white paper, problem-solving, constituency-building and answering the two 

questions. In fact, if we apply the basic form of the two questions to each chapter (what is this 

chapter about/what is it for?), it reveals that they weren’t just assembled, but arranged so as to 

tell forward – to serve as a background for subsequent querying into wearables and the human-

technology relationship. A pattern common in all these activities is the work of inquiring116 – in 

short, and thus: What is a wearable/white paper/dissertation? 

                                                 
116 Many dictionaries note that inquiry and enquiry are interchangeable, though some prefer using inquiry when 

referring to formal matters, as in a formal inquest, while enquiry is more apt to ‘the act of questioning’. While the 

latter is closer to my intended usage, it is much more intuitive and easier etymologically to unpack the meaning of 
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A query. A query that spurs further inquiring, narrating, designing, constructing, using, 

promising, scripting… structures, agency… an inquest, an investigation, the act of questioning. 

Transformed into STS/ANT terms, we might even say -quiry, or even better, quiring using the 

etymology of the term inquiry and separating out its Latin roots, in- (“in, at, on; into”) 117 + 

quaerō (“seek, look for”). The etymology of quaerō is uncertain,118 but as a verb it serves as a 

declaration, an antecedent that speaks to the essential relation (and aspirational structure) linking 

technology and man (a link that is wearable technology). A range of descriptors help specify the 

term:  

1. I seek, look for 

2. I ask, question, inquire, query 

3. I strive for; endeavor; seek to obtain 

4. I miss, lack 

5. I desire, require, want 

 

Decomposed as such, we might also compare quiring to its cognate, acquire: obtain, hold, to 

seek, arrive at, attain. The meaning of acquire is like asking “what/which answer to the two 

questions holds”? The goal of any act of (in)quiring is to acquire something that sustains119 or, 

‘is an answer to’ the two questions. Therefore, -quire or quiring refers to the reciprocal 

                                                 
inquiry since it is much closer to the original word in Latin inquīrō (the en- in ‘enquiry’ comes from the French 

word enquête). See “usage notes” in: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/inquiry 
117 Notice that the definition of the Latin prefix in- accords with different forms of wearable attachment or nearness 

to the body (see Appendix A). These terms could also be read as indicating the directionality of the wearable’s 

capabilities or functions (i.e., what it brings near/incorporates)– “it looks at the user’s steps” “it looks into whether 

the user has atrial fibrillation”. By separating the prefix from the suffix and giving primacy to -quiring, we can avoid 

unintentionally/inadvertently privileging a particular form or kind of inquiry. In other words, quiring (without the 

prefix in-) better reflects an unbiased starting point to ask the two questions; it does not prefigure the kind of 

attachment/incorporation, body or potential use. The prefix in- already contains assumptions about what is being 

looked at/on/into. 
118 https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/quaero#Latin  
119 What I have in mind here is Tony Fry’s notion of Sustainment, a dialectic that accounts for and nourishes 

relational ways of being in the world. It calls attention to the unity of creation and destruction that defines our mode 

of engagement with the world that also folds back into our own making: “we made and make ourselves what we are 

by unthinkingly destroying what we were (individually and collectively)” (Fry 2012:8).  

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/inquiry
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/quaero#Latin
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movement, the to-and-fro of that question-answer (ordering) process, which itself reflects the 

reciprocal pattern of structure-agency (and other dualities) and potential orders/orderings thereof.  

 You might be thinking: Why this odd word, quiring. Don’t you just mean querying? 

Querying means to inquire about, which will not do if we want to refer to the activity or impetus 

that occurs before we know what that about is, something that would, for instance, be the starting 

point for tinkering.120 ‘Acquiring’ seems closer to that aim, but only if we define it as a verb, 

something that is exercised, from the Latin ad- (“to”) + quaere (“seek”). ‘Seeking’ is something 

common to questioning and answering endeavors; all that’s missing for this to be like other 

conditional statements is the consequent, which in this case, is our point of departure: “I [blank], 

therefore, I continue” (c.f., 1.1.2 in Latour 1988:158). Insert any of the underlined verbs in the 

five bullet points above into the [blank] defines quiring’s ordering mode, what I have been 

calling arrangement: “forms of strategic arranging that are intentional but do not necessarily 

have a subject” (Law 1994:21). 

 Thus, quiring = seeking without something sought; not “to seek something” but the very 

act as such, the quest to find; a path; a path when traversed leads to new ones; path-making. ‘A 

query’ or ‘a quiring’ (which sounds like acquire/acquiring) is just one instance, one 

moment/attempt in an ongoing quiring.121 To say that quiring is the pattern common to the 

activities that form the focus of each chapter is not reductionist. If we take into consideration the 

openness advocated in Chapter 2, seeing quiring as a starting point (not only for design/use, but 

also, methodologically) helps to “set things irreduced and free” (Latour 1988:154). In like 

fashion, it is equivalent to the overall argument that a wearable is, sui generis, a quiring.  

                                                 
120 To return to a quote from Chapter 1, tinkerers “approach a task as though they had just entered a foreign 

territory[…] They work without precise plan, often beginning with one element and playing with it, allowing one 

idea to lead them to the next or to nothing at all” (Turkle 1990:147). 
121 Hence, the title and scope of this dissertation is itself just one moment in the ongoing quiring of wearables. 
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 This definition of quiring also matches with notions of self-reflection, self-monitoring 

and revision – features that, on the one hand, are characteristic of Quantified Self (Lupton 2016; 

Neff and Nafus 2016) as one of the ordinary/common sense answers to the two questions, and on 

the other, reflect the contemporary character of identity and self-fashioning frequently described 

in scholarship on modernity (Bauman 1992; Giddens 1991). Note, for instance, similarities 

between the former’s assessment of the modern world and the reflexive project of the self 

enabled by wearable devices (in other words, imagine the speaker in the passage below is a 

wearable device): 

Ours is a self-reflexive world; self-reflection, monitoring the outcome of past action, 

revising the plan according to the result of the reflection, re-drawing the map of the latter 

as the situation keeps changing in the course of and under the influence of action, re-

evaluation of the original purposes and adequacy of the originally selected means, and 

above all an ongoing reassessment of the plural and uncoordinated values and strategies, 

have replaced to a great extent the deterministic push of tradition both on the 

organizational and the individual level (Bauman 1992:90). 

 

This recursive openness to self-revision defines not just the constitution of wearable users, but 

wearables itself – how it and we continually come to know what the other is/is for. Understood 

as quiring, wearables (and the sociology described here) are uniquely suited to the task of being 

resonant with its own structure; a sociology of wearables brings the technical me and the social 

me into an ongoing, self-reflective commentary.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 

As I hope might now be clear, this dissertation is not only about understanding how wearable 

problem/solutions, constituencies and narratives are fashioned and arranged, it also confronts our 

own assembling and arranging of these accounts as essentially the same activity –something that 

Garfinkel argued long ago122 but I think still has yet to be fully appreciated in STS and the social 

sciences. I have tried to structure each chapter so that they follow the same path, or quiring 

direction. Each begins with and is centered on activities that shape the two questions concerning 

wearables: What is the problem? Who is this for? How do we communicate this? It is through 

the activities and relations composing these three quiring directions (each, characterizing 

chapters 3, 4 and 5 respectively) that we glimpse the co-constitutive relation (duality) between ‘a 

wearable’, wearables’ sociotechnical frame and an attempt at stabilization (e.g., the white paper). 

 As I set out to uncover ‘what is a wearable’, I realized that much of the activity I was 

seeing had the same kind of patterns. These patterns are what I’ve called the duality of design 

and quiring. Uncovering and exploring these notions helped bring us closer to what a wearable 

is/does and how it comes to be: The duality of design refers to a process or the cycle between 

design and use (and/or structure/agency, etc.) and quiring refers to the activity driving that cycle; 

                                                 
122 “[T]he activities whereby members produce and manage settings of organized everyday affairs are identical with 

members’ procedures for making those settings account-able” (Garfinkel 1967:1). That is, the way in which people 

produce social order, make sense of and manage it is identical with the way in which (methods) social scientists 

(who are also contemporaneous members of social order/s) render an account of them. One is not “more objective” 

than the other, for objectivity itself – to “give an account” – depends on the (socially organized) occasion for its use. 

“Members accounts are reflexively and essentially tied for their rational features to the socially organized occasions 

of their use for they are features of the socially organized occasions of their use” (Garfinkel 1967:4). All compounds 

to inform the dualities when describing wearable technologies-in-text (what transpires in the chapters) and 

technology-as-text (i.e., the dissertation as an account of efforts to shape wearables’ sociotechnical frame).  
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the input that provides momentum to social and technological emergence and change (i.e., 

innovation). Quiring is what takes place each time we think of, construct, design, use, tinker 

with, adjust, adapt, write about technologies (or any thing) – it’s the fundamental activity that 

contributes to the sociotechnical frame, but also, what the thing is/does.  

In this concluding chapter, I return our attention to the cases in each chapter to further 

illustrate these patterns to see what lessons may be learned and to what further pathways these 

notions might lead.  

Chapter 3 – Problem-solving 

This chapter sought to start us off from the ground up so to speak (following Chapter 2’s 

deconstruction) and attempts to illustrate how the wearable itself shapes the two questions 

though “the dance” of disciplinary and material agency. It examined the mathematics behind one 

of the most common and ultimately defining capabilities of most wearable devices: motion 

tracking using quaternions and an IMU (and in this way, served as a kind of replication study of 

Pickering’s similar work in The Mangle of Practice). Quaternions and IMUs enable wearable 

devices to see our movements in ways we can’t – in the case of MotionSense, we can see 

whether specific motions, forces and angles contribute to a worker’s risk of developing MSDs. In 

the case of the chapter itself, quaternions and IMUs enabled us, so to speak, to see the ties that 

blinded Earl’s path to solving his problem – his existing disciplinary and conceptual practice(s) 

as a software engineer prevented him from seeing material agency (i.e., the bizarre behaviour he 

noticed when converting between MatLab and Unity, such as when joints/arms in his animations 

moved in unexpected ways). Once he was able to see how his animations and programs behaved 

(by creating his own third program to systematically check where differences were produced), he 
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was able to solve the problem and realize that although it was one of the hardest problems he had 

ever worked on, the solution was actually very simple and in front of him all along.  

Following Pickering (1995), the story of Hamilton’s discovery of quaternions illustrates a 

similar struggle – and in many ways, is kind of an allegory for this dissertation itself. When I 

started writing this chapter, I knew it had to be about Earl’s problem, but I couldn’t discuss that 

without having a definition or explanation of quaternions to help the reader make sense of his 

struggle. In doing so, I wanted to bring the reader near to my own effort to understand the two 

questions in terms of motion tracking and how that works (since this is the most common 

capability of wearables, understanding how this works provides a base understanding of what 

they are/are for). Mathematicians have long known that there is no easy answer or definition of 

quaternions without, literally and figuratively going through the motions and demonstrating 

quaternions (Baek et al. 2017). On this point, we can now see a parallel between demonstrating 

quaternions in Chapter 3 and demonstrating wearables at FCEs in Chapter 4.  

It was only at the end of the process that we became able to ‘see’ quaternions (e.g., once 

the space of rotations became “instructably reproducible” (Lynch 1993:261) using the pencil 

example or using our thumb, index and middle fingers to perform, or transform, rotations in the 

4-dimensional space of quaternions into conversational body language) and their importance in 

wearable (motion tracking) applications. It is as though we are placed on a level playing field 

with WorkStrong’s wearable-in-the-making in its efforts to acquire the ability to translate 

between algebraic (i.e., computer code/raw data) and geometric dimensions (this being the main 

utility of quaternions, what they are/are for).  
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Chapter 4 – Constituencies 

Whereas the previous chapter takes the perspective of material/conceptual/disciplinary agency’s 

effect on us (technology→society), Chapter 4 looks at our effect on it (society→technology). It’s 

as though Chapter 3 gives wearables a technological determinist treatment and here I try to give 

it a social determinist treatment.  

Here we examined wearables from the top down, from the perspective of the 

organizations, interest groups, spokespersons, journalists, and others engaged at events like FCEs 

and smaller meetups. In this way, the conceit of both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 becomes apparent: 

they both illustrate that despite seemingly taking sides in terms of the old determinist dichotomy 

(Wyatt 2007) – Chapter 3 seems to be tech determinist while Chapter 4 seems social determinist 

– each perspective can be shown to flow into its opposite (i.e., duality of design). In some ways, 

Chapter 3 intended to focus on answering the first part of the two questions “what is a 

wearable?”, but in the process, we found it had to be answered in the form of “how it is that it 

does what it is”. The activities described in Chapter 4 could be taken to address the second part 

of the two questions “what are wearables for?”, but like Chapter 3, we found it was answered in 

the course of narrowing the kind of wearables and the type of users/constituencies targeted (what 

they are informs what the wearables are for). To put it differently, there is an inherent duality to 

the two questions: what answers (or informs) the first part is the second, and what answers the 

second is the first. 

 This chapter also sought to understand how wearable constituencies (and by implication, 

wearable markets) are formed out of efforts to stabilize particular responses to the two questions 

– each event constituted an opportunity to demonstrate and learn what wearables are and what 

they are for. We followed the story of the WeAreWearables meetup (as part of an array of related 
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FCEs such as AWE and EWTS), its charismatic leader Tom Emrich and their journey to 

demonstrate wearables’ “superpowers to the people”. Although the name was chosen for its 

strong connotations of community, we can also interpret it literally as an answer to the two 

questions: we are wearables, and wearables are (for) us.  

 As it transpired, wearables were first presented as technologies that gave people 

superpowers. This messaging failed, in part, because both ‘people’ and which ‘superpowers’ 

were ill-defined – they needed a better constituency. The next step to make it more appealing 

was casting wearable’s superpowers not as super human abilities but rather, superpowers in 

terms of deliverance from human frailty. What was super powerful about wearables was their 

ability to shore-up, reduce, or hasten any weakness or weakening of the human body – in short, 

wearables transitioned from a positive or inflationary to a deflationary kind of humanism. 

Decline and impoverishment is associated with the past, casting wearables as a conduit to 

future amelioration and self-improvement. The cycles between promises, expectations and 

requirements (van Lente 1993), and transitions between prospective retrospects and retrospective 

prospects (Brown and Michael 2003) helped trace the emergence of new markets following the 

dissolution of the WeAreWearables constituency into two larger FCEs (EWTS and AWE). One 

might note the absence of WorkStrong in this chapter, but I wanted to highlight how attempts to 

broaden wearables’ appeal simultaneously depended on narrowing what they are and to 

whom/for what they are intended (providing a useful contrast to the task of the white paper 

discussed in Chapter 5). 

Chapter 5 – Narration/rendition 

This chapter opens with Bill’s efforts to pitch what his company is, does and what sector, 

industry, or problem his product/service is trying to target/solve. In this scenario we essentially 
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have an encounter between the setting of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4: pitching the company for 

early entrepreneurs and start-ups serves as a period of discovery for both WorkStrong and its 

potential customers to learn what their company is about, what its capable of, who it’s for, what 

it can/should and should not do – efforts that simultaneously shape and are shaped by the 

wearable device itself. In fact, an overarching theme (or trope?) for the dissertation as a whole 

that this chapter attempts to reveal is that, while we could easily fit each scenario into a SCOT 

framework (and indeed, my effort to borrow language/terminology from SCOT was intentional 

on this point) and say “These relevant social groups are attempting to stabilize wearables’ 

technological frame through rhetorical closure” (e.g., the white paper, the pitch, the compelling 

stories at FCEs, etc.), those same relevant social actors are also shown to be shaped by the 

technology. Indeed, this was Hacking’s point regarding “the child viewer of television” (1999) 

and other “looping effects” (1995).  

More succinctly, what’s still missing in most social constructivist arguments is something 

quite evident: in the process of a technology’s social construction, the social is also constructed. 

This becomes apparent when you think through the phrase “social construction of wearables” 

and see that ‘social construction’ already implicates the social in this act of constructing. Though 

the ordinary interpretation of the phrase suggests that technology, wearables or child viewers of 

television are constructed socially (as though technologies are essentially material enactments of 

the social) or in a social way (i.e., by human fiat), when we pay closer attention to “where the 

action is” (Dourish 2001) in the phrase it can be read in reverse: wearables or child viewers are 

technologies of social construction. That this phrase can be read in reverse is consistent with STS 

interpretations of the social as “a recursive process rather than a thing” (Law 1994:14); “the 
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social is materially heterogeneous: talk, bodies, texts, machines… all implicate and perform the 

social” (Law 1994:2). 

Importantly, this chapter also implicated the technology of a (or this) dissertation itself as 

a place for the social construction of wearables. Of course, that’s what each of the other 

fieldwork chapters try to show and since the task for my internship inserted me between those 

two settings/chapters, I had an effect on how WorkStrong would render itself and its product 

going forward (even if they never published the white paper). To reiterate a conclusion from the 

previous chapter, the aim for this dissertation only emerged after I had completed all this 

research and started assembling it. In doing so, I discovered similarities between the act of 

writing the dissertation, writing the white paper, problem-solving, constituency-building, and 

answering the two questions. To repeat: applying the basic form of the two questions to each 

chapter (what is this chapter about/what is it for?), reveals that they weren’t just assembled, but 

arranged to serve as a background for subsequent querying into wearables and the human-

technology relationship. My next step post-doctorate would be to further explore any one of 

these paths (technological engineering/problem solving/tinkering; constituency-building at 

FCEs; reflexive/autoethnographic account of design/use/articulation sociotechnical practices, 

etc.) and continue to tell forward stories of sociotechnical duality. 

Duality of Design: Theoretical lessons 

Technological capabilities are often rhetorically positioned as solutions to problems. In the case 

of WorkStrong (Chapter 3), the problem was that current methods were unable to detect 

workers’ onset of MSDs (something itself framed as “preventable injuries”), a problem that 

could only be solved by a wearable like MotionSense. Even a simple cereal box pedometer that 

only counts steps offers a corrective to other, ostensibly more unreliable methods. The duality 
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arises when we see that making a wearable device that works at solving putative problems itself 

consists in large measure of problem-solving work. Over a period of (re-)discovery and 

tinkering, how it works begins shape the identity of the wearable – what it is and what it is for – 

which is continually fed-back and adjusted as sociotechnical capabilities, demands, needs, 

inputs, requirements, or more accurately, successful and compelling narratives are incorporated 

into the ongoing work of design (stories inflected and shaped by encounters with use/users).  

 Stories that are tellable reflect problems (and solutions) that are doable; and the ease or 

communicability of a desired message depends on assembling the right constituencies. Trying to 

figure out “Who would use this wearable device?” and “Who has this problem and will pay for a 

solution?” isn’t as simple heralding “the future is superhuman” (and positioning the present as 

bereft/deficient). The problem with this approach is that it made what wearables are/are for kind 

of ambiguous; success, momentum (or “traction”) was found as these broader, humanity 

elevating ambitions were channeled into groups and causes that could demonstrate the future 

superpowers of wearables here and now. Here, what wearables are/are for found renewed 

potency as a tool for the empowerment and enrolment of (certain) constituencies who could then 

circulate and champion wearable’s sociotechnical promises and expectations.  

 Organizations eventually take up (stabilizing) themes of empowerment, solutionism and 

constituency building as a way of ordering their device and company, most evidently, in the 

scripts created to pitch and market the company and device to targeted groups, such as investors, 

executives, employees/unions, government, and so on. This scripting of what a wearable is/is for 

seeks alignment between the company, device and target user (and/or customer). I participated in 

crafting such a script working on WorkStrong’s white paper. And it was right then that I realized 
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that what I was doing in the white paper was the same as what I was doing in this dissertation: I 

was trying to craft a compelling answer to “what a wearable [MotionSense] is/is for”.  

Ultimately, the duality of design provides a theoretical and methodological way of 

thinking about ontological design. As a heuristic or precept, it encourages reflexive, 

phenomenological inquirings into the social construction of a technology that (likewise) 

constructs us. When quiring continues or is sustained in the ontological designing of our world, 

ourselves and our equipmental ways of living in it, we are invited closer to “becoming who we 

are”. Organizations follow inquiry as a path toward solving technical problems with making their 

devices work (Chapter 3), who their target audiences are (Chapter 4) and how to communicate 

with them (Chapter 5). And wearables reflect a desire to inquire about ourselves. All three 

inquiring paths are linked, or flow into each other via the duality of design, what I call quiring as 

a way of generalizing the shaping effect of all three.  

Quiring: Methodological lessons 

Chapter 5 ends with a provisional answer to the two questions – a pattern that was right in front 

of us all along in title of this work: What is a wearable? A query. Not just any query, but one that 

spurs further inquiring. Decomposing the term inquiry and its analogues revealed that quiring 

was the activity common to both words. The term takes aim at wearables’ open, and plural 

possibilities and suggests that although we cannot know where we (or they) will end up, or what 

answers to the two questions will be forged/given, some aspect of that future emerges or is co-

created in that very questioning (or more accurately, quiring) act/moment/effort. This is 
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generally what is meant by ‘right in front of us’ and how quiring always has a sense of being 

close to an answer, we’re just temporarily blind123 to it, figuratively speaking. 

Indeed, taken beyond mere disability, blindness describes a mode of being prior to modes 

of ordering/ways of knowing; blindness informs a desire to know, hence quiring, which then 

spurs further modes of ordering – a process that we can also be blind to, but therefore, also have 

a desire to know: 

Blindness enacts questioning... Rather than being a mere disability, then, blindness brings 

to the fore the ability to question the taken-for-granted reality and its modes of ordering: 

Blindness displaces knowledge and knowledge practices. It riddles what we know and 

how we know. Being blind means getting in touch with the invisible, moving within a 

rather complex set of practices, objects, and relations that make the materiality of social 

relations traceable. Blindness brings back the multiple dis/abling practices of how bodies, 

senses, and things relate. Through the history of blindness, the history of the ‘social’ 

becomes visible and constantly remains to be explained by the ways different bodies, 

senses, and things associate (Schillmeier 2010:43) 

 

Hence, we started with a blindness to quaternions as a way of preparing an openness to the two 

questions. In a way, this is similar to the kind of thinking (or questioning) advocated by 

Heidegger: to endeavor to understand technological or social phenomena we must proceed with 

“releasement towards things”. From a methodological point of view, deconstructing the 

subject/object of study – a deep contemplation of what it is/is for – is a necessary starting point. 

 

 

                                                 
123 Temporary to the extent we rest on the legacy of former expectations; to the extent our imagination is 

predisciplined or follows the logic of path dependency. Rather than being passive observers, designers, 

entrepreneurs and users are capable of meaningfully navigating the flow of events (acts/moments/efforts) even as 

they constitute them (Garud and Karnøe 2001:2) – this being the duality of design. Even though this navigation may 

be structurally embedded (Granovetter 1985), self-reinforcing or tend toward stabilization, small differences 

imparted by each heterogenous interaction/relation can accumulate and lead to a new path on which to 

depart/deviate. 
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Contributions: We-are-able 

We could have begun reading this work or tried to discover or answer the two questions in 

accordance with a customary style of inquiry – scientific or hypothetical-deductive – and seek 

well determined and clear positions. But once we start following the characters (Earl, Tom, me, 

you) in the three chapters as they abandon their initial standpoints and accustomed form of 

thinking in favour of what emerges or is disclosed in a kind of dialogue with their problem (or 

task), we no longer need to dictate or impose a view about what is, because “what we are looking 

for is already showing itself and the investigation is already an experience of it” (Pezze 2006).  

Releasement as a methodological starting point considers two ways of contemplating 

what is – calculative and meditative. While the former seems suitable enough for the kind of 

thinking that produced technologies like wearables in the first place and as a predominant answer 

to the two questions (e.g., “wearables [are for] enact[ing] ambitions of the quantified self”), I 

submit the notion of quiring to better124 emphasize sociotechnical elision: the bringing together 

and co-constitutional feedback implied by dialogue, dialectics and dualisms. Quiring, like 

meditative thinking, happens when we “dwell on what lies close and meditate on what is closest” 

(Heidegger 1966:47) – and wearables seemed to be an ideal candidate for something that is 

physically and ontologically closest to our selves.  

                                                 
124 And I should also say, I side-step Heidegger’s distinctions because his intent was to avail us from a 

“thoughtlessness” that prevails in the essence of modern technology; an Epimethean “forgetting of being” 

(Heidegger 2010; Stiegler 1998) that uproots humans from reality, the world and themselves. Technologies (and 

social structures) are both enabling and constraining simultaneously. My critique of Heidegger is that “becoming 

free” of “technological bondage” (Heidegger 1966:54) via meditative thinking is merely to move from one side of 

that dialectic to the other, and that doesn’t really change anything except who/what is master and slave. To go 

beyond this, Heidegger correctly argues, requires a different disposition, called releasement; a kind of “persistent 

courageous thinking” (Heidegger 1966:56) that requires being constantly able to let-go and let-in, to be “open to the 

mystery” (Heidegger 1966:55). It is precisely this comportment and temperament that is needed to move STS and 

social science researchers into more phenomenologically intimate, ethical and reflexive relations with what they 

study (and what it’s about/for).  
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In short, quiring sustains questioning anew (see Box 5). When we dwell on wearables, 

quiring invites us to think through our co-constitutive relationship with the technologies (and 

groups) we study.  

 

Box 5 – Sociology forward 

To say “quiring sustains questioning anew” is similar to thinking about design – not just as a 

practice/process that shapes an outcome – but as something that perdures, in other words, sustains. 

With such a rethinking, Gatt and Ingold ask:  

What, then, can it mean to design things in a world that is perpetually under construction by 

way of the activities of its inhabitants, who are tasked above all with keeping life going 

rather than with bringing to completion projects already specified at the outset? The answer, 

we suggest, is that design is not so much about innovation as about improvisation (Gatt and 

Ingold 2013:145).  

In other words, what design sustains is tinkering (and we can think of tinkering as the equipmental 

practice of quiring). To say so “is to recognize that the creativity of design is found not in the 

novelty of prefigured solutions to perceived environmental problems but in the capacity of 

inhabitants to respond with precision to the ever-changing circumstances of their lives” (Gatt and 

Ingold 2013:145). Their notion of capacity here supports my claim in the preface that “one is 

empowered when they can insert themselves into processes of ordering”. In this rethinking of 

design, we are empowered when we can “read” (or study/understand) design forward in the same 

manner as I have been describing the duality of design: designers and users follow “the ways of the 

world as they unfold” (Gatt and Ingold 2013:145).  

Finally, as to my suggestion in this conclusion that the duality of design and quiring will help move 

the social sciences forward:  

Design, in this sense, comes before ethnography rather than after it. It forces us to turn once 

again toward the world for what it has to teach us. And it restores the participant observer to 

where he or she belongs, in the midst of things […] In so doing, they become participants in 

among, rather than above and beyond, the ongoing life situations with which they deal, 

where they and their designs play out on the same level field as everyone else (Gatt and 

Ingold 2013:148-154). 

All of this together suggests that quiring is an apt reflection of what might be called a metamethod, 

and duality of design, a metatheory. The hope is that both prove to be powerful forces capable of 

counteracting the enlightenment legacy that has underwritten the epistemic and ontological 

occupation of people’s lives by (methods, theories, disciplines that rely on) displaced observation 

instead of a more reflexive and intimate acknowledgement that the scholar, the user, the designer 

are (or can be) observant participants. 
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For example, we might not be so quick to judge “users” as simply passive consumers of 

technologies, or social constructions (i.e., who they are/what they are for); instead, their 

definition is never clear and never exhaustive, they are processes, moments, movements, 

attitudes – ways of thinking that point toward and constitute meaning. We can trace these vectors 

forwards (using theoretical thinking) or backwards (using empirical analysis/methods) just as we 

might trace movement as transformations to the space of rotations (e.g., Euler angles), but that 

tracing itself enacts and reveals a certain kind of (desired or expected) alignment between them 

(what I’ve been referring to as arrangement but has elsewhere been called dispositif or even 

habitus). If you set about tracing alignments/patterns in these vectors in advance, it means you 

have a plan, aim or goal and desire to achieve them – functioning as ordering devices. This might 

work fine for measuring length with a ruler, but sociology need not be resigned to the 

instrumental realism of our measuring devices (c.f. Willis 2015);125 like rulers, they are just 

inscriptions that help reduce errors and make us (and our accounts) “more reliable” – but only to 

the extent we do not question, that is, distance ourselves from what the method/instrument is/for. 

Instead, in this dissertation I sought to leave answers to the two questions as open as 

possible to “let-in” the “mystery” (Heidegger 1966:55) of wearables that was found to be the 

persistence of quiring. The term quiring was not a conscious decision from the beginning but was 

gradually revealed as I discovered the common patterns between the chapters; as it turned out, it 

was also in front of me all along as well, I just had to work through six chapters before I could 

                                                 
125 I am not advocating that we scrap our methods, but more of a shift in methodological attitude. Rather than 

observing, analyzing and evaluating a sociotechnical object/subject/order in terms of social science models, methods 

or schemes (that end up being little more than gratuitous scientific instruments), the far more difficult and 

intellectually rigorous task is discovering how this object is produced and treating that how as a source of theoretical 

and methodological instruction (Lynch 1999). 
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see it. So, when I suggest “it was right in front of us all along”,126 I’m not trying to be duplicitous 

or play a trick on you. Rather, I am insisting if not very much stressing that the story of 

wearables, quiring, and the duality of design is as much a story about technology as it is about 

ourselves. Technology is not the effect of society and society is not the effect of technology, both 

exist within and emerge from the other: we don’t use technology we live technology.   

Any attempt to understand, read, or participate in questioning or answering ‘what is a 

wearable’, any technology, or even just saying or asking what is – is also a meta-commentary 

(hence, quiring) that folds the social, the political, the physical and everything else into a 

particular arrangement. I didn’t need to make a dissertation to make a meta-commentary, but I 

did need to make one in order to provide a glimpse of what wearables are, how they are talked 

about and how we relate to them in a reciprocal/iterative design-use constituency. And like the 

central tenets of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967), by showing that my methods of making 

sense of how wearables are configured (i.e., “how social order is produced”) are the same as 

those who produce and manage the setting(s) in which they are fashioned and created, the 

activity of writing the dissertation is brought into reflexive relation with the activities described. 

In other words, in any attempt to provide an answer to “how social order is produced”, the ‘how’ 

is embryonic with ‘what is’ produced; social inquiries don’t just describe the world as-is, they 

enact it (Law and Urry 2004; Lynch 1993).  

Quiring is thus not only the essence of wearables, it is a way of describing the whole 

sociotechnical organizing process and its study (i.e., the social sciences). It may even indicate the 

beginning of a technological ethics, or a wearables ethics: What will ever greater forms of 

                                                 
126 It was ‘in front of us all along’ in at least three ways: 1) in the title of the dissertation; 2) if we examine the 

etymology of quiring – it is the verb of the word quire meaning “to stitch together leaves of paper” (i.e., assembling 

this dissertation), and; 3) quiring shares the same Latin root as quaternions (quaterni). 
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“instrumental intimacy” (Littlefield 2018) mean for how we understand ourselves, and each 

other? As technologies get closer to us, will we get closer to them (and each other)? It might 

even be that wearables contain the possibility for combining individuality with 

interconnectedness: care the self is (also) care for the other.  

And so, what is a wearable? An answer will depend on the expectations or futures to 

which one aspires. Doing so draws near existing trajectories at the same time as offering 

alternative paths. As one of the closest technologies to ourselves, wearables have the potential to 

bring us to closer to understanding ourselves (in a calculative way) and perhaps (in a meditative 

way) closer to each other. In bringing that which is produced through sociotechnical ordering 

near, wearables might even serve a didactic role or signal an inflection point in the social 

sciences. Bringing something (to a) close is the condition for a renewed beginning. In what 

follows, we shall be questioning concerning technology.  
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Appendix A 

Wearable Kinds 

 

Initial efforts to define object of study or: “how I tried to produce an independent, more robust 

(specific yet general) definition of wearables, so that I could go and tell people (or my parents) 

‘this is what I study’, but instead found that doing so would mean having to ignore (or ‘hold 

some things equal’) certain things either on the side of the technology (i.e., exclude some kinds 

of wearables) or on the side of the social (i.e., exclude some kinds of bodies)” 

 

In a general sense, a wearable is anything capable of being worn (its ‘in-order-to’) plus some 

technological or electronic part to it. Moving up in specificity, one could take any of the other 

more conventional or canonical definitions, such as a “portable computer worn on the body” 

(Mann 1996, 1997; Bass et al. 1997; Barfield and Baird 1998; Barfield and Caudell 2001). The 

virtues of the conventional definition lie in its simplicity, but this makes it both functionally and 

conceptually over-determinate – laptops, cell phones and other mobile computational devices 

would fall under the definition. It’s as though the definition has a hidden caveat that says 

“portable computers worn on the body” but only those things ordinarily considered ‘wearable 

devices’ in popular culture. It also glosses over wearable devices that do not have an internal 

computer or CPU – new wireless technologies and cloud computing mean that some devices can 

offload computation tasks elsewhere – fulfilling the need for wearables to be as compact, low 

power, and lightweight as possible. Furthermore, some devices – such as the one discussed in 

Chapter 3 – consist of more than one sensor positioned at various points in and around the body, 

and only one of those modules contains a computation unit.  

The inadequacy of the conventional definition was partly what motivated me to do this 

research in the first place. Following the work of Isabel Pedersen and the Decimal Lab at the 

Ontario University Institute of Technology on the Fabric of Digital Life Archive, I quickly 
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realized that technologies that were wear-able were not limited to only those that could be worn 

on the body. (bullet points are my attempts at categorization)  

 

On the body: 

Wearable devices physically worn, displayed, or visible on the body that provide bodily 

diagnostic (biometric, ‘objective’) or other types of data (‘subjective’ e.g., emotions, ‘moods’). 

 

-Smartphones 

-Fitness bands and pedometers 

-Smartwatches 

-GPS watches (distinct from the above, used more for geolocation and competitive sports) 

-GPS trackers  

-Clothing, Jewelry and Makeup 

-Biometric (e.g., Spire – a small clip that detects and records breathing patterns) 

-Protective equipment (e.g., smart mouth guard, smart helmets) 

-Occupational health and safety (e.g., Geiger counters, particulate matter sensors, ergonomic 

monitoring) 

-Hair extensions (e.g., ‘Hairware’) 

 

In the body: 

Devices that perform the same function as ‘on the body’ devices, except are located beneath the 

surface of the skin. 

 

-Biohacking and implantable devices 

-Smart/Digital tattoos  

-Biomedical devices (e.g., smart pacemakers, insulin pumps, imaging pills) 

 -Strange variants: sensor-straps for fetus monitoring 

 

Of the body:  

Basically, these are things that either triangulate data (connect/pair) with both ‘on the body’ and 

‘in the body’ wearables above, or in absence of these other devices, the data and metadata 

produced could be used to infer the same kind of information one might get directly from ‘on the 

body’ wearables. 

 

-Biometrics (e.g., smart asthma inhaler attachment devices) 

-Sleep sensors (e.g., Sense by Hello) 

-Potable liquid analyzers (e.g., Vessyl) 

-Connected home (e.g., Nest thermostat changes temperature based on learning the preferences 

of occupants, for instance turning A/C off and one when sensing that the home-owner is home 

via infrared, motion tracking and geo-fencing) 

-Internet of Things (note that this category also includes wearables for inanimate objects) 

-Smart city sensors (e.g., ‘Urban Sensing,’ smart lighting, parking, water and crime 

management) 

-Ambient/environmental sensors (e.g., air quality sensors in work environments) 
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-Access (e.g., breath alcohol ignition interlock systems, proximity-based home security and other 

remote keyless entry systems) 

 

With the body: 

Things that augment (and perhaps sometimes decrease or delimit) bodily functions. Note that 

both ‘of the body’ and ‘on the body’ devices are also sometimes referred to as ‘Nearables.’ 

 

-Bionics (e.g., military exosuits and ‘wearable robots’) 

-Wearable cameras and drones (e.g., lifelogging cameras; and Nixie – “the world’s first wearable 

drone”) 

-Dis/ability devices (e.g., Bluetooth-connected white canes) 

-Hearables (e.g., devices that allows you to attend to specific sounds or conversations, or 

selectively block them out) 

-Usage-based (sometimes, ‘pay-as-you-go’) insurance technologies (e.g., Desjardin’s Ajusto 

program, Allstate’s Drivewise program) 

-Reality interfaces (VR/AR/MR devices, e.g., Sulon Cortex → devices that alter the 

environment-as-seen by the wearer) 

-Interaction measurement/gesture control interfaces (e.g., Myo Armband, Xbox kinectEYE, 

Nintendo Wii-mote, PlayStation Move wand) 

 

Strange Wearables: 

These are devices that defy classification in any of the above three categories. 

 

-Cryptocurrency mining (e.g., FitCoin app that generates Bitcoin depending on physical activity) 

-Wearables for intercourse: 

-“Fuck your way to fitness with BangFit, by Porn Hub” 

-iCon Smart condom: “Have you ever wondered how many calories you’re burning? 

How many thrusts? Speed of your thrusts? The duration of your sessions? How many 

different positions you use in the period of a week, month or year? Ever wondered how 

you stack up to other people from around the world?”  

-Gamification (‘earn money by sweating/sweat equity’) 

-Loyalty programs (e.g., Walgreens Steps) 

-Wearables as marketing stunts (e.g., Dole Japan’s banana wearable, “free Trident gum with 

10,000 steps”, McDonald’s Happy Meal Fitness Tracker, Pizza Hut’s smart shoes that order 

pizza for you) 

-Wearables for non-humans 

-common: fitness/health wearables for pets; location and tracking devices for wild 

animals/livestock, crops; iBeacons for inanimate objects; 

-less common: wearables “molded onto the outside of a jet”, “Walmart patents a cart that 

reads your pulse and temperature as you shop” 

 

Suffice it to say, shortly after beginning this research in 2015, I realized there was need for a 

definition that could incorporate the ever-broadening kinds of wearable technologies that had and 
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continue to emerge. Not for the sake of the dictionary, but rather, because there was (and in some 

ways, still is) widespread confusion as to what these devices are and, of what they are capable. 

The opportunity to clear up some of the myths associated with wearables (which, up to then, had 

been dominated by the moral panic over Google Glass) came in 2016-2017, when I produced a 

report together with my colleague Debra Mackinnon and the Queen’s Surveillance Studies 

Centre (Richardson and Mackinnon 2017). Part of this work included completing an inventory127 

of all wearable devices (that had obvious/apparent workplace uses) that were available in Canada 

at the time of study. This inventory was (may still be?) the most complete and up-to-date 

database of wearable devices available in Canada, and it garnered the interest of another firm 

who has the most frequently128 visited online database of wearable devices129 on the web. The 

partnership with this firm fizzled out as their core business model moved away from enterprise 

wearables to what they now call “industrial situational awareness,” but the work we had put into 

our inventory remained a useful empirical confirmation that the range of wearable devices 

available and emerging far exceeded the “portable computer worn on the body” definition. In 

that report, we defined wearable technologies as: 

a sensor, system or device whose function, application or purpose is to measure a 

(psychological, physiological, environmental, social) condition, or monitor the carrying-

out of action(s), whether directly or indirectly, in the context of one or many 

environments (Richardson and Mackinnon 2017:3).  

 

This second, more specific definition integrates a wider range of devices that are “wear-able” in 

the broadest sense. The intent is to draw attention to the capabilities, components and context of 

                                                 
127 The 2017 Wearable Device Inventory is available to download from: 

https://www.sscqueens.org/sites/sscqueens.org/files/wearable_device_inventory_2017_0.xlsx  
128 This factoid is based on two things: direct conversation with the CTO who created that database, and the easier 

method of using a Google search of ‘wearable database’ and seeing that their website remains the top result.  
129 http://vandrico.com/wearables/wearable-technology-database  

https://www.sscqueens.org/sites/sscqueens.org/files/wearable_device_inventory_2017_0.xlsx
http://vandrico.com/wearables/wearable-technology-database
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use that make a difference in what a wearable device is – in other words, it fuses together ‘what a 

wearable is and what it is for’. This definition conveys a dual meaning of wearables and it is the 

definition I use in this work when referring to the technology in a general and/or ordinary sense.  
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Appendix B 

GREB Clearance 
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